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GENERAL INFORMATION.
The Exhibition opens on Wednesday, October 14, and closes on
Saturday, November 14, 1936.
Hours of Admission
No Admission on Sundays.
Price o f Admission
Season Ticket
Price o f Catalogue

:10 a .m. to 6 P.M. (Thursdays, 10 a.m. to 7
:One shilling.

:Five shillings, admitting also to the

.

:One shilling.

Visitors are required to give up their sticks and umbrellas before
entering the Galleries; these must be left with the attendants
in the Cloakroom in the Entrance Hall. The other attendants
are strictly forbidden to take charge of anything.
Invalids may obtain the use of a wheeled chair during certain hours,
by previous arrangement with the Secretary, to whom application
should be made for the necessary order.

On the Bookstall in the Vestibule are on sale the Annual of the British
School at Athens, the principal publications of past Directors and
Students of the School, and other books on the subjects illustrated
by the Exhibition.

Photographs and postcards of certain Exhibits arc on sale at the
Bookstall.
Attention is directed to the Lectures, announced on page v, dealing
with subjects included in the Exhibition.
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by permission of the President and Council, under the auspices of
the British School of Archaeology at Athens.
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Each Lecture will be illustrated, and will be followed by a Demonstra
tion of the relevant section of the Exhibition.
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The Minoan World.
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The Art o f the Ex
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The Background of
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:One
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toeach
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PREFACE.
T his Exhibition, illustrating British Archaeological Work in Greece
and Crete from 1886 to 1936, celebrates the fiftieth anniversary of the
foundation of the British School at Athens, and is designed to call
public attention to its objects and achievements.
A Special Exhibit illustrates the Minoan civilisation as revealed by
the excavations at Knossos, conducted since 1899 by Sir Arthur Evans,
Honorary Student of the School, in close association with the Managing
Committee and with the assistance of the School’s architects and
students. Thus, by fortunate coincidence, this Exhibition com
memorates also the completion of Sir Arthur Evans’ book, The Palace
o f Minos at Knossos.
Another exhibit illustrates researches promoted by the Byzantine
Research and Publication Fund, which has been always closely asso
ciated with the School. Most of its workers have been students of the
School, and their rich collections of plans and drawings have now been
handed over to it.
The Exhibition Committee gratefully acknowledges its indebtedness
to the President and Council of the Royal Academy of Arts for the use
of its galleries, and for the constant advice and help of its Secretary
and staff ; to the Greek Department of Antiquities for permission to
reproduce objects in the National Museum at Athens; to Sir Arthur
Evans, and to the Keeper and Visitors of the Ashmolean Museum,
for the loan of original objects and reproductions, and for the prepara
tion of the Minoan Exhibit; to the Trustees of the British Museum,
the Society for the Promotion of Hellenic Studies, and the Royal
Anthropological Institute, for the use of rooms and other facilities;
and to H.M, Office of Works and the Royal Institute of British
Architects for the loan of exhibition-cases and screens; to Mr. John
Pcnoyre, a former Secretary, for selecting and, with Professor Droop,
arranging the Hellenic exhibits; to Messrs. E. J. Forsdyke, R. S. Weir
and Professors Wacc and Talbot Rice, for arranging the Byzantine
exhibits, and to Professors Wace, Dawkins, and Talbot Rice, and
Messrs. Liberty and Co., for loans from their respective collections;
and to all those whose individual loans are acknowledged in the body
of the Catalogue.
The late Director of the School, Mr, Humfry Payne, and his
successor, Mr. Biakeway, did invaluable preparatory work in Athens
for the Perachora exhibit, which was installed by the Assistant Director,
Mr. T, J. Dunbabin; and much help has been given in detail by
present Students, the Hon, M, Money-Coutts, Miss Eecles, and
Miss de Labillifcre.
VI

Both the School and this Exhibition owe much to those architects
and artists who have from time to time been associated in excavation
and research; especially to Messrs. R. S. Weir, W. Harvey, Walter
George, C. C. T. Doll, and Piet de Jong; to the drawings and plans of
successive Directors and Students; and to the technical skill of
Mr. Halvar Bagge, and of MM. Gillteron, father and son, of Athens.
Nearly all the photographic enlargements in the East and South
Rooms are the work of Messrs. Ilford, Limited. Those in the West
Room are by Messrs. R. B. Fleming and Co.
The Catalogue has been compiled for the most part from notes
supplied by the respective excavators. For its eventual form, the
Editor is responsible. He desires to thank two Students, Miss M.
Wynn Thomas and Mr. R. L. Beaumont, for reading the proofs.
JOHN L. MYRES,
Chairman
the Exhibition Committee.
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THE BRITISH SCHOOL OF ARCH/EOLOGY
AT ATHENS.
T he British School at Athens was founded in 1886 to provide British

students of the literature, art, architecture, archaeology, and history
of Greece of all periods from the earliest times to Byzantine and
modern days with facilities for research and travel in Greece itself.
The School has also assisted, as opportunity offered, students of the
geology, zoology, and anthropology of Greece.
Established by private enterprise, with the encouragement of the
Universities of Oxford and Cambridge, the School has always been
maintained mainly by the generosity of benefactors and by its annual
subscribers. Though it has received for many years a small Govern
ment grant, its resources have never been comparable with those of
the schools and institutes of France, Germany, or Italy (which are
maintained by their Governments), or of the United States.
Management.—The School is managed by a committee elected
by the subscribers, and includes members nominated by corporate
bodies subscribing over £50 per annum. The Committee appoints
the Director and such other officers as the administration of the
School requires, and admits students and is responsible for the manage
ment and finance of the School. Λ studentship is offered, in partial
return for their grants, annually in turn to the Universities of Oxford
and Cambridge, and other students on the Macmillan and Sachs
endowments are appointed from time to time. The School accepts,
as a matter of course, holders of travelling fellowships, studentships,
or scholarships from all Universities of the Empire, travelling
students sent out by the Royal Academy, the Royal Institute of
British Architects, the Byzantine Research and Publication Fund,
or other similar bodies.
Establishment.—At Athens, on a site on the south slope of
Lycabettos, which was presented by the Greek Government, stand
the Director’s house and the Macmillan Hostel for students. The
Hostel houses the Penrose Library, with over 9,000 volumes and a
rich collection of maps ; and also the Finlay Library, presented by
Mr. W. H. Cooke, nephew of George Finlay, the historian of Byzantine
and Modern Greece, with many rare pamphlets, manuscripts of the
Greek War of Independence, and Byroniana.
In Crete, through the generosity of Sir Arthur Evans, the School
owns, with the consent of the Greek Government, the site of the
Palace of Knossos and the adjacent " Villa Ariadne,” containing
library, curator's residence, and accommodation for students. Sir
i

South R oom

Nos. 376-379

376. C harioteer, from the Acropolis of Athens: an archaic relief
of the pre-Persian period: the soft forms and elaborate detail
are typical of Ionian art. Illustration for Acropolis Catalogue
Vol.
I,by the late Guy Dick ins, Student 1904-13.
377. V otive R elief of λ Sandal, dedicated by Silon to Asklepios:
found near the Sanctuary of Asklepios at Athens: c. 300 b .c .
a. The sandal. The curious sinkings probably represent the openings
in the sandal for its straps. The relief may commemorate the cure
of a foot disease. But, since it is the sandal, not the foot, that is
represented, it may record an escape from snake-bite by the
thickness of the sandal.
G. P. Byzantinos.
b. The whole monument, showing the sandal, snake and inscription.
c. The inscription: in this drawing the sandal has been removed
from the plinth.

KYNOSARGES, a suburb of Athens, with a famous gymnasium,
south-west of the Olympieion and on the opposite bank of the Ilissos,
was excavated by the British School in 1895-96.
378. a. Part of a M ourning G roup on a tombstone from Kynosarges.
The person commemorated is missing: he grasped the hand of
the remaining male figure: about 4(X)b.c.
b. Ionic C apital from Kynosarges.
RECONSTRUCTION OF THE CHEST OF KYPSELOS, by [Sir]
H. Stuart Jones, Student, 1890-1892,
The restoration is based on the description of the chest given by
Pausanias (V. 17.5—V. 19.10), who saw it at Olympia in the
second century a.d . It was reputed to be the chest in which the infant
Kypselos, afterwards tyrant of Corinth (655-625 n.c.), was hidden by
his mother Labda from the emissaries of the Bacchiadte (for the legend
see Herodotus, V. 92), and, although there is some ground for thinking
that the story of Kypselos did not become attached to the monument
until a later date, there is no reason to doubt that it was dedicated
by the Kypselos family, most probably by Kypselos’ son Pcriander,
since the internal evidence of Pausanias’ description shows that it was
a Corinthian work of art of the early archaic period.
379. T he C hest or Kypselos was made of cedar-wood and decorated
(probably on three sides) with five bands o f relief, the figures
being worked in gold, ivory, or the cedar-wood itself. The
artist employed both the Ionic system of continuous frieze-bands
and the Peloponnesian style o f decoration with ' closed ’ types
suitable for the metopes of a Doric temple.

See Journal
o f HellenicStudies, XIV (1894), pp. 30 80, Plate I (re
produced in Sir James Frazer, Pausanias, Vol. Ill (facing p, 606)).
The drawing,
byMr. /'. Anderson, jun.,
lent by Professor J.
Beazley.
84

G reek Scu lp tu re

Nos. 380-382

RECONSTRUCTION OF THE TEMPLE-SCULPTURES OF
REGINA, discovered by C. R. Cockerell and Baron Haller von Halierstein in 1811, and acquired by the Glyptothek at Munich in 1912,
suffered drastic reconstruction by Thorwaldsen, which has been much
discussed. In 1901 Furtwangler made further excavation at the
Temple of Aphaia, found more fragments, and proposed another
arrangement. When admiration for Furtwangler’s remarkable recon
struction gave place to more considered judgment, some dissatisfaction
was felt at his introduction of combatant figures in the act of falling.
In Annual, XV, Duncan Mackenzie, a pupil of Benndorf, maintained
that the transient momentary pose was not consonant with con
temporary sculpture, and unsuited to marble ; and by careful study
of erosion and musculature claimed to justify Thorwaldsen in throwing
the 4fallen warrior ’ on his back.
380. a. R econstruction of the East Pediment, showing the F igure
of a Fallen Warrior, by Duncan Mackenzie, student 1895-99,
and devoted associate of Sir Arthur Evans at Knossos. The
drawing is by D. Theodore Fyfe, with minor alterations by Walter
George.
b.The torso of the Fallen Warrior.
Duncan Mackenzie at work.
RECONSTRUCTION OF THE GROUP BY DAMOPHON AT
LYKOSOURA. Thirty years ago our knowledge of the sculptor
Damophon was practically confined to a passage of Pausanias
(VIII, 31, 1-3), and four fragments of his great group of Eleusinian
deities which stood in the sanctuary at Lykosoura in Arcadia.
Exhibited to
the
lefto f the
381. F our Fragments of Sculpture from Lykosoura, already
known in 1906.
a. Head of the giant Anytos. b. Head of Demeter.
c. Head of Artemis, d. Part of the embroidered veil of Despoina.
In 1906 the late Guy Dickins, with the goodwill and help of the Greek
archaeologists Kavvadias and Kourouniotes, examined many smaller
fragments collected in the museum at Lykosoura, and succeeded in a
complete restoration in the grandiose style suited to an inheritor of
Pergamene tradition.
382. Restoration of the G roup hy D amophon.
a. Drawing of existing fragments of group indicating their position
in the restoration.
b. Drawing of part of embroidered veil of Despoina: the surface
has been ’ spread o u t' so as to show the details of its decoration.
c. The restoration by the late Guy Dickins.
by F.
I Ik* restoration, in which inference had necessarily played a large
part, was accepted with respect, if not conviction, and there the matter
rested.
*5

S outh R oom

Nos. 383-390

In 1910, however, the main features of Dickins’ work were remarkably
confirmed by the publication by another Greek archaeologist, Stais,
of a bronze coin of Megalopolis, which had all the time been lying in
the National Collection at Athens.
382 d. Coin of M egalopolis: on the reverse is a representation of the
group by Damophon in the neighbouring sanctuary at Lykosoura.
The coiner works in the limitations of his own art, and this coin is
late in date and poor in preservation. But it gives striking confirmation
of the reconstruction by Dickins.

THE BRITISH SCHOOL OF ARCH/EOLOGY
AT ATHENS
THE SCHOOL BUILDINGS lie on the slope of Mount Lykcabettos,
overlooking the Ilissus valley and the modern city of Athens. The
Director’s House was built in 1886 and the Library and Hostel in 1904.
383. T he School’s W ar M emorial, commemorating the loss o f
seven students—W. Loring, K. T. Frost, B. W. Webster, G.
Dickins, G. L. Chcesman, R. M. Heath, C. B. Moss-Blundcll.
384. G eneral View towards the D irector’s H ouse from below:
taken about 1905 before the olive-yard was turned into a garden.
385. T he T errace below the D irector’s H ouse.
386-7. T he M acmillan Hostel for Students : recent views.
388. T he Penrose Library contains about 9,000 volumes: it is nearly
full, and in urgent need o f extension.
389. T he F inlay Library, containing the valuable books and

pamphlets collected by George Finlay, historian of mediaeval and
modern Greece; presented by his nephew, W. H. Cooke. This
room serves also as the Students’ Common Room.
THE VILLA ARIADNE, adjacent to the Palace of Knossos was built
by Sir Arthur Evans and presented by him with its beautiful garden
and the neighbouring Tavcrna to the British School, for the use of
the Curator of Knossos, and students and guests of the School.
390. V iews

of the

V illa, T avfrna,

and

G arden .

THE OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS OF THE SCHOOL.
In
Portrait of F rancis C ranmer Penrose, First Director o f the School,
1886 1887. Painted by John Singer Sargent, R.A.
Lentby the Royal Institute
Portrait of G eorge A lexander M acmillan, Secretary of the
School, 1886-1897 ; Chairman, 1903-1934. By J. S. Sargent, R.A.
Lent by The Society
Dilettanti,
86

Arc

Nos. 391-394
391. Portrait-B ook

of

O fficers

and

M od ern G reek Life
D irectors of the School,

1886-1936.
[Ofront o f No
Chairmen.—George Alexander Macmillan, 1903-1934.
John Linton Myres, 1934—
Treasurers.—Walter Leaf, 1886-1906. Vincent W. Yorke, 1906—
Secretaries.—George Alexander Maurice S. Thompson, 1919-27.
Bernard S. Page, 1929-31.
Macmillan, 1886-1897.
William R.LeFanu, 1928-29 and
William Loring, 1897-1903.
1931-34.
John Penoyre, 1903-1919.
Miss C. A. Hutton (Acting), Richard D. Barnett, 1935—
1916-19.
Directors.—Francis C. Penrose, Robert Carr Bosanquet, 1900-6.
Richard M. Dawkins, 1906-14.
1886-7.
Alan J. B. Wace, 1914-23
Ernest A. Gardner, 1887-95.
Cecil H arcourt
Smith, Arthur M. Woodward, 1923-29.
Humfry G. G. Payne. 1929-36.
1895-7.
David G. Hogarth, 1897-1900. Alan A. Blakeway, 1936.
392. Book of Photographs I llustrating the T rapeza C ave in
C rete, supplementing the exhibit Nos. 316-7 in the North-east
Angle-panel of this Room.

STUDIES OF MODERN GREEK LIFE
Few students of the School, whatever their special studies may be,
fail to become intimate with the modern people of Greece, familiar
with their language, and interested in their customs, industries, and
popular arts. Examples are exhibited of aspects of life in Greece
at the present day, which illustrate phases in the long continuous
history of the Greeks.
394. P hotographs by the late R. C. Bosanquet, Student 1892-7,
and afterwards Director 1900-06.
a. Potters at Pediadha in C rete. The master potter is finishing
the rim of one of the huge shapely jars used for storage. His
mate is seated slowly revolving the jar with a simple mechanism,
clearly shown beneath the jar on the potter’s right. At the potter’s
feet lies a mass of unworked clay. In the left-hand corner is one
of the circular stands or turntables on which the pot revolves.
The family and the mule stand by.
h. G eneral V iew of the K ilns at Pediadha.
c, d. Scenes prom a V illage F east at Palaikastro in C rete.
(r) The singer with hand on heart is improvising, to the accom
paniment of viol and drum.
A wrestling bout between two
workmen on the beach.
t . Village F east at Praisos in C rete.
8?
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Nos. 395-397

THE GREEK ISLANDS are famous for their mythical beauty, but
they have countless other attractions. The antiquities, prehistoric
and historic, are too little known; the churches and monasteries are
well worth attention, and the very mention of the Italian Dukes of
the Archipelago suggests romance.
395. K arpathos was visited by R. M. Dawkins in 1903, and described,
with its dialect, in two papers in the Annual.
a. S ketch M ap of K arpathos, based on the British Admiralty
Chart.
b. c. E lymbos. (ό) The village; (c) the approach from the sea.
d. Wooden Lock, of a type found in many Greek islands, though
it is fast disappearing.
e. Wooden O live-press and O live-mill: these presses are now
everywhere superseded by iron screw-presses.
of A pollo in Sikinos is of Hellenic date and con
struction ; but, by the addition of an apse and a belfry, the classical
building has been adapted for use as a Greek church, and as
such it is still occasionally used. A Greek Temple has thus
survived; partly, too, because of the extreme remoteness of the
island.
Photograph and plan by R. M. Dawkins.
a.View of the facade and entrance, b. Ground plan of the temple.
397. C arved and G ilt Screens in the C hurches (a) of St. Athanasios
in Skopelos (ancient Peparethos); (/>) of the Panagia Portaritissa
in Astypalaia.
These richly-carved screens are common in Greek lands, especially
in the islands and in the north, in the seventeenth and eighteenth
centuries : these two examples belong to the latter.
c. T he T own of S kopelos, from above, with the land-locked bay
behind.
d. T he Town a n d Port of Leros, from the Castle of the Knights
of St, John from Rhodes.
e. T he A cropolis of T elos; a double flight o f steps within the gate.
/ . T he G ate in the Hellenic W all of N isyros, like (e) a
fine example of Greek military architecture.
Photographs by A. J. B. Wace.

396. T he T emple

NORTH GREEK MUMMING PLAYS arc still to be seen in
Thessaly, Macedonia, Thrace, Epirus, and the Northern Islands;
obviously connected with some sort of spring festival to encourage the
revival of vegetation and good crops, but still performed, though
education and modern custom arc breaking them down. The festival
is now celebrated at various times—New Year, Epiphany, CheeseMonday at the beginning of Lent, and May Day, but probably the
original time for the festival was New Year, and that the date has
been changed under the influence of the Church and European
88

M odern G reek Life

Nos. 398-399

Carnival and May Day customs. In the play, which takes various
forms, there are always a bride and bridegroom, the death and
resurrection of one of the characters, and some sort of pantomime
to bring good luck for the crops and flocks. These mumming festivals
are described by Dawkins and Wace, Journal o f Hellenic Studies,
XXVI, 191 ff;A n n u a l, XVI, 232 f f ; XIX, 248#.
398. S cenes from G reek M umming P lays, recorded in different
places by A. J. B. Wace.
a. Masquerade in the snow at Hagios Georgios, near Viza, Thrace.
b. A Mummer in Scyros.
c-f .Mummers on May Day on Mount Pelion, Thessaly.
Man, the Old Woman, and the Doctor.
cl. The Death of the Old Man.
e. The Arrival of the Doctor.
/. The Doctor at work, restoring the Old Man to life.
SAMARINA is one of the largest of the Vlach villages in Northern
Pindus, on the boundary of Epirus and Western Macedonia. It lies at
the cast foot of Mount Smolikas, the highest peak in Pindus (8,030 feet),
and by the head-waters of the Aous. The village, which is occupied
entirely by Kutsovlachs speaking a Latin language, a dialect of
Roumanian, is snowed up in winter and, except for a few families,
deserted by its inhabitants, who spend the winter in the towns and
plains of Macedonia, Epirus, and Thessaly. They are not alt shepherds,
though the village possesses many sheep, but muleteers, merchants,
and skilled craftsmen; gunsmiths, knife makers, carpenters, tailors,
confectioners, ikon painters, and jewellers. Much lumber from the
pine forests of Smolikas is exported from the village. The women
spin and weave wool and, in addition to blankets, flannel and woollen
homespun, make tapestry-woven and other rugs.
399. a. G eneral View of the Village of Samarina.
/>. M arket Place of Samarina, with its shops and inns.
c .Principal C hurch of the V illage, G reat Sr. M ary’s ,
S amarina: eighteenth century: a miraculous pine-tree grows on
the roof o f its apse.
cl. Monastery of St . Paraskevi, Samarina, which dates from
before 1713 and lies in a sheltered spot lower down the valley, a
short distance from the village.
e. A Saw Mill. /. O ne of the O ld Houses.

Samarina and the Kutsovlachs are fully described in A. J. B. Wace
and M. S, Thompson, The
Nomads o f theBalkans, 191
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EXHIBITION
ILLUSTRATING BYZANTINE STUDIES
WITH SPECIAL RELATION TO THE

BYZANTINE RESEARCH AND PUBLICATION FUND
IN ASSOCIATION WITH THE BRITISH SCHOOL AT ATHENS

General Introduction by R.

Weir.

T he architectural and hagiographic side o f Byzantine Art early
engaged the attention of the British School at Athens. Two archi
tectural students, Robert Weir Schultz (R. S. Weir) and Sidney
Barnsley, who joined the School in its second session (1887-88) had,
during the course of their general studies, devoted some attention
to the Byzantine churches of Athens, of some of which they made
measured drawings.
On their return to England, the Committee made a grant
from the School’s funds and issued an appeal for further donations
to enable these students to pursue their Byzantine researches. The
generous response enabled them to return in 1998 to Greece where
they pursued their studies in Athens, Attica, the Peloponnesus,
Arta and Thessalonika and collected measured drawings of churches
and other buildings, coloured drawings of mosaics, and a repre
sentative series of photographs taken often under hazardous conditions.
A selection from this large collection is shown.
The publication of a portion of this material was made possible
by the generosity of the late Dr. Edwin Freshfield, who defrayed the
whole cost of
TheChurch o f St. Luke o f St iris in
under the auspices of the School in 1900. A great part of the col
lection, however, is still unpublished.
Meanwhile further students had been attracted, and the Annual
for 1895-96 contained an article on The
by I I. M.
Fletcher and S. Kitson. Peter Rodeck, a gold medallist and travelling
student of the Royal Academy, joined the School in 1896 7, and
A. E. Henderson, a student of the Royal Institute of British Architects,
in 1897-8; both devoted time to Byzantine study. Theodore l yfc,
a travelling student of the Architectural Association, was appointed
*architectural student *of the School in 1899 90. Though principally
associated with Sir Arthur Evans at Knossos, he did some work on
Byzantine churches in Crete, and published
Church
Titus
in the Architectural Review, 1907. Ramsay Traquair, who joined the
School in 1905-6, devoted special attention to the study of the
Frankish remains in Greece. Walter George, a student of the Royal
Institute of British Architects, was admitted Student in 1906 7, and
continued the work on the churches of Thessalonika ; and William
(JO
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Harvey, a gold medallist of the Royal Academy, measured in 1907-8
a group of little known churches in Argolis.
In 1908 the Byzantine Research and Publication Fund was formed
under the presidency of Dr. Edwin Freshfield, * in association with
the British School at Athens,’ and students sent out under its auspices
were accepted as members of the School. Under its direction W.
Harvey recorded some of the smaller churches of Thessalonika, and
made coloured drawings of the mosaics in the Church of
St. Sophia in that city.
He afterwards made measured
drawings of the Church of the Nativity at Bethlehem and studies of
its mosaics, and also detailed studies of the Dome of the Rock
at Jerusalem. Walter George continued his work on the early
churches in Thessalonika, and a special donation enabled him to make
records in colour of the mosaics then recently discovered in the Church
of St. Demctrios. In Constantinople he made a thorough investi
gation of the Church of St. Eirenc, and studied the civil and domestic
buildings both there, and later, at Mistra. Ramsay Traquair published
the churches in Western Mani in the Annual of 1908-9. His studies
of Frankish remains were eventually published in the Journal o f
Royal Institute o f British Architects in 1923. Η. H. Jewell, gold
medallist and travelling student of the Royal Academy, undertook
in 1910 the study of the great Church of Paros.
Already, before the War, the Committee had issued two folio
volumes,
TheChurch
o f the Nativity at
and others (London, Batsford, 1910, out of print), and The Church
o f St. Eirenc at
,C
onstaiple by Walter S. George (Oxford
University Press, 1912). A further volume, The Church o f Our Lady
o f the Hundred Cates
inTaros, by H. H. Jewell and F. W
(Macmillan & Co.), was issued in 1920.
Though the Fund has made a few grants towards smaller publica
tions since the War, the bulk of the Thessalonika material remained
in suspense until the appointment of Hubert Mcgaw to the Macmillan
Studentship of the School in 1933. He had devoted himself to
Byzantine studies since 1931. A scheme was now drawn up for the
publication by the Byzantine Research and Publication Fund and the
Greek Archteological Service conjointly, in association with the
British School at Athens, of the Early Christian and Byzantine anti
quities of I hessalonika -embodying all work done in past years and
including the recent researches of Greek colleagues. The first volume
will deal with the Church of St. Demctrios.
it has also been agreed that in future the work of Byzantine Research
and Publication shall be carried on under a special Byzantine sub-com
mittee of the British School at Athens and with funds specially provided.
It is, therefore, hoped that those who are interested in this subject
will support the work by contributing generously to this special fund
and thus enable this country to maintain its honourable place in this
important branch of archtcology.
9'
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DRAWINGS OF BYZANTINE
CHURCHES
These drawings were made by members of the School at various
times. They chiefly illustrate phases of Byzantine architecture and

decoration in Greece between the 5th and the 15th centuries a . d .
Much of the material is unpublished, and many of the buildings
have suffered greatly since the drawings were made. Some of the
drawings are supplemented by photographs.
Architecture of the three greatest periods of Byzantine artistic
activity is represented: the 5th—
7th centuries by the Churches of
SS. Sophia, Demetrios and Paraskevi (Eski
at Thessalonika;
the 11th century by those of St. Luke of Stiris in Phocis, and of Daphni
in Attica, besides many smaller examples in Athens and the Argolid,
the latter extending through the 12th century, and a group in
Thessalonika extending from the 11th to the late 13th century; the
Byzantine Renaissance of the 14th—15th centuries is shown in the
churches of Mistra.
Examples of decoration arc less full, being almost limited to the
mosaics of the early and middle periods. The frescoes of Mistra—a
necessary supplement—are published by Millet (see below under
Mistra). There are also good photographs, both of mosaics and
frescoes, in Zervos, L'Art en
Grece.
Here are also drawings of three churches, rather outside the
Greek Byzantine series. The 4th century Church of the Nativity
at Bethlehem has its 12th century mosaics, which stand clearly apart
from contemporary work in Greece. The Church of St. George at
Thessalonika, is pre-Byzantine in structure. The Church of St. Nicholas
at Mistra, being of the 17th century, must be classed as post-Byzantine,
though in the full tradition.

ATHENS.

T he Athenian churches, included here, all belong, except the Old
Metropolis, to the 11th and 12th centuries, as do those of the Argolid
below ; the Athenian being on the whole the earlier. To the same
group belong the Churches of St. Luke of Stiris in Phocis, and of
Daphni in Attica. I hey are all included in G. Millet’s study,
Grecque
dans
VArchitecture
Byzantine(Paris, 1916)
recently studied in more detail by H. Mcgaw in the Annual of the
British School, xxxii, pp. 90//. They fall into two groups according
to their plan: on the one hand, three closely connected buildings,
the Great Church of St. Luke, St. Nicodemos at Athens, and Daphni;
on the other the rest, more loosely related.
9*
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The first type, with a great central square under the dome, is
related to the Domed Basilica. The second type is based on a central
Greek Cross, and is itself divided into two classes: those in which
the central cross is complete and the sanctuary a separate unity, and
those in which the east arm of the cross is occupied by the sanctuary.
The former is common in Constantinople, and its artistic dependencies
Athos and Thessalonika (e.g., Theotokos, Holy Apostles, and St,
Panteleemon); the latter, derived from the East, is regular throughout
most of Greece. To the first class, however, belong the Small Church
of St. Luke, and those at Chonika and Merbaka in the Argolid (see
below); to the second, the churches at Ligourio in the Argolid and
Samari in Messenia, below, and the Athenian SS. Thcodoroi and the
Omorphi Ekklesia. The Athenian Kapnikarea and Kaisariani, and
the Old Metropolis, which is earlier, belong essentially to this class,
though they show the influence of the other.
On the Church of the Holy Apostles, which stands apart, see below.
The order of the churches in the following list is determined by
the convenience of arranging the drawings on the wall.
The drawings are the work of R. S. Weir and S. H. Barnsley;
see General Introduction.
theEast
Wto the right o
into the East Room, and run from
to right.
Screen I.
THE KAPNIKAREA CHURCH.—On the relations of this church,
see above. Megaw dates it to the third quarter of the 11th century,
the exo-narthex (extreme west section) being an almost contemporary
addition; the north aisle and south porch are later.
401. East, (402) South, and (403) West Elevation. 404. Ground Plan.
405. Longitudinal section. 406. Photograph of the Exterior.
THE CHURCH OF SS. THEODORE.—On the relations of this
church, see above. It is dated by an inscription to 1065, long mistakenly
read as 1049. The relevance of the inscription to the existing church
has been doubted; but, as Megaw has shown, without reason. It is
therefore about contemporary with Kapnikarea, and the two stand
between St. Nicodemos and Daphni.
407. East elevation.
408. South elevation.
409. Longitudinal section.
410. Ground plan.
THE CHURCH OF ST. NICODEMOS (also called PANAOHIA
LYCODEMOU),—On the relations of this church, see above. An
inscription dates the founder's death to 1044, and Megaw puts the
church in the second quarter of the 11th century. In 1847 it was take
over by the Russian Orthodox, and elaborately restored.
411. Ground plan.
412. Gallery plan. 413. South elevation.
414. West elevation.
93

Arthur Evans has also provided an endowment towards the upkeep
of the Palace and the maintenance of the curator and library.
Students.—The School is open from November 1st to June 30th,
and during this session the Director is in Greece, and either he or his
deputy is resident in Athens.
Any British subject may be admitted as a student on satisfactory
evidence of the necessary qualifications, and students of the British
School at Rome have the privilege of admission when they visit
Greece, while students of the British School at Athens have the
privilege of admission to the British School at Rome.
Foreign students may also be admitted on the same terms,
especially those from countries which have no school in Athens,
such as Sweden, Norway, Denmark, Holland and Switzerland.
Facilities are afforded to students for using the libraries and
attending the lectures of the other foreign schools. The principal
Greek libraries are also available for the use of students, and the
Greek Archaeological Service grants them free access to the museums
and excavations.
Students ot the School are required to pursue a definite course
of study and to reside in Greek lands for three months at least. They
may take part in the excavations of the School. They pay an estab
lishment fee of £5 5s. each session, rent for their rooms, and the cost
of their messing. The cost of living in the hostel in Athens varies
with the exchange. Recently it has been between 6s. and 8i. a day.
Student privileges and accommodation in the hostel may be
granted in special cases for shorter periods.
All applications for admission, or for information about the School,
should be made to the Secretary, British School at Athens, 50, Bedford
Square, London, W.C.l.
Excavations
inGreece have always been one of the prin
activities of the School. All have been supported by funds specially
contributed. While they have been concerned with every period
of Greek history, the best known have been devoted cither to the
great Prehistoric period which preceded the development of Hellenic
culture in the narrow sense or to the Archaic period from the ninth
to the sixth centuries b . c .
For an account of the principal excavations and topographical
researches, see page 34.
The School is the only authorised channel through which applica
tions may be tendered by British subjects for permits to excavate in
Greece.
The School has also throughout lent its aid to the epoch-making
work of Sir Arthur Evans at Knossos, to the other work of the Cretan
Exploration Fund, to the Asia Minor Cyprus and Macedonian
Exploration Funds, and to the Byzantine Research and Publication
Fund. It has always been closely associated with the Society for the
Promotion of Hellenic Studies which issued the Excavations at Megalo
polis, Phylakopi, and
TheSanctuary o f Artemis
as thre
supplementary papers.
3
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THE CHURCH OF THE HOLY APOSTLES.—The trefoil plan of
this church is derived from an early oriental type, e.g., the Church
of the Nativity at Bethlehem (see above). It is found fairly frequently
at this time in Greece, particularly in the north; this example shows
the form grafted on to the Greek Cross type. Constructionally
it is related to the Churches of Holy Luke and St. Nicodemos, and
is dated by Megaw to the first quarter of the 11 th century.
415. Section and plan.
416. Elevation.
THE OLD METROPOLIS (CATHEDRAL): Panaghia Gorgoepekoos, also called St. Eleutherios.—On the relations of this church,
see above. It probably dates from the 9th century. The walls contain
a mass of fragments of classical and early Byzantine sculpture. The
church is small for a cathedral, but Byzantine Athens was not a large
place.
417. Section and plan.
418. East and west elevations.
419. Elevations.
420. Photograph: general view.
OMORPHI EKKLESIA.—This building (the ‘ Pretty Church’)
stands a little outside Athens to the north-east. On its relations, see
above. It has been dated to the 11th century, but Megaw has shown
that it belongs to the third quarter of the 12th century.
421. [withdrawn.)
KAISAR1ANI.—This church belongs to a monastery at the foot of
Mt. Hymettos to the east of Athens. On its relations, see above.
It is dated by Megaw to the last quarter of the 11th century, and so is
approximately contemporary with Daphni.
422. Photographs: exterior; (96) exterior.

THE MONASTERY OF ST. LUKE OF STIRIS IN
PHOCIS
T his monastery occupies a magnificent position, on a spur of the

Helicon range, facing south to the Gulf or Corinth. St. Luke (
Loukas),a 10th century hermit, inhabited the site and built a church
of St. Barbara. The smaller of the existing churches probably stands
on the site of this, the larger on that of the saint’s tomb, lie was a
wonder-worker, and his tomb became a place of pilgrimage, and soon
the site of a monastery, where the present two churches were erected
during the Nth century, flic larger is dated by Megaw to the first
quarter, the smaller to the second: see above under
The
large church is dedicated to St. Luke, the crypt underneath it to
St, Barbara, and the smaller to the Mother of God
04
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The main feature of the plan of the great church is the big empty
square in the centre. This recurs at Daphni (465 ff.), and elsewhere.
The interior is covered with mosaics which belong to the same period
as the building. Unfortunately those from the great dome and one
of the pendentives have perished, and their place is taken by poor late
frescoes. The central part of the small church is on the Greek Cross
plan. There are neither mosaics nor frescoes there now. Both
buildings have beautiful work in coloured marbles. These buildings
are related to contemporary work in Attica (see above). The later
group of Thessalonika churches is also contemporary.
These drawings were made in the year 1890 by R. S. Weir and
S. H. Barnsley, with the help of a grant from the British School,
increased by private donation. Most of them are published in
Monastery o f St. Luke of Stiris
inPhocis, by Robert
Medallist and Travelling Student in Architecture of the Royal Academy
of Arts (1887-89), and Sidney Howard Barnsley, lately members of
the British School at Athens: published for the Committee of the
School by Macmillan & Co., Ltd., London, 1901. The publication
was made possible by the generosity of Dr. Edwin Freshfield.
Except where otherwise stated, these drawings are of the Great
Church.
South
423-27. Mosaics. 423. Head of St. Cyril. 424. Head of St. Luke.
425. Head of David, from scene in the south lunette of the east wall
of the Narthex, erroneously labelled by the artist *The
Resurrection,’ actually the ' Harrowing of Hell
sec 433 below.
426. In vault of arch to Prothesis: SS. Cyril, Ignatius, Gregory of
Armenia, and Clement.
427. In vault of arch to Diakonikon: SS. Hierotheos, Gregory of
Nysa, Theophilos, and Dionysios the Arcopagite.
428. Plan oi the T wo C hurches.
429. Plan of the galleries.
430. Isometric Section o f the two churches.

432. Mosaics in lunettes on north and south walls of Diakonikon;
north, D aniel in the Lion's D en ; south, T he T hree C hildren
saved from the fiery furnace. These two subjects are regularly
found together.
433. Mosaics in lunettes over north and south windows in west
wall of narthex; north, full-length, SS. Irene, Catherine, Barbara;
medallions, SS. Euphemia, Marina, Juliana; south, full-length,
SS, Constantine and Helena; medallions, above, SS. Thekla,
Agatha ; below SS. Anastasia, Febronia, Eugenia. The north
and south walls of the narthex have each one lunette; the east
and west, each three; a detail from one of the east wall scenes is
illustrated. 425 above.
95
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434. West E levation of the two churches.

435. C ross-section through the Great Church and Crypt, looking
east.
436. Coloured Section.
437. M osaic: St. Luke, from west wall of north transept, opposite
the shrine.
438. Mosaic : Shrine of St. Luke, in east wall o f north transept.
439. C oloured Section.
440. East elevation of Great Church.
441. South elevation of
Great Church.
442. Lower stage of interior of west wall showing great doorway.
443. M osaics: St. Gregory the Wonder-worker, St. Basil.
„
St. Nicholas, St. John Chrysostom.
These figures, of the four great Fathers of the Eastern Church, are in the
shallow recesses at the east and west ends of the north and south sides
of the central square of the Great Church.
445. Dome over bema.
446. East apse and semi-dome.
447. Mosaics: Archangel Gabriel; Theodore the Recruit.
448.
„
Saint Mcrcurius; Archangel Michael.
These four figures are from the soffits of the great arches supporting
the dome. Each arch contains a medallion at the top and two full-length
figures facing each other below. The scheme shows the Church
Militant: in the east arch, leading to the bema, is Christ in a medallion
with the Archangels Gabriel and Michael; the others have nine
great warrior saints: Christopher in a medallion with Mcrcurius
and Procopios; Nicholas the Younger with George and Theodore
the General; Nestor with Demetrios and Theodore the Recruit.
Here Demetrios is shown as an armed warrior, the regular tradition;
the 6th and 7th century mosaics of the Church of St. Demetrios at
Thessalonika give us an earlier version in which he appears as a
civil dignitary.
449. Pavement of the Great Church.
450-2. Pavement details.

Screen 4.

453. Iconostasis of the Great Church.
454. Iconostasis of the Small Church.
456. Pavement of the Small Church.
457. Details of brick work.
458. Picture frames on piers dividing iconostasis in the Small Church,
459. Tympanum of west doorway of the Great Church.
96
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South Wall.
464. P hotographs

of the

M onastery: exterior views: Great church,

interior, looking north-west ; interior, looking north-east; interior,
from gallery, looking east. Mosaics in south-east pcndcntive; Birth
of Christ.
Mosaics in south-west pendentive; Purification.
Small Church, exterior, south; interior, looking east.

THE MONASTERY OF DAPHNI IN ATTICA
West Wall.
A monastery was founded on this site in the 5th or 6th century, but
was abandoned, and the present church belongs to a second foundation
in the late 11th century. Megaw dates it in the last quarter: see above
under Athens. The plan is very like that of the Great Church of St.
Luke, with the addition of an exo-narthex—an extra section at the
west end. The mosaics belong to the same period.
The Crusaders sacked the monastery in 1205, and in 1211 Cistercians
were installed there, who remained till the Turkish conquest in 1458.
It was brought back to the Orthodox cult in the 16th century, but
was permanently abandoned at the time of the War of Independence.
The church was restored in 1893 and further in 1920.
The drawings are the work of R. S. Weir and S. H. Barnsley.
The church has been published by G. Millet: Lc
tie
Daphni, Paris, 1899.
465-8. P lans and Elevations: 465 Plan of the church.
466. Plan of the galleries.
467. East elevation.
468. South elevation.
469-72. Mosaics from the C upola : 469. Head of a prophet, with
Daniel and Elias; 470. Prophets: Solomon and David; 471.
Prophets: Jonah and Elisha; 472. Prophets: Isaiah and
Sophonias.
473 6. M osaics from Walls of T ransepts: 473. East wall of south
transept: Adoration of Magi; 474. West wall of north transept:
Entry into Jerusalem; 475. East wall of north transept: Birth
of Virgin; 476. East wall of north transept: Crucifixion.
477. Photographs: Exterior: interior.

MISTRA
Screens 2 3
Mis i ra is situated on a steep spur of Taygetos. In the mid-13th century
the Franks built a castle there, which they soon had to cede to
Byzantium in ransom for the captured Guillaume dc Villehardouin
(1263). it became the centre of Greek resistance to the Franks in the
97
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South Peloponnese, and, when the latter were finally expelled, became
a flourishing town. From 1349 until its capture by the Turks in 1460
it was the capital of a district governed by a member of the immediate
imperial family under the title of Despotes. It remained an impor
tant place under the Turks and the Venetians, who held it from
1686 to 1715, but began to decline under the second Turkish domina
tion, and after being burned by Albanians in 1779 it was practically
abandoned.

The buildings belong chiefly to the 14th and 15th centuries, the
last period of major artistic production in Greek lands. The plans
of the churches all relate to types we have already seen, but they
show some unique variations and, in decoration, mosaic has given
way entirely to fresco. Most of the buildings are published by
G. Millet, Monuments
Byzantins
de, Paris, 19
de
I'Art
ByzantinI). The drawings are the work of R. S. Weir and
S. H. Barnsley.
Screen 2
THE CHURCH OF SS. THEODORE.—This church was built
before 1296, and so is one of the earliest in the place. The plan centres
round a great open square under the dome, like that of certain 11th
century churches of Central Greece—the great Church of St. Luke
in Phocis, St. Nicodemos (Panaghia Lycodemou) at Athens, and
Daphni in Attica (see above).
478. Isometric View .

THE CHURCH OF ST. SOPHIA.—This church, now in ruin, belongs
to the mid-14th century. The plan is the Greek Cross type, with the
sanctuary impinging on the cross; see above under Athens.
479. N orth Elevation : 480. Section, looking east.
T he C hurch

of the

Efendiko (M onastery

of the

Brontochion).—

This church was built before 1311. It is the earliest example of a
type unique to Mistra, consisting of a basilica below a cruciform
upper storey; the latter is in all cases of the Constantinople type,
with a complete cross and a separate sanctuary; see above under
Athens.
CJ.The Pantanassa and Metropolis (St. Demetrios) below.
481. Isometric View.

482. South Elevation.

483. North elevation.
THE CHURCH OF ST. DEMETRIOS (THE METROPOLIS).—This
church was built in 1310 as a basilica, but in deference to local fashion
a cruciform upper storey was added in the 15th century
Efendiko,
Pantanassa). The basilica is clearly based on earlier models.
484, South-east elevation.
485, North-west elevation.
486. South-west elevation. 487, Section looking north-east.
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488. Ground plan.
489. Details of iconostasis.
490. Details of bema.
Screen 3.
491. Photographs: Exterior, east end; interior.
THE CHURCH OF THE PANTANASSA.—This church, which
still belongs to a Nunnery, was completed in 1445. It is of the same
unusual type as the Efendiko and the Metropolis. It is richly decorated
with frescoes, partly contemporary, partly later.
492. Isometric section.
493. North elevation.
494. Photographs: Exterior from north-east; exterior west-end.
Fresco in narthex: the portrait is identified as that of Manuel
Lascaris Chatzikis.
THE MONASTERY OF THE PERIBLEPTOS.—This church
monastery dates from the early 14th century.
495. End of Refectory, exterior.
THE CHURCH OF ST. NICHOLAS.—This is a 17th-century church
—the latest shown here, still purely Byzantine in tradition. It is on
the Greek Cross plan, something between the two types described
above (see above under
A them): the vault of the sanctuary
with that of the eastern arm of the cross, so that it cannot technically be
regarded as separate; but that arm is extended so much farther
than the others that it gives the elfcct of the sanctuary being added
outside the cross. This type is found in the 14th century in Serbia,
Thrace, and the Black Sea region.
496. Photographs of exterior from south-west and from north-east only.

ARTA IN EPIRUS
Screen 3
H erb, as in many remote parts, the basilica survives long. St. Theodora

and the Paregoritza are both of that form and compare interestingly
with contemporary work at Mistra. The drawings are the work of
R. S. Weir and S. II. Barnsley. See General Introduction.
Screen 3.
THE CHURCH OF ST. THEODORA.—This building dates from
the 15th century; it appears to be based on Macedonian models.
497-9. Elevations.
497. East,
498. North.
499. West.
500. C apital.
501. G eneral V iew and capitals (53 -79),
500. C apital.
501. Photographs of capitals.

THE CHURCH OF ST. BASIL.—This building appears to date from
the 14th century.
502. Elevation,
99
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Wall.
THE CHURCH OF THE PAREGORITZA.—This building dates
from the turn of the 13th and 14th centuries. It contains sculptures
which show a strong affinity with contemporary Italian work.
503. P lan of the C hurch .
504. Section looking north.
505-6. E levation.
505. West.
506. East.
Photographs: exterior and interior.

SAMARI IN MESSENIA
THE CHURCH OF THE ZOODOKOS PEC £.~O n the plan of
this church, see above under Athens. It seems to be dated in the
11th century, probably near the end. The drawings are the work of
R. S. Weir and S. H. Barnsley. See General Introduction.
507. P lan of the C hurch.
508. Section looking east.
509. South elevation.
510. Photographs: Exterior from south-east; interior looking east;
fresco-painting in apse.

ARGOLIS
T he following three churches belong to the 11th and 12th century

series described under Athens. All three are of the Greek Cross type;
at Ligourio, the regular Greek type with the sanctuary in the eastern
arm of the cross; the other two, of the Constantinople type, with
complete cross and separate sanctuary; see above under Athens.
The drawings arc made from studies by W. Harvey, 1908. Sec
General Introduction.
THE CHURCH OF THE KOIMESIS
AT
CHONIKA.—This building is dated by Megaw to the first quarter
of the 12th century.
511. Elevations: West, east, and north.
THE CHURCH OF ST. CHRYSOSTOM AT U GO UR 10 —
This building is dated by Megaw to the last quarter of the 11th century,
and so is contemporary with Daphni and Kaisariani.
512. Elevations, S ection and Plan .

THE CHURCH OF THE PANAGHIA AT MERBAKA.—This
building is dated by Megaw to the last quarter of the 12th century.
513. P lan and S ections.

514. Elevations.
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THESSALONIKA
North Wall.
T hessalonika is particularly rich in early buildings.

St. George is

of a freak type, but St. Paraskevi or Eski Djouma (5th century.)
and St. Demetrios (5th century, restored in 7th century) are splendid
examples of the Basilica type, while St. Sophia (5th century) shows
the Domed Basilica common in the East, but has certain features
approximating to the Greek Cross type. A later development of the
latter is shown by the Theotokos (early 11th century), St. Panteleemon
(12th century) and the Holy Apostles (late 13th century), which form
a connected series, all of the Constantinople type (see above under
Athens). These should be compared with the 11th and 12th century
churches of Phocis, Attica and Argolis. Some of these drawings
were made in the years 1889--90 from measurements by R. S. Weir
and S. H. Barnsley, and others in 1906—
08 by W. George and W. Harvey.
The churches of Thessalonika have since been published by Diehl,
Le Tourneau, and Saladin, Les Monuments Chretiens de Salonique,
Paris, 1918, but these drawings show much that is not to be found in
the publication; this text, however, is almost entirely derived from it.
The apparently irrational order in which the churches are listed
below is that in which it was found most convenient to arrange them
on the wall.
THE CHURCH OF THE MOTHER OF GOD
This is dated by an inscription to 1028. It is the earliest of a compact
group of churches on the Greek Cross plan, of which St. Panteleemon
(560
f.)and the Holy Apostles (551 are later examples. It is almost
contemporary with the Churches of St. Luke of Stiris in Phocis (423 ff.),
and with those of St. Nicodemos (Panaghia Lyeodemou, 411 ff.),
and the Holy Apostles (415) at Athens. It was among the first churches
to be turned into a mosque after the Turkish conquest in 1430. The
drawings were made by R. S. Weir and S. H. Barnsley.
515-17. Elevations.

515. West.

516. North-east.

517. South-east.

518. SEction, looking south.

519-20. Plans ; 519, of Church; 520, of gallery.
THE CHURCH OF ST. GEORGE,—This unusual building is circular,
tt appears to be Roman in origin and is thought by some to have been
a tomb. The entrance was originally to the south-west, but probably
in the 5th century it was moved to the north-west, and an apse thrown
out opposite. The mosaics of the niches and cupola belong to the
same period. Later (10th century?), is the frescoed decoration of
the apse, The church was turned into a mosque in 1591, and, when
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(he Turks left it, was deserted and allowed to fall into decay. During
the war it was excavated and studied by the French architect, Hebrard.
The drawings were made by W. George.
521. Plan o f the Church.
522-3. Sections: 522, horizontal;
523, longitudinal.
524. Elevation, south-east.
525. P hotographs: Exterior: interior.
THE CHURCH OF ST. SOPHIA.—This church seems to date from
the 5th century. The scheme is roughly that of the domed basilica;
but in strict examples of that form, the columns to north and south of
the dome would be in the line of the dome piers; the setting of them
back marks an approximation to the Greek Cross type. The Pantokrator in the centre of the dome belongs to an early scheme of
decoration (7th century?). The surrounding figures of the Virgin,
Angels and Apostles date from the middle of the 11th century; as
do the rest of the mosaics. Turned into a mosque in 1575 and damaged
by fire in 1890, the whole has been heavily restored, first by the Turks
in 1908-9 and later by the Orthodox after their return in 1912.
526-7. Plans : 526, of the Church; 527, of the galleries.
528-9. C ross-sections: 528, Narthex, looking south-east and north
west; 529. Church looking south-west, and south-east elevation.
530-33. Mosaics: 530, of semi-dome; 531, Central detail of dome,
Pantokrator; 532, Mosaics of dome; 553, Detail of dome.
535. P h o t o g r a p h s : Exterior, east end; interior, east and west: details
of capital: pulpit.
THE CHURCH OF ST. DEMETRIOS.—This wonderful building
was practically destroyed by fire in 1917. The ruins are being excavated,
studied, and to some extent rebuilt. It was a basilica built in the
5th century and restored after a fire in the 7th, with the addition of
transepts. To this latter period belong the only mosaics which survived
the fire of 1917, those on the pillars to north and south of the entry
to the apse (541, 542, 544, 545). That to the south shows St. Demctrios
with a bishop and another dignitary, described as founders in an
inscription which also refers to the saint having repelled a barbarian
fleet. Diehl (pp. 107 ff,), discusses this; he refers the ‘ barbarian licet,’
to an abortive invasion of the Slavs between 617 and 619, and identifies
the figures as those of the Prefect Leontios, who founded the church
in the 5th century, and the bishop who restored it in the 7th. On
the same pillar is a figure of St. Sergius. That to the north shows,
besides a later Madonna and Saint, St. Demctrios with two children,
obviously portraits, no doubt connected with one of the founders.
The other mosaics, now perished, were above the arches of the inter
mediate arcade, separating the two north aisles; they looked towards
the centre of the church. I hey belonged to the period before the fire,
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but were evidently damaged in it, particularly the upper parts, and there
were considerable restorations carried out during the 7th century,
at the same time as the mosaics described above. The restorations
included three medallion heads in the centre; St. Demetrios with
two bishops, one clearly the same shown in the founders’ mosaic,
and beneath them an inscription: ‘ In the time of Leo you see in its
pride the Church of Demetrios which before was burnt.’ For a
discussion of the Leo intended, see Diehl, pp. 102
The original
parts, which belonged to the 6th century, consisted of a series of
independent scenes showing St. Demetrios and the Virgin with mortals
about them; a number of inscriptions show that these were gifts
of private individuals in thanks for, or hopes of, miracles of healing,
or the answering of other prayers. See further on individual examples
below. The surviving Madonna and Saint on the north pillar also have
a dedicatory inscription. Such inscriptions, and the introduction of
figures of donors among saints and angels, are rare in Byzantine art.
This church can fairly be called Byzantine, but the Classical tradition
is strong in it still. The basilica form preserves the shadow of this
tradition in architecture throughout the Byzantine period, but in
pictorial art it dies. The mosaics of St. Luke and of Daphni are of a
different world from these.
536 -540. Plans and Sections: 536, plan of the church; 537, section
and south elevation; 538, east elevation; 539, section looking
cast; 540, section in colours.
541 45. Mosaics: 541, head of Lcontios from 544; 542, head of
Demetrios from 544; 543, inscription (coloured squeeze) from
549; 544 from pillar to south of entrance to apse ; 545, from
pillar to north: see above.
546-549. Mosaics ikom A rcade : for the position and nature of
these see above.

546 to left, a fragmentary scene with a figure of St. Demetrios;
to right, Madonna and donor; over arch to right, medallions.
547. To left over arch, medallions; next, Madonna, angels, saints
and donor ; over arch three medallions, two labelled SS. Pelagia
and Matrona, with donor to right below.
548 9. To the right of this comes the first of four scenes, all with the
same border and forming a connected series. The other three
scenes are the two shown in 548, and that to the left of 549.
1he remains of inscription under the third scene refer to the Virgin,
and that under the last, evidently continuous with it, says; 'A nd,
do thou, my lord St. Demetrios, help us thy servants and thy servant
Mary whom thou gavest us.’ No doubt Mary is the child who appears
all the scenes, first as an infant in arms, later as walking, though
with a hand to guide hcr~~apparcntly an
du miracle, whom
tea

Publications.— The Annual o f the British School at Athens, which
is recognised internationally as one of the leading journals dealing
with Greek archaeology, is published for the subscribers at a price of
about £3 3s. It contains reports on the School’s excavations, the
researches of the Director and students, and other learned contributions
on subjects relating to the literature, art, architecture, archaeology,
and history of Greece. Annual subscribers of £2 to the School’s
funds receive in return a copy of the Annual as issued.
Finance.—Apart from a Government subsidy of £500 the School
is entirely dependent on donations and subscriptions from individuals
and from universities and other corporate bodies. From these sources
it receives about £1,000 per annum and from investments about £500.
Principal items of expenditure are the salary and allowances of the
Director, £840; of Assistant Director or senior student, £100;
University studentships, £400 (of which £300 are from the Macmillan
and the Sachs trust funds); the maintenance of the School buildings
and staff, £600; the publication of the Annual, £500 (offset by £250
from sales); the purchase of books and periodicals for the library, £125.
From this income nothing can be provided for excavation, and this
department of the School’s activities—certainly one of the most
important—depends entirely on the success of public appeals for
funds.
Subscriptions.—Individual subscribers of £2 per annum or donors
of £20 to the General Fund receive the current volume of the Annual
of the School free. Subscribers of £1 or donors of £10 are entitled
to receive the Report and also to purchase a copy of the Annual for £1.
Every subscriber is presented with a copy of Archaeology
Greece,
an annual survey of work done in Greece by all bodies, written by
the Director for the Journal o f Hellenic Studies.
Donations and annual subscriptions should be sent to the Hon.
Treasurer, V. W. Yorke, Esq., 9-13, George Street, Manchester
Square, London, W. 1.
Present Needs.—Reference to the accounts will show that the
School to-day is maintained on roughly the same annual income as
it was thirty years ago. It is scarcely necessary, by way of comment
on this fact, to refer to the general rise in costs. To take only one
department, the library: the normal annual grant (£125 to £150)
is to-day scarcely more than it was in 1906, despite the enormous
increase, in recent years, of the cost of archeological books.
What should be especially stressed is the fact that, in comparison
with the pre-war period, the School’s sphere of activities has been
greatly enlarged: in that period the average number of students
admitted by the Committee was eight or ten, in 1933-4 it was twentysix, in 1935-6 about thirty. This fact alone should show that the
institution calls for very much more liberal financial support than it
received in pre-war days.
It is obvious that financial difficulties arc not merely limiting
the activities of an institution of this kind, but actually undermining its
efficiency: the proper upkeep of its scientific apparatus, the centre
J
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perhaps the saints who had given her were threatening to take away.
The exact purport of the individual scenes is not clear. The first
seems concerned with the miraculous giving of the child; in the second,
child and parents are seen with the Virgin; in the third, with St.
Demctrios; while the last shows the parents bringing the child to
the saint with an offering of doves. Throughout, child and parents
wear red shoes—a royal privilege. Inserted into the upper part of
these are medallions of the later date, including those with the Leo
inscription referred to above. The scene to the right of 549 is an
independent dedication, showing St. Demetrios with two donors. A
coloured squeeze of the right-hand donor is given in 543. The
inscription says: ‘ In fulfilment of his vow whose name God
knows ’—an interesting anonymity which occurs again with the same
formula. Almost the same thing is found in Latin on certain pavements
at Pola, Aquileia and Pavenzo; Diehl, p. 95.
The drawings are by Walter George.
550. P hotographs: Exterior; interior, north aisle, looking west;
interior, south aisle, looking east; interior, north arcade; interior,
north arcade, west end bay; nave; north transept; details of
capitals.
THE CHURCH OF THE HOLY APOSTLES.—The porch of this
church is datable between 1312 and 1315. It appears to be a later,
but not much later, addition; so the church proper can probably
be dated to the end of the 13th century, it is on the Greek cross
plan, the latest of a series beginning with the Church of the Mother
of God (515). It is about contemporary with the earlier Mistra
churches, SS. Theodore (478) and the Efendiko (481
above). The
drawings are from measurements by W. George.
551. Plan o f the church.
552. S ection, looking north.
553-4. Elevations : 553, east ; 554 west.
555. Photograph: Exterior.
THE CHURCH OF ST. PAR ASK IVI (ΕΛΑ/
called
PANAGHIA ACHEIROPOIETOS).—Since these drawings were
made, Diehl has shown that there is little reason for the belief that the
Mosque of Eski Djouma was originally dedicated to St. Paraskevi,
and suggests that it was rather the Church of the Panaghia
Acheiropoictos, often mentioned by medieval writers. It is a grand
basilica of normal type and seems to date from the 5th century. It
was the first church converted into a mosque after the 1urkish conquest
of 1430. It was restored in 1910 at the suggestion and under the
direction of the I rench architect Le Touraeau, It sulfcrcd in 1923
from having refugees housed in it, and has since been returned to the
Orthodox cult and again restored, The drawings are by W. George.
104
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556-7. Suctions : 556, looking south; 557, looking east.
558. North elevation.
559. Photographs: Passage to church; nave; details of capitals.
THE CHURCH OF ST. PANTELEIMON.—This church is mentioned
in a document of 1169, and certainly belongs to the 12th century.
Its plan shows a stage in the evolution of the Greek Cross type between
those of the Mother of God (515) and the Holy Apostles (551). The
drawings are by R. S. Weir and S. H. Barnsley.
560. P lan

of the

C hurch.

561-2. E levations: 561, north-east; 562, south-west.
563.

Pho tograph:

Exterior: south-west;

PALESTINE
East Wall.
THE CHURCH OF THE NATIVITY AT BETHLEHEM.— The
building of this church is traditionally ascribed to Constantine and
Helena, between 327 and 333 a .d ., and the tradition, after a period
of doubt, is now widely accepted. It was, however, much altered by
Justinian in the 6th century. Its plan consists of a nave and double
aisles with an apsidai choir and apsidal transepts, the latter belonging
to Justinian’s reconstruction, as do the present atrium and narthex.
I hc Cave of the Nativity forms a crypt under the square area at the
crossing, with further grottoes extending under parts of the choir, the
north transept, and the north aisle. It is entered to the north and
south by the choir, just to the east of the transepts; but these entrances
are later. I hc present mosaics date from the 12th century, when the
Latins restored the building.
The drawings are the work of W. Harvey and were made in 1908-9,
with a grant from the Byzantine Research Fund (p. 91). They
were published in The Church o f the Nativity at
, by W.
Harvey, W. R. Lethaby, Ο. M. Dalton, H. A. A. Cruso, and A. C.
Headlam, from drawings and photographs by W. Harvey and others;
edited by R. Weir Schultz, Honorary Secretary of the Byzantine
Research Fund, London, 1910.
564. Mosaics on north wall o f nave: Above, angels; below, decrees
o f the Councils of Sardica and Antioch.
565. Mosaics on east walls of transepts: left, Doubting of Thomas,

and Ascension; right, Entry into Jerusalem.
south wall
of nave; part of First Council of Constantinople; part of Council
of Ephesus; Council of Chulcedon. Underneath, seven busts of
Ancestors of Christ.
by W. Harvey.
ies
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THE DOME OF THE ROCK AT JERUSALEM.—This building
was put up in 691 a.d. by the Caliph ‘Abdal-Malik. Already a Moslem
sacred spot, he wished, unsuccessfully, to make it the centre of
pilgrimage in Islam, in place of Mecca, then in the hands of a rival
Caliph. It is an annular domed rotunda with two circles of columns,
and it is generally agreed that this type of plan originates in Rome.
Creswell, however, has shown that the immediate ancestors of this
building are to be found in Syria, notably the Cathedral at Bosra
(512-13 a.d.), which derives from the 4th century churches of the
Resurrection and Ascension at Jerusalem (A. K. Creswell, The Origin
o f the Plan o f the Dome o f the Rock British School of Archeology in
Jerusalem ; Supplementary Paper 2; London, 1924.)
The drawings are the work of W. Harvey and were made in 1909.
566. S ection :
567. Details of section.
568-9. G lass Windows.
Lent
IbyI'. Harvey.

West Room

Byzantine

BYZANTINE DECORATIVE ARTS.
Introductory Notice by Professor D. Talbot Rice.
A n examination of Byzantine culture shows us that each of the three
great ages into which it can be divided is characterised by different
arts. It is thus the buildings, the architectural sculptures, the ivories
and the mosaics that are most typical of the first age, from the 4th
to the 7th century, the gorgeous treasures and church decorations
that are the hall marks of the second, from the end of the iconoclast age
in the 9th century to the Latin conquest of Constantinople in 1204,
and the wall-paintings and panels that show us the best of the third
age, from the departure of the Latins in the 13th century till the
Turkish conquest in the middle of the 15th.
The copies and drawings on the walls give an excellent picture
of the art of the first age, while the two copies of icons from Cyprus
and the actual icons shown in Cases H and J, even though they are
of rather later date, serve to show us what was characteristic of the
third. The copies of the mosaics at St. Luke’s again show us something
of the glory of the middle period, but the picture is incomplete, for
the mosaics unavoidably lose something of their glory when divorced
from a setting which should include not only the building to which
they belong, but also a host of treasures, such as silver-gilt book
bindings, chalices of precious stones and enamel, vestments of the
richest textiles, and reliquaries of ivory or repoussi work.
These treasures, so typical of the middle period, are hardly ever
to be met with in the Byzantine world to-day, for any that escaped
destruction at the time of the Crusading and Turkish conquests found
their way at an early date into the various Cathedra! treasuries of
fhe West, where they have been preserved ever since. In an exhibition
illustrative of Byzantine art their absence is to be deplored, but in
<>ne, which is concerned with archaeological and artistic exploration
in Greece, the lacuna is in no way serious, since such things are—
with the exception of Mount Athos—not often to be met with in the
course of travel there. In monasteries and churches, nevertheless, a
Tew small objects survive here and there, and the display in
!,
modest though it is, gives a just and clear idea of the main types that
were current, and shows exactly the class of thing that the Byzantidist
,s likely to encounter in the course of his travels in the Nearer East.
If the By/antinist can learn more of the sumptuous arts of the
capital, during the middle period, in the treasuries of Europe than he
Ci,n in Greece or Turkey, it is, conversely, only by diligent research
and excavation in these lands that he can gather a universal picture
Byzantine life. And the excavations that have so far been under•aken have shown, in addition, that certain arts, until recently practically
entirely ignored, were in reality of the first importance from the
to?
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artistic as well as from the archaeological point of view. Most pro
minent among these is that of the potter. In
some bowls and
fragments of really first quality are shown (see especially 558, 563,
565,580). The others enable us at a glance to appreciate the immensity
of the role which Byzantium played as a buffer and a link between
East and West all through the Middle Ages. We see Eastern designs
alongside Classical, Eastern techniques (‘ incised ’ and *sgraffito ’)
alongside others (the ‘ polychrome ’) which are purely Byzantine.
And we see as well how certain groups of glazed potteries came to
Byzantium from the East—the large bowl, Case G, 563, attests the
Eastern influence—and passed from there to Italy, where the sgraffito
potteries herald the vast family known as mezzo-majolica, and where
certain painted wares (
CaseG,564), are the prototypes of othe
groups. Though most of the examples shown in Case G come from
Constantinople, they illustrate clearly the wares that are to be found
in Greece, and they are of especial interest to the present exhibition, since
it was the British School’s excavation at Sparta that first set the study
of Byzantine ceramics on a sure footing in this country: Journal o f
Hellenic Studies, XVII, 1910-11.
The works o f art
inCases F, G, //, J have been lent by
D. Talbot Rice, except where otherwise described.

CASE F.

BYZANTINE METAL WORK, IVORY

CARVING, AND OTHER WORKS OF ART.
501. Bread Stamp, with double eagle. Probably 16th century.
502. Bowl ‘ Polychrome’ Ware. 10th or 11th century, with
decoration in imitation Kufic.
503-4. R evetment Plaques, ‘ Polychrome’ W are. Probably 12th
century.
505. Portion of Bowl, * Polychrome ’ W are, with fragment of
inscription. 1lth-12th centuries.
506. Portion op Plaque, ‘ Polychrome ’ W are, bearing bust of
Christ. 10th—11th centuries.
507. Revetment in form of column, ‘ Polychrome ’ ware.
10th
century.
508. Bowl, Late Byzantine, with decoration in red and blue underglazc.
509. 510. Venetian Pottery, two fragments of bowls from Salonica
and Constantinople respectively. 14th—15th centuries.
511. C up with H andle, ’ Polychrome ’ Ware, 1lth~l2th centuries.
512. Bread Stamp. 18th century.
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513. Lead F lask, bearing a rider in Oriental costume, perhaps a late
rendering of St. George or St. Demetrios (see 519). Caucasian,
18th century.
514. C ross, bronze, originally gilt, with inscription.
Uth-12th
centuries.
515. S mall Cross, bronze. Probably 14th century.
516. T riptych, of ivory. 17th century.
Sir Arthur Evans.
517. R eliquary C ross, bronze, with hinge at top: the back is missing.

Probably 15th century.
518. C ross, bronze, with incised decoration.

Probably 15th century.

519. Lead F lask, bearing St. George. Caucasian, 16th or 17th
century.
520. C ross, silver, with filigree and enamel decoration, framing a
carved wooden cross, on each face of which are six of the twelve
‘ Feasts ’ of the Church. 15th or 16th century. Probably Cypriote
workmanship.
521. P laque of cast bronze, bearing St. Elias. Probably 10th century.
522. Spoon, silver. 6th century.
523. 524. Pate- de-V erre Plaques, St. Nicholas and St. Sophia.
11th—12th centuries.
525. C herub bearing a Basket, bone relief. Probably the comer of
a bookbinding. 6th or 7th century.
526. T he A nnunciation, steatite. 14th or 15th century. From Cyprus,
527. 28. F inger R ings, gold.
llth-12th and 14th centuries
respectively.
529. Book Cover, copper repoussd, gilt—the angel of the Annunci
ation. 13th century.
530. Silver-gilt Rbpouss£ P laque, the Virgin. lOth-llth centuries.
Lent by S. Casson.
531. Bone Relief of a Saint. 11th century. The letters are probably
later additions.
532. Bowl, Silver,

with

Incised D esign, showing the Virgin.

16th

or 17th century.

533. Spoon, silver. 6th century.
534. Bone Plaque, with geometrical design. 12th or 13th century.
535. Lead Bull, on the obverse the Virgin and Child, on the reverse
an inscription, in the name of the Ecumenical Patriarch. 14th
century.
536. Silk Brocade, showing Christ enthroned. 17th century.
Brusa, or perhaps woven in Chios.
537. Bone M edallion, Christ. 15th-16th centuries.
109
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538. I vory Panel, the Nativity. Byzantino-Italian.

16th century.

539. I vory Panel, a Saint. 13th century.
540. Steatite M edallion, the Virgin and Child.

13th century.
The face has been to some extent scratched in at a later date.
541. I vory Knife Handle, a running deer.
Hellenistic or early
Byzantine.
542. M edallion, the Virgin, amethyst glass. 12th century.
543. P laque of blue-coloured composition, St. Theodore. 11th—12th
centuries.
544. Bone P laque, a Saint. 13th century.
545. Ivory Plaque, the Virgin and Child. Probably 14th century.
546. Bronze Plaque, originally ornamented with enamel, bearing a

dragon. Byzantine or Seljuk, 13th century.

CASE G.

BYZANTINE POTTERY.

551. Bowl, ‘ sgraffito’ W are, with brown and green underglaze
decoration. 14th—15th centuries.
552. Bowl, ‘ sgraffito ’ W are, 14th century.
Lent
553. Base of Bowl, ‘ sgraffito ’ Ware, with brown and green glazes:
Cyprus type. 15th century.
554. Bowl, ‘ incised ’ W are. 14th century.
555. Small Bowl, with figure of a peasant incised. Probably 18th
century.
556. F ragment of ‘ incised ’ Ware, geometrical pattern.
557. Large Bowl, ‘ sgraffito ’ Ware, with brown and green glazes.
15th or 16th century.
558. Bowl, ‘ incised ’ W are, geometrical pattern. 13th century.
559. F our F ragments of Bowls, ‘ incised ’ W are, bearing mono
grams. 13th~14th centuries.
560. F ive Fragments of ‘ incised ’ Ware, bearing geometrical
designs. !3th~14th centuries.
561. F ragment, thin ‘ sgraffito ’ W are, with Kufic motive. Nth

century.
562. Portion of Bowl,
12th or 13th century.

thin

‘ sgraffito ’ W are, bearing a bird.

563. Bowl , ‘ s g r a f f it o ’ Ware, with green, yellow and brown glazes,
bearing design of two confronted parrots. 14th century.
564. F ragment, ‘ M iletus ’ Ware. 13th or 14th century. Seljuk

or Byzantine.
565. Bowl , * incised ' W are, bearing design in the form of a human
head, 13th century.
Eutmrfopouhs Collection.
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566. F ragment of Bowl akin to 565.
567. Bowl, ‘ sgraffito’ W are, with human figure, Cyprus type.

J4th or 15th century.
568. Two F ragments, ‘ incised ’ Ware, with human figures. 13th
century.
569. Base of Bowl, ‘ incised ’ Ware : dragon. 13th or 14th century.
570. Base of Bowl, ‘ incised ’ Ware, bearing confronted birds.

13th century.
571. F ragment of Bowl, ‘ painted ’ Ware, with dog. 13th or 14th
century.
572. F ragment of Bowl, ‘ sgraffito ’ Ware, bearing a harpy. 14th

or 15th century.
573. Base of Bowl, ‘ incised ’ Ware, with cock. 13th century.
574. Base of Bowl, ‘ incised ’ Ware, bearing portion of an animal.
13th or 14th century.
575. T w o F ragments of ‘ m a r b l e d ’ Ware. 13th century.
576. Base of Bowl, ‘ inscribed ’ Ware, bearing the words ‘
ife’.
L

Probably 12th century.

577. Base of Bowl, ‘ impressed ’ Ware, bearing a bird. 12th century.
578. T hree S mall Plaques of Pottery, with designs in relief under

glaze. Probably 13th century. Use uncertain.
579. Pottery M edallion, for Inlaying, with impressed design of
double eagle. 13th—14th centuries.
580. F ragment of Bowl, ‘ impressed’ Ware. 11th—12th centuries.
581. Base of Bowl, * impressed ’ Ware. 12th century.

The terms of classification are those used in D. Talbot Rice’s
Byzantine Glazed
otery,
P

CASE H.

BYZANTINE ICONS.

Lent by Professor and Mrs.

D.Talbot Rice, except
described.

583. Baptism. Cretan school, 16th century.
584. Sr, G eorge. Greek Islands, 17ih century.
585. Icon in FOUR Panels, the Virgin and Child, St. Nicholas, St.

George and St. Michael. Cretan school, 16th century.
586. T he T ransfiguration, by Theodore Poulakis. 17th century.
587. Icon in Two Panels: above, the DeSsis (Christ between the

Virgin and St. John); below, St. Nicholas, St. Basil and St. Simeon,
Cretan school, in the manner of Michael Damaskenos. Early
16th century.
588. St. John the Evangelist. 15th century.
589. St, Helena. 15th century. Lent by Leigh Ashton.
HI
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Nos. 590-609

CASE J.

BYZANTINE ICONS.

Lent

byProfessor and Mrs. D. Talbot Rice, except where otherwise
described.
590. T hree Fathers of the C hurch, SS. Basil, C hrysostom, G regory,
with kneeling donor. 17th century.
Lent by Charles Sett man
591. T riptych. V irgin, SS. A thanasios, G eorge, C haralambos,
D emetrios. 17th century.
Lent by Lord Gerald Wellesley.
592. Baptism. Anatolian School, 17th century.
593. St . John Baptist

and

St , M arina.

Dated 1741.

594. E pitaphios T hrenos—the preparation for burial. Signed by
Demetrios Nomikos. 16th—17th century.
595. St . G eorge, Anatolian School. 17th century.
596. N ativity. Early 18th century. Lent by Lord Gerald Wellesley.
597. V irgin. 17th century.

SCREEN K
601. Painting

on

Vellum, the Battle o f Lepanto.

Lent by Sir Arthur Evans.
11th century. From Sparta.
603. C oloured R eproduction of an Icon, the Ascension. Cypriote
School,
c.1470. Copy by V. Rachevsky, for the Courtauld Institute,
1936. Actual size.
by Professor l). Talbot Rice.
604. Coloured R eproduction of the lower portion of a tall panel,
showing a figure in royal costume, with her parents above. The
inscription reads, ’ Died the servant
God Maria
Virgin,
daughter
o f the Lord Manuel, the reader, o f Zeros, in
ye
6864 (1356), month
o f August, day I.’ The upper p
icon, not reproduced here, bears above the Christ and below the
archangels Michael and Gabriel. Constantinopolitan School,
Actual size. Copy by V. Rachevsky, for the Courtauld Institute.
1936.
Lent by Professor
Talbot Rice.
602. Stone C apital

and

R elief.

605. T hree P rints : M ount A m os Work .

19th century.

Lent by Professor A. J. li. Wace.
606. Coloured D rawings of F ragments oi Byzantine Pottery.
13lh~14th centuries: from the excavations of the British School
at Sparta.
607. F ragments of ‘ thin sgraffito ’ Ware, with animal ornament
(outline drawings): 12th 13th centuries: from the excavations of
the British School at Sparta.
608. Four with human figures, two with Kulie script,
609. F ragments of ' sgraffito ' Ware. From Sparta.
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Nos. 611-616

G reek E m b roid eries

GREEK ISLAND EMBROIDERIES
Hungon the upper part o f the walls, above the Byzantine Exhibits.
T he embroideries of the Greek Islands are famous for their high

decorative qualities, for rich colour, fine execution, and excellent
design. They are essentially a folk art and are probably one of the
highest forms of folk art known. Their use can be traced back to the
fifteenth century, and is probably even older, and they have only
ceased to be worked in some of the more remote islands in the
nineteenth century. They were worked by the women of the islands
for the adornment of the marriage bed and for their costumes, and
usually descended from mother to daughter, though each daughter
was expected to make some for herself as part of her dowry. They
thus formed an important factor in the social customs of the islands.
The islanders, in days gone by, were more or less self-dependent, and
so the women grew, spun, and wove the flax and silk which are the
materials of the embroideries, and the dyes they procured themselves
from vegetable sources, except blue obtained from imported indigo.
The types of the embroideries vary according to the island group
from which they come, and the island groups differ also in dialect, and
in the plans of the houses for which the embroideries were made.
The groups are the
IonianIslands represented here by four char
bed spreads (611, 619-20, 628);
retht e Cyclades,
C
by four fine bed-curtains (617, 621, 624, 627); the Dodecanese, repre
sented here by three splendid Patmos curtains (613, 622, 626) and
parts of the characteristic bed-tents or sparvers from Rhodes and Kos
(612, 614-16, 618, 623, 625); the Northern Islands; and Cyprus. The
patterns naturally are based on traditional and characteristic Greek
elements, but contain also many Italian and Oriental motives. Little,
so far, has been written about these beautiful embroideries, but
Λ. j, B. Wace, Mediterranean and Near Eastern Embroideries (Halton
and Co., 1935), gives a synopsis of what is known.
611. Bed S pread. Ionian Islands. Silk on linen, split stitch;
17th 18th century.
Lent by Messrs. Liberty ά Co., Ltd.
612. Bi d T ent (S parvbr), part. Dodecanese, Rhodes. Silk on linen,
cross stitch; 18th century.
Lby Messrs
613. Bed C urtain , Dodecanese, Patmos. Silk on linen, darning,
stitch; 18th century.
Lent by Messrs. Liberty & Co„ Ltd,
614. Bed T ent (S parvbr), part. Dodecanese, Rhodes. Silk on linen,
cross stitch; 18th century.
Lent by Messrs. Liberty & Co., Ltd,
615. Bed T i nt (S parver), Dodecanese, Kos. Silk on linen, darning

cross, and satin stitch; 18th century.
Lent by Messrs. Liberty & Co., Ltd,
616. Bed Γένι (Sparvbr), part. Dodecanese, Rhodes. Silk on linen,
cross stitch; 18th century.
Lent by Messrs. Liberty Co,, Ltd.
u$

of which is the library, is impossible under existing conditions, and
the shortage of funds for the maintenance of an adequate staff makes
it a matter of the utmost difficulty for the Director and Assistant
Director, to whom the management of the institution in Athens
falls, to keep in touch with the developments of modern archeology.
Everyone familiar with the work of foreign archeological Schools
in Greece knows at what a disadvantage the British School stands in
comparison with its sister institutions. The French, German and
Italian Schools in Athens are maintained by liberal Government
grants, the American by funds drawn from a variety of sources,
beside which the income of the British School might almost be
described as negligible.
The principal needs of the School at the present time are as
follows:—
1. The provision of an adequate salary for the Assistant Director
to take charge of hostel and library.
2. A fund for the re-equipment and enlargement of the Macmillan
Hostel for students.
3. A fund for the extension of library building and an endowment
for the purchase of books.
4. A fund for the acquisition and upkeep of a collection of
archaiological photographs.
5. An endowment for the conduct of excavations and the
publication of results.
6. An endowment for scholarships to be held at the School. In
particular, for a studentship to provide an architectural student
each year who may give essential technical assistance to the
School in the preparation and publication of excavations.
The Managing Committee appeals confidently to all lovers of
classical antiquity, and of Greek art and life, to enable the British
School at Athens to meet growing demands and opportunities, and
to deal adequately with the large number of keen and competent
students sent out from the Universities to make first-hand acquaintance
with Greek lands and monuments. Many of the men and women
who now hold high positions in classical education have been students
of the School or members of its stall, and in this way illustrate the
School’s influence. Since the war, the annual admissions have been
doubled, and a far larger number of students take advantage of the
facilities provided for travel and field-work.
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Nos. 617-628

617. Bed C urtain. Cyclades, Pholegandros. Silk on linen, darning
and satin stitch; 17th—18th century.

LMessrs. Li
618. Bed T ent (S parver), part. Dodecanese, Rhodes. Silk on linen,
cross stitch; 18th century.
Lent by Messrs. Liberty <£ Co., Ltd.
619. Bed S pread. Ionian Islands. Silk on linen, darning stitch;
17th-18th century.
Lent by Professor R.
Dawkins.
620. Bed S pread. Ionian- Islands. Silk on linen, drawn work;
17th century.
Lent by Professor R. M. Dawkins.
621. Bed C urtain, Cyclades, but adapted from a Rhodes bed
valance. Silk on linen, cross stitch; 18th century.
Lent by Professor
M. Dawkins.
622. Bed C urtain. Dodecanese, Patmos. Silk on linen, darning and
satin stitch; 17th century.
Lent by Professor A. J. B. Wace.
623. Bed T ent (S parver) D<x>r. Dodecanese, Rhodes. Silk on
linen, cross stitch; 18th century.
Lent by Professor A . J. B. Wace.
624. Bed C urtain. Cyclades, Pholegandros. Silk on linen, darning
and satin stitch; 17th—18th century.
by Professor R. M. Dawkins.
625. Bed T ent (S parver) D(x>r. Dodecanese, Rhodes. Silk on linen,
cross stitch; 18th century.
Lent by Professor
M. Dawkins.
626. Bed C urtain, Dodecanese, Patmos. Silk on linen, darning and
satin stitch; 18th century.
Lent by Professor R. M. Dawkins.
627. Bed C urtain. Cyclades, Amorgos. Silk on linen, darning
stitch; 17th—18th century.
Lent by Professor R. M. Dawkins.
628. Bed S pread. Ionian Islands. Silk on linen, darning and chain
stitch; 17th-18th century.
Lent by Messrs. Liberty & Co.,

U,
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EXHIBITION
ILLUSTRATIVE OF MINOAN CULTURE
WITH SPECIAL RELATION TO

THE DISCOVERIES AT KNOSSOS
ARRANGED BY SIR ARTHUR EVANS IN CONNEXION WITH THE
JUBILEE OF THE BRITISH SCHOOL AT ATHENS.

Introductory notice and guide to arrangement: by A. E.
T he history of the excavations at Knossos is so inseparably connected

with the British School at Athens that it was only right that some
illustration of them should be included in its Jubilee Exhibition.
Successive Directors of the School—Dr. Hogarth and Professors
Dawkins and Bosanquet—worked in the Island, in co-operation with
what may be called the central undertaking, and the first of these was
not only my colleague in the original ‘ Cretan Excavation Fund,’ that
did so much to provide the ‘ sinews of war,’ but brought to light the
first town houses on the site of Knossos itself. Professor Myres, then
a young student of the School, was the first British explorer to set foot
in Crete—as early as 1893—on a primarily prehistoric quest, and to
recognize the true importance of the discovery of the ‘ Kamares
ware ’ (sec Cases A 2, B, C). In the excavation of the Palace site
of Knossos, undertaken by me from 1900 onwards, the structural
operations—involving problems such as had not yet been encountered
on any ancient site—were carried out, thanks to the kind facilities
accorded by the Directors and the Managing Committee, under a
succession of Architects of the British School.
My deeply regretted colleague, Dr. Duncan Mackenzie, was himself
a student of the School, who had already done yeoman’s service in
the AEgean field at Phylakopi in Melos (p. 3 of East Room file).
Fruitful work, in particular, has been carried out on the site by Mr.
J. P. Droop, now Professor in Liverpool University, by Mr. E. J.
Forsdyke, Director of the British Museum; and by Mr. John Pendlebury, for four years Archeological Curator of Knossos—all repre
sentative members of the School. Nor can I myself forget that the
toll of the years has left me its senior Honorary Student.
In the Exhibition that is here set forth—-though the results of the
excavation of the great Palace at Knossos and its surroundings are
naturally its main theme—my object in view has been to supply, as far
as possible, the materials for a general survey of the Minoan culture
in its widest range. In particular, it has been possible to put together
a fuller scries than has ever yet been placed side by side of objects
S

of which is the library, is impossible under existing conditions, and
the shortage of funds for the maintenance of an adequate staff makes
it a matter of the utmost difficulty for the Director and Assistant
Director, to whom the management of the institution in Athens
falls, to keep in touch with the developments of modern archaeology.
Everyone familiar with the work of foreign archaeological Schools
in Greece knows at what a disadvantage the British School stands in
comparison with its sister institutions. The French, German and
Italian Schools in Athens are maintained by liberal Government
grants, the American by funds drawn from a variety of sources,
beside which the income of the British School might almost be
described as negligible.
The principal needs of the School at the present time are as
follows:—
1. The provision of an adequate salary for the Assistant Director
to take charge of hostel and library.
2. A fund for the re-equipment and enlargement of the Macmillan
Hostel for students.
3. A fund for the extension of library building and an endowment
for the purchase of books.
4. A fund for the acquisition and upkeep of a collection of
archaeological photographs.
5. An endowment for the conduct of excavations and the
publication of results.
6. An endowment for scholarships to be held at the School. In
particular, for a studentship to provide an architectural student
each year who may give essential technical assistance to the
School in the preparation and publication of excavations.
The Managing Committee appeals confidently to all lovers of
classical antiquity, and of Greek art and life, to enable the British
School at Athens to meet growing demands and opportunities, and
to deal adequately with the large number of keen and competent
students sent out from the Universities to make first-hand acquaintance
with Greek lands and monuments. Many of the men and women
who now hold high positions in classical education have been students
of the School or members of its staff, and in this way illustrate the
School’s influence. Since the war, the annual admissions have been
doubled, and a far larger number of students take advantage of the
facilities provided for travel and field-work.
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EXHIBITION
ILLUSTRATIVE OF MINOAN CULTURE
WITH SPECIAL RELATION TO

THE DISCOVERIES AT KNOSSOS
ARRANGED BY SIR ARTHUR EVANS IN CONNEXION WITH THE
JUBILEE OF THE BRITISH SCHOOL AT ATHENS.

Introductory notice and guide to

by A.E .

T he history of the excavations at Knossos is so inseparably connected

with the British School at Athens that it was only right that some
illustration of them should be included in its Jubilee Exhibition.
Successive Directors of the School—Dr. Hogarth and Professors
Dawkins and Bosanquet—worked in the Island, in co-operation with
what may be called the central undertaking, and the first of these was
not only my colleague in the original *Cretan Excavation Fund,’ that
did so much to provide the ‘ sinews of war,’ but brought to light the
first town houses on the site of Knossos itself. Professor Myres, then
a young student of the School, was the first British explorer to set foot
in Crete—-as early as 1893—on a primarily prehistoric quest, and to
recognize the true importance of the discovery of the ‘ Kamares
ware ’ (sec Cases A 2,
B,
,I)Cn the excavation of the
of Knossos, undertaken by me from 1900 onwards, the structural
operations—involving problems such as had not yet been encountered
on any ancient site—were carried out, thanks to the kind facilities
accorded by the Directors and the Managing Committee, under a
succession of Architects of the British School.
My deeply regretted colleague, Dr. Duncan Mackenzie, was himself
a student of the School, who had already done yeoman’s service in
the /Egean field at Phylakopi in Melos (p. 3 of East Room file).
Fruitful work, in particular, has been carried out on the site by Mr.
J. P. Droop, now Professor in Liverpool University, by Mr. E. J.
Forsdyke, Director of the British Museum; and by Mr. John Pendlebury, for four years Archaeological Curator of Knossos—all repre
sentative members of the School. Nor can I myself forget that the
toll of the years has left me its senior Honorary Student.
In the Exhibition that is here set forth—though the results of the
excavation of the great Palace at Knossos and its surroundings are
naturally its main theme—my object in view has been to supply, as far
as possible, the materials for a general survey of the Minoan culture
in its widest range. In particular, it has been possible to put together
a fuller series than has ever yet been placed side by side of objects
5
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illustrating the early connexions between Crete and the Nile Valley,
from its ‘ proto-Libyan ’ prehistoric stage to the days of the Early
and Middle Egyptian Kingdoms. Thanks, moreover, to the kindness
of Sir Leonard Woolley as well as of Professor Claude Schaeffer and the
French Mission in Syria, some recent finds of the highest interest have
been added, which demonstrate on the one side the predominance of
Minoan influences on the Middle Orontes as early as the beginning of
the seventeenth century b.c., while, on the other side, direct Minoan
imports to the Syrian Coastland are shown to go back well into the
Second Middle Minoan Period.
The illustrations of Minoan culture here given include a series of
objects acquired by me during my earlier explorations of the Island,
1894-1899, at a time when Crete was still under Turkish government.
But, though by the end of 1894 1 had been able to secure possession of
a key position on the site of Knossos, it was impossible, owing to the
attitude of the authorities, to start any organised excavation there.
Amongst acquisitions made during that period of political stress and
armed uprising, there are, nevertheless, several of great importance.
Such are stone vases pointing to primitive Nilotic relations and sealstones demonstrating the existence of an independent system of hiero
glyphic writing in the Island, while the inscribed Libation Table from
the Dikta;an Cave (see
Case
),found with votive bro
H
relics, presents a dedication in an advanced linear script, still five
centuries earlier than the earliest known Phoenician. Amongst my
earliest acquisitions were also an unique example of Early Minoan
polychromy in vase-painting, and gems and signet-rings of great
artistic and religious interest.
It will be seen that, in these first-fruits of Cretan exploration, the
riddle of Schliemann’s Mycenae was already partly solved by the reve
lation of anterior stages of culture in direct contact with that of pre
historic and protodynastic Egypt—which thus supplied the first link
in the long chain of European civilisation. At Knossos itself, to which
converging lines of remote tradition pointed as the actual seat of
‘ King Minos,’ who personifies that earlier World, it was only possible
to start methodical excavation under the new regime, heralded by the
arrival in Crete of Prince George of Greece as mandatory of the
Great Powers. It is fitting, moreover, on the present occasion to recall
the fact that, at a critical juncture, the friendly recognition of British
archteological claims by Prince George had been further stirred by a
direct appeal on the part of his kinsman, His late Majesty King
George V, then Prince of Wales.
The fact that the greater part of the Palace site at Knossos had thus
for years been private British property under Turkish dominion placed
it from the first in a somewhat exceptional category. On its side,
the new Autonomous Government recognised the claim of the exca
vator to some share in the illustrative finds, a good representative scries
of the inscribed clay tablets from the Palace Archives (see DeskCase L) being also specially accorded to him by a decree of the
6
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Cretan Assembly. After the Union with Greece, moreover, allocation
of duplicate objects was continued at the hands of an Archeological
Committee and, at the conclusion of the work, the Greek Government
presented, amongst other objects, an original example of part of a
fresco panel (on the r. wall) of high artistic value, depicting a leaping
girl from a bull-grappling scene, and, together with other objects, a
specimen of an exceptionally fine ‘ amphora ’ in the ‘ Palace Style ’—
both of which are here exhibited. The bulk of the relics thus acquired
were passed on by me, as Keeper, to the Ashmolean Museum, on the
understanding—generously interpreted in the present case—that objects
might be temporarily withdrawn for special purposes. At my request,
moreover, the Keeper and Visitors of the Museum have obligingly
sanctioned the further loan of a series of Egyptian finds—such as the
Ashmolean Museum alone possesses—in which Minoan painted pottery
was found together with dated Pharaonic relics—thus supplying direct
evidence for the dating of successive Periods.
These chronological groups, supplementing the earlier equations
supplied by the late predynastic and protodynastic Egyptian stone
vessels found on the site of Knossos, must be regarded as an unique
feature of the present Exhibition. The Middle Minoan II groups
from Harageh, Kahun and Abydos, corresponding respectively with the
reigns of Senusert II and of Senusert III and Amencmhat III are here
shown in Case E. Those of Late Minoan and New Kingdom date
are contained on its bottom shelf.
Of still greater novelty will be the evidence that it has been
here possible to put together in Case of Minoan connexions on the
Oriental side. A gold-mounted lapis-lazuli cylinder from Knossos
already reflects the remoter influence which, from early in the Third
Millennium B.c. onwards, the rulers of Sumer and Akkad were
extending to the Mediterranean shores, and the primitive bull-shaped
libation vessels of the Minoans betray the same old Chaldaean
pedigree. That Cretan enterprise had actually established a foothold
on the Syrian Coast by about 1400 B.c. had been already demonstrated
by Monsieur Claude Schaeffer’s epoch-making discoveries at Ras
Shamra, and Minoan painted sherds from Palestine, equated with
Thothmes Ill’s reign, had carried back the import of Minoan wares
to those shores about a century beyond that date. But the results of
Sir Leonard Woolley’s preliminary excavations of a settlement at
Tell Atchana, on the Middle Orontes, carry us back appreciably
farther. Here, in Inner Syria—shut off from the sea by the intervening
Amanus range—-occur painted sherds, of local fabric but presenting
decorative motives indicative of a direct Minoan relation as early as
about 1700 b.c . Sir Leonard Woolley and his colleagues have kindly
allowed a selection of these sherds to be exhibited here for the first
time, in
CaseF. It will be seen that the bowl-fragments, displaying
creamy white rosettes on the dark ground, themselves fit on to the
decoration of the fine 4egg shell ’ ware of the Cretan Middle Minoan
II Period. Of outstanding importance, too, is the appearance, on the
7
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side of another vessel, of the symbolic ‘ axe-plant ’—already illus
trated on a Cretan burial urn.
Here the double axe, the sacred
weapon of the Minoan Goddess, together with the single-edged variety,
is organically attached to branches springing from a central stem
terminating in a fleur-de-lis. In the same
F, moreover, with
these Tell Atchana finds, it has been now possible, thanks to the
courtesy of Monsieur Schaeffer and the Louvre authorities, to add his
most recent find at Ras-Shamra, namely, part of a vase—the firstfruits of a still unexplored tomb—in the pure polychrome style of the
Middle Minoan Ila period, equated, as we have seen, with the reign
ofSenusertll. Its fine* egg-shell’fabric, as well as the correspondences
in minute details, proclaim it to be a work of the Palace
at
Knossos, thus carrying back the relations of its Priest Kings with the
Syrian Coastland to the beginning of the twentieth century b . c .
A pendant to these discoveries, though of later date in the Minoan
series, may be further recognised in a remarkable miniature female
head of fine white marble, with inlaid locks and brows of lapis-lazuli
and a red jasper ear-ring, showing traces of having had a tiara attached
to it above. It formed part of the exquisite collection of Egyptian
objects made by the late Major Myers and left by him to Eton
College, and had been hitherto generally regarded as of Egyptian
fabric. Still the doubts that had arisen on the subject were clearly
justified. The inlaid technique, curiously reminiscent of Ur, certainly
pointed to a strong Oriental tradition. But the intensive penetration,
even of Inner Syria with Minoan elements, of which Sir Leonard
Woolley’s discoveries, referred to above, have now alforded such
striking evidence, may permit the conclusion that it represents a
Syro-Minoan class. The slightly upturned gaze certainly fits in with its
celestial character. At the instance of Mr. G. A. D. Tait, the Keeper of
the Eton College Museum, who drew my attention to its remarkable
character, it has been lent by the Provost and Fellows and is placed
in the same Case F, beside the earlier relics above described.
Of exceptional value from the artistic point of view is the series
of figurines of a religious nature in ivory and gold, faience and marble
like stone, placed together in the Upright Case J. The fine repro
ductions, by the Danish artist, Mr. Halvar Bagge, of the faience
figurines of the Snake Goddess and her associates from the Temple
Repository at Knossos, here form a worthy starting-point for a series
of small images in other materials. The liberality of the Director
and Trustees of the Fitzwilliam Museum has enabled me to set beside
these the fine example, in their possession, of the Goddess, in mottled
marble, wearing similar costume and tiara, but without her snake
symbols. Thanks to the kindness oi' Mr. L. D. Caskey, the Director
of the Boston Museum, a copy, prepared under his oversight and
almost indistinguishable from the original, is here shown of the small
chryselephantine cult-image of the Goddess that is one of the treasures
of that Museum, here again holding out her golden snakes. By a
singular good chance, moreover, it has been possible for me to place
8
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beside it a chryselephantine figurine (which had passed into the hands
of a private possessor beyond the Atlantic) of a tiara’d boy-God of
the same materials. Standing on tip-toe, and aided by the tiara, his
height almost exactly answers to that of the Goddess, and the two
figurines may be thought to have originally formed part of the same
group in the relation of mother and child. By equal good fortune I
have been also able to add to these another figurine (which also reached
me by a Trans-Atlantic route, though its Cretan origin is well assured)
of ivory, with loin clothing in gold plate, of another youthful God,
this time portrayed as tonsured and as having offered up his ‘ child
hood’s lock.’ The artistic skill of this little figure is worthy of the
Italian Renaissance. To these are added a cast of the figurine from the
‘ Ivory Deposit ’ at Knossos—the leaping youth belonging to a sacral
bull-grappling scene—the spontaneous movement, and indeed έΐαη of
which well illustrates the distinction between such works and Greek
Classical Art of any Age. Placed with this in
K, as similar in
subject to the last and belonging to the same sensational school, is
a remarkable bronze from Crete of a galloping bull with a youthful
acrobat turning a somersault on his back, from the collection of Captain
E. G. Spencer-Churchill.
Of great religious interest are Group A, illustrating divine possession
of persons and btetylic objects by the settling of a dove ; Group B,
the evolution, disclosed by a ‘ Snake Room ’ at Knossos, of the
‘ ritual tubes ’ of Minoan shrines from a typical section of a terracotta
water-main ; and Group C, the origin of the sacral ‘ wave and d o t'
pattern from the markings on adders’ backs become a sacred
symbol.
A restored example and the cast of another specimen of the marble
libation vessels, or * rhytons,’ in the shape of lioness’ heads found
in the Treasury of the Central Sanctuary of Knossos and included
here in
C a s e 11,have a special interest in their bearing on the influen
of the cult-forms of the Great Palace upon Mainland Greece. Beside
them is placed a cast of the forepart of an identical lion-head vessel
with a perforation at the snout for the pouring of drink offering,
found beneath the inmost cell of the Temple of Apollo at Delphi.
It is of Knossian fabric and material, and demonstrates the pre-existence
of a shrine of the old Cretan Goddess on the very spot that afterwards
became the religious centre of historic Greece.
In the Desk-Case
K,a representative selection fro
collection of Minoan seal-stones and signet rings is here for the first
time exhibited. This collection may at least be claimed to be more
comprehensive than any scries as yet put together. The earliest
acquisition was the Cretan lentoid, described in Milehhofer’s
der Kunsi (1883) and included in the Mayer sale of about that date,
representing a Minoan Genius leading a bull. My exploratory journeys
in Crete from 1893 onwards gave exceptional opportunities for the
collection of such *milk-stones,’ as they were known from their
supposed virtue by the village women,
9
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The first rude examples show a certain dependence on a class of
primitive Egyptian cylinders, themselves bearing traces of a relation
to still earlier Chaldean prototypes, from which, indeed, the Minotaur
form itself was evolved. The Early Minoan three-sided type is also
shown to find comparisons on that side, while specimens of Early
Minoan II date, delineating a seated player, show a draughtsman and
board identical with the early Egyptian
sign. A series of three and
four-sided stones illustrates the transition from the pictographic to the
fully developed hieroglyphic characters, and includes an exquisitely
engraved carnelian prism-seal of a prince whose badge was a cat.
Amongst the early signets the gold ‘ weight-seal ’ belonging to the
very beginning of the Age of Palaces is of interest as answering in
weight to an Egyptian gold unit. An ivory signet of the same
approximate date is beautifully carved in the shape of a Little Owl
and an ivory half-cylinder shows, below, the owner as an archer with
his hound chasing a deer. On the upper curved face he grasps the
hand of his wife, who wears a flounced dress of Oriental fashion. This
piece dates from the close of thfe Third Millennium B.c.—-the Age of
Hammurabi.
The greatest period of Art, which covers the last Middle and
earlier Late Minoan phase, finds unrivalled illustration in the gem
types here exhibited. Among the masterpieces may be mentioned
the ‘ flat cylinders,’ showing the bull grappled at a tank, the tumblers
with Libyan plumes, the fable of the goat and dog, and the lentoids
depicting a wounded calf, the calf’s head prepared for table, and the
instantaneous sketch of three water-fowl, feeding, sleeping and spreadwings for flight, for which a cliche of early Chinese artists offers a
remarkable parallel. The late-Palatial phase is well illustrated by the
crystal lentoid gem with a contorted lion and the countermarkcd clay
seal-impression displaying a Minoan Hercules holding up a bull. The
selection also includes some dated specimens belonging to the latest
Minoan Age and, among them, an example in a decorative style corre
sponding with the ' Late Revival ’ represented by a class of Late
Minoan ΠΙΛ vases. The rise,
floruit,and decadence
of Minoan gem-engraving covered by this series extends over a space
of about two thousand years.
The gold signet rings,—here represented to a quite exceptional
degree,—are shown to be derived from a type of Early Minoan pendant
seal (see Desk-Case A) a fact that explains their unique feature of
having the bezel set at right-angles to the hoop. The largest group
of such jewels here exhibited (including gold bead-seals) is best
described as the Thisbfi Treasure and was obtained by a peasant
before the Great War from a sepulchral rock chamber on that
Boeotian site now Dombrcna. Among them, a set of three gold beadseals of the *elongated ’ class—perhaps from a bracelet—actually
supply a Minoan illustration of episodes that afterwards formed
part of Greek legendary tradition. One intaglio shows (Edipus slaying
the Sphinx; another, his encounter with his father Laios in the ‘ hollowio
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way ’ ; while on a third bead-seal is recorded the crowning tragedy
of the House of Atreus, where Orestes, with Aigisthos overthrown and
already dispatched, pursues Clytemnestra—a naively sensational design
with fashionably dressed figures. More is said about this find on p. 30.
The specially religious group of gold signet rings includes one of
the earliest finds from the site of Knossos—obtained by me during my
first visit in 1894—which still affords the best illustration of the Minoan
baetylic cult. Two others may claim a special historic relation from
their places of finding. One is a perfect replica, happily secured at the
time, of the ‘ Ring of Minos ’ that led to the discovery of the ‘ Temple
Tomb ’ at Knossos, which derives a special importance from the
lamentable fact that the original relic has disappeared. It depicts
the migration of the Minoan Goddess from one shrine to another across
D
esk-C
aseK
). The other, a massive gold signet-ring
an arm of sea (
of similar and clearly contemporary fabric—early fifteenth century b .c .
—was found by a peasant while removing stone blocks from the base
of the largest bee-hive tomb of ‘ Nestor’s Pylos ’ (later explored by
Dr. Dorpfeld), and was obtained by me from its native possessor as the
result of a special journey. Its subject supplies our only real knowledge
of the Minoan Underworld, with a judgment scene in which an
enthroned Griffin is the chief Inquisitor. With reference to the
deceased couple to whom the successive episodes seem personally to
refer, the chrysalis as well as the butterfly appears as a sign of resur
gence, an unique and recurrent feature in Minoan symbolic Art.
The subject, divided into sections by a Minoan Yggdrasil, or ‘ Tree of
the World,’ is microscopically executed to an extent otherwise
unparalleled on such early works—presenting, in addition to animal
forms, fourteen figures, human and divine. It showed so much
affinity with the ‘ Miniature ’ Class of Minoan fresco paintings that
Monsieur Gillidron
fils,at my suggestion, translated it into a sim
form. The coloured drawing is placed in Case F.
Mention may also be made of the design on another of the Thisbfi
rings where the Minoan Goddess with the child-God on her lap is
seen receiving adoration and gifts from two male figures in the garb
of warriors—a scene closely comparable with early Christian examples,
but also paralleled by a similar episode traditionally associated with
the birth of Alexander the Great.
In order to give a more or less complete idea of the fu’l evolution
of Minoan Art in its various branches, and to fill up important lacunas,
great use has also been made of facsimile reproductions of the originals
now in the Candia Museum. A prominent place is also occupied by
the life-size coloured restorations of the frescoes and painted reliefs
carried out for me over a long period of years by Messrs. E. Gillidron,
father and son, whose competence in this work, and flair, due to a
wide knowledge of the Minoan material, has received widespread
recognition. A supplementary scries of these has been specially
executed for this Exhibition, including the painted stucco relief of
the charging bull and olive tree—with the curiously conventional
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indication of a rocky foreground below—from the West Portico
of the Northern Entrance Passage of Knossos—which may be said
to dominate the Minoan Room. This and the more fragmentary
remains of agonistic high reliefs set out on the adjoining wall,
together with the coloured bas-relief of the ‘ Priest King,’ there
also shown, will give some idea of the excellence attained in the
plastic Art by the Minoans by the sixteenth century before our Era.
it may be here recalled that both Sir William Richmond, on the
technical and artistic side, and Professor Arthur Thomson, on the
anatomical, have placed on record their high appreciation of these
works, and in particular of such a careful study of surface contours as
suggests, not only the underlying veins and muscular tissues, but even
the bony structure—so difficult to render—of wrist and elbow.
On either side of the entrance to the Room are shown plans,
sections and elevations of the Palace of Knossos itself, the Little
Palace and some of the surrounding houses and outstanding examples
of sepulchral chambers such as the Royal Tomb of Isopata, the Tomb
of the Double Axes and the more recently discovered Temple Tomb.
These works and the enlarged Plans of the Palace itself are the result
of the long labours of successive architects of the Excavation, all of
them in close association with the British School at Athens. These
were in succession—Mr. Theodore Fyfe, F.R.I.B.A., with his fine
artistic perception ; Mr. Christian Doll, F.R.I.B.A., who, in his
re-support of upper stories—left in the air, as it were, by the decay
of wooden piers and columns—performed a truly Atlantean task ;
and of Mr. Piet de Jong, whose isometric views, here shown, supply
in particular a graphic illustration of interior planning. So, too, the
reconstructed elevations of the late Mr. F. G. Newton have converted
once more into living entities both the noble Stepped Portico, ascending
from the South, and the frontage of the main building on the West
side of the Central Court—where the little Columnar Shrine well
marks its character as Sanctuary as well as Palace. Thanks to the
enterprise of Mr. E. G. Lumsden, formerly of the Royal Air Force,
it has been also possible to supply an air-view of the Palace site.
Structural features of the Palace and the succession of surrounding
houses are illustrated by a series of photographic views, in some of
which the workmen are seen in the course of excavation.
In the middle of the left wall are hung two interesting water-colour
drawings by Edward Lear—one of the sea frontage of Cundia with
its Venetian ramparts that adjoins the old harbour-town of Knossos;
the other of Juktas, its Holy Mountain.

THE MINOAN ROOM
On walls at either side o f Entrance,—Plans of Knossos:—
To right on entering.—Large Plans of the Palace, including more
recent discoveries; Western Enceinte and Entrance System, and
IX
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Domestic Quarter, with Sections of Grand Staircase;
Tomb of Double Axes, Royal Tomb of Isopata and Temple Tomb.
To left on entering.—Plan and Isometric View of the Little Palace.
Plans of Town Houses; beyond, Sections of ‘ Royal Road,’ and
plan and section of Cistern at Arkhanes, with vaulting of
like construction. Photographs of the Site and details of structures.
Section of Minoan floor-levels under West Court of Palace, with
stratification of the vast underlying Neolithic deposit.
In small case, a selection of Neolithic sherds and rude clay idols.
WALL-CASE
A .—EARLY MINOAN I, II.
Bottom Shelf.
Late Predynastic and Early Dynastic vases, and imported Cretan
examples (from c. 3500 b.c.).
Middle Shelf (same continued).
Late Predynastic cupped libation block, from Hierakonpolis, with
clay version: Comparative Group A.
Imported cupped block of igneous rock from Temple Tomb,
Knossos, with later imitative examples from primitive ossuaries,
Messara.
Late Predynastic stone palettes and Cretan derivatives. Group B.
Late Predynastic images and Cretan derivatives. Group C.
Early Minoan stone vessels; the influence of Proto-dynastic Egyptian
spouted copper vessels is to be noted. Group D.
Fourth Dynasty moustache-cup of alabaster, and marble imitation
from Knossos. Group E.
Carinated translucent diorite bowl; Tomb of Kamena (Fourth
Dynasty, c. 2800 B.c.), and fragments of similar bowls, from Knossos.
Fragment of similar bowl in liparite, a form of obsidian imported
from the /Eolian Islands and worked by Knossian lapidaries for
similar bowls. Facsimile.
Facsimile of mottled marble toilet vessel (imitating diorite), identical
in form with one from E.M. II tomb, Mochlos, and paralleled by
another, with inscription of 16th year of Pepi I (c. 2486 B.c.).
Lid of E.M. II pot (Mochlos), with high relief in singularly free style,
showing native dog, a remarkable example of early sculpture.
Illustrations of E.M. II jewellery with flowers and leaves.
VasiukI Mottled Ware (E. Crete): imitation of early dynastic
Egyptian spouted vessel in copper.
Upper Shelf.
WALL-CASE

B.—EARLY MINOAN III: MIDDLE MINOAN
Upper Shelf,
Early Minoan III. Pottery with whitc-on-black decoration:
Spouted pot with red white-bordered stripes: earliest example of
polychromy, Knossos 1894.
>3
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Upper Shelf, right.
Section

of

R ound T able in purplish gypsum from an early house

floor, with the earliest known example of architectonic moulding.
M iddle M inoan I.
Monochrome, early polychrome, and
‘ barnacle ’-ware: see, too, votive figures from Palaikastro (
Room, No. 99).
Shelves, left.
M iddle M inoan I
b.Polychrome pottery and ‘ barbotine
‘ prickle’-ware: plant-designs showing textile influence, evidences
of ‘ nature-printing ’ from sponges on plaster also copied on vases.
Designs of wild goats, herons, and water-beetles, and vase-relief of
cockchafer.
Facsimile of pendant gold jewel, consisting of two hornets and globes
with miniature granulation; from excavations of the French
Mission at Mallid; an unique example of the skill attained by Minoan
jewellers: c. 2000 b.c .
Middle Shelves, right.
M iddle M inoan \\a : for fine 4egg-shell ’ ware, see Case E opposite.
Bottom Shelf.
Middle M inoan Π/?. Polychromy already decadent. Large jar with
triple group of palm-trees from 4 Loom-weight ’ deposit (with
section showing stratigraphy).
4Loom-weight ’ deposit (with section showing stratigraphy).
Small vessels, probably votive, white-on-black technique: transitional
to M.M. Ill: see Wall-Case H.
STANDING CASE
C.— FINDS ILLUSTRATING THE
KINGDOM
EGYPTIAN
RELATIONS
OF
MIDDLE
MINOAN IIa AND Hb.
Uppef
Polychrome C retan Sherds (M.M. IIa) from Harageh, of Senusert IPs
time (c. 1906-1888 b.c .): found by Mr. R. Engelbach. These
include (I) a fragment o f 4barbotine ’ ware of a type ascribed to the
close of Μ. M. IIa. (2) Part of a spout with rivet-head, showing
metal work origin. (3) An unique form of strainer. (4) A small
fragment showing part of the 4 tennis-bat-and-ball ’ pattern, white
on black; specially important from the Knossian comparisons
beside it.
Polychrome Bowl of 4egg-shell ’ ware showing same bat-and-ball
motive (reconstructed from fragments associated with the Royal
Pottery Stores, Knossos): for example of similar bowl, see annexed
illustration of polychrome jar from S.E. Deposit (Candia Museum).
fragment found in the Second Stratum beneath the
tenth step of the Thcatral Area, Knossos (just above the M.M. I
layer: see drawing of section), showing part of the same bat-andball motive.

Polychrome
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Second Shelf.
Polychrome Bridge-spouted Pot (M.M. 1I&) found in a tomb of

Abydos Cemetery by Professor J. Garstang with Twelfth Dynasty
relics, including cylinders of ‘ Sesostris ’ (Senusert II) and
Amenemhat III (c. 1849-1801 b .c .).
Some of the associated
Egyptian relics are here shown; among them a hedgehog and vase
in fine blue glaze-ware.
Lent by the Ashmolean Museum.
[For the associated New Kingdom and Late Minoan pottery on
the bottom shelf, see under Case Z>.]

STANDING CASE
D.— FINDS ILLUSTRATING O
RELATIONS WITH MINOAN CRETE.
Upper Shelf.
Part of a Polychrome C up (a) of the finest ‘ egg-shell ’ ware from
a tomb at Ras Shamra, in Syria, found by Monsieur Claude Schaeffer.
As noted above (p. 8, cf. 16), it answers both in texture and in details
of decoration to the remains of similar cups from the Royal Pottery
Stores of Knossos, approximately dated by the Harageh deposit
(Case
C)to the reign of Senusert II (c. 1906-1888 B.c.).
Lent by the Louvre Museum.
Sherds from T ell A tchana, (
b)near the middle
Sir Leonard Woolley’s recent discovery of pottery of Μ. M. Ilia
character, dating back to c. 1700 B.c. The ‘ double-axe tree’ on
some of these is especially to be noted, as a close parallel is to be
found on a Cretan burial-urn. The ‘ Double-Axe ’ was the sacred
symbol of the Minoan Religion.
Lent by Sir Leonard Woolley.
Inlaid M arble Head of a Statuette (<), from Major Myers’
Collection in the Eton College Museum. This head, formerly
regarded as Egyptian, may will) great probability be recognised as
a work of the same Syro-Minoan School that produced a series of
’ Hathor-headed ’ vessels in native faience. Its comparatively late
dale (probably 14th—13th century B.c.) is attested not only by its
style, but by an iron tenon that seems to have attached the headpiece.
The hair and eyelids are of inlaid lapis-lazuli: the eye is of similar
inlay; the ear-rings are of red jasper.
Lent by the Provost and Fellows o f Eton College.
Bull’s-head R hyton (L ibation V essel), from a tomb at EskiSamsun
(Amisos).It has reddish-brown decoration on white slip,
belonging to a well-known class of Royal Hittite Pottery. Its
‘ collar’ is decorated with the two-stemmed sacral ivy, taken from
the L.M.
lbvase-decoration (c. 1500 1450 b.c .), here illustrated b
the lower part of a painted jar from Palaikastro, Crete. Bull’shcad rhytons of this type had been erroneously classed with
Hellenistic rhytons of the 3rd century B.c.
o f Case D.
I RAGMEN 1 OI A CONTEMPORARY VASE WITH SIMILAR IVY LEAP, from
Chirishli Tcpd in inner Anatolia, found 1904: from Professor
Saycc’s Collection, now in the Ashmolean Museum.
»5
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D uck-shaped

and

G oat-shaped Vessels, from the same tomb at

Amisos, further illustrate this Hittite class.
STANDING CASE
E.— FINEST MIDDLE
POTTERY, INCLUDING ‘ EGGSHELL’ WARE.
Cf. Wall
Case B, middle shelf, right.
Upper shelf.
B ridge-spouted Vessel, with elaborate decorated design, with fleurde-lis: filler and jug showing stellate flowers (replica).
F inely polished C arinated Bowl (fragment), copied from shape
of Early Dynastic diorite examples (see Wall Case A); but in this
case the white spots are imitative of a liparite original (see facsimile,
Wall-Case A, middle shelf).
Polychrome T azza , with thorn-like bosses: development of
1 barbotine ’ work: it shows metallic lustre.
Middle shelves.
Part of a Polychrome Bowl of extraordinarily thin fabric, with
delicately embossed arcading, derived from fluting of bowls in
precious metals: the arcading is surmounted by small fleur-de-lis.
Bowl o f similar tenuous fabric, with polished red grooves on which
are painted white stellate flowers like those o f the vessels on the

top shelf.
The fine ‘ egg-shell ’-ware of this class is approximately dated by
the example in
CaseC(Harageh find, p. 15), showing the ‘ b
and-ball ’ motive, to the time of Senusert II (c. 1906-1888 b .c.).
Polychrome Bowl of similar thin ware: mottled brown ground
with white borders and black veins, imitated from breccia.

On the

Case

Part of a Polychrome Vessel, showing olive-sprays and buds in
white and red, facing olive flowers: supplying analogy to later
fresco designs.
‘ R hyton ’ in shape of O strich-E gg , a form of libation-vessel with

white ground. Ostrich-egg vessels were clearly derived from the
African side, where (as in the Sudan) such flasks are still common:
an Egyptian imitation in marble occurs in a XI-XII Dynasty grave
at Abydos. Tables show the later evolution of ostrich-egg * rhytons.”
STANDING

CASE F.— RELIGIOUS FIGURINES AND RELIEF
Top shelf.

F aIence G roup from F ittings of S hrine found in the T emple
R epositories, K nossos: facsimiles by the Danish artist, Halvar

Bagge.

a. G oddess in Corset and F lounced Robe, round whom three
snakes (symbols of her chthonic power) coil upwards to her tiara.
She holds out the heads of two; that of the third rises
above the tiara.
>6
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b. G oddess

or Votary : similar figure, with feline animal on her
head, holding out two snakes.

c. Votive Robes and Girdles.
d . Ritual Reliefs; goat and young; cow and calf.
e. Ritual Vessels; chalice with spray of rose-leaves; another with
fern-fronds (in
Case//).
/. Flying-fish, cockles, and argonaut-shells, grouped within rock
border (in Case
H ).
g. Marble Cross, perhaps for intarsia work.
Figure of a G oddess, in mottled marble, similarly attired, but without
snake: in two pieces, joined at the waist by a tenon.

Lent by the

Museum.
C hryselephantine F igure of a Snake-G oddess: facsimile made
under the superintendence of Mr. L. D. Caskey, Director of the
Boston Museum.
Ivory F igure of a boy-G od , with holes for attachment of thin
gold plate for loin-clothing and the borders of his tiara. On tiptoe
as he stands with his high headpiece, the figure is practically the
same height as the Boston Goddess, and both probably belong to the
same group (see illustration), the Divine Child saluting the Mother
Goddess. A.
E . Collection.
Ivory F igure of an older boy-G od , tonsured to offer up his
‘ childhood’s lo ck ’ : he probably wore a biretta of thin gold plate
such as was found attached to his loins. A. E. Collection.
Bronze F igure

of a boy-G od ,

Town of Knossos: cast.

with peaked tiara, from the Harbour

Original

the

Museum.

Bronze F igure of a M ale Votary : one hand in attitude of adoration:

Orlgmal in Athens Muse
Chryselephantine F igure of ‘ O ur Lady of S ports,’ showing a
Minoan Goddess in gold-plated corset and male loin-clothing,
also worn by female taureadors: coloured illustration. Original in
Royal Ontario Museum, Toronto.
from Crete: cast.

as medium of D ivine Possession, settled on pillars of a
terracotta shrine, Knossos (M.M. 116); on posts of a terracotta
swing, with votary (or Goddess) in sacral act of swinging (see, too,
p. 19); on handles of a gold chalice—the ‘ Cup of N estor’ from
the Fourth Shaft Grave, Myceme (L.M. I) and on the head of the
Goddess herself.

T he D ove

Ivory F igurine

of a

Leaping Youth (cast), from a model o f sacral

bull-sports. From Ivory Deposit, Knossos.
Bronze G roup

oi

Y outhful A crobat

on

G alloping Bull

Lent by Captain E. G. Spencer-Churchill.
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T ranslation
the ‘ R ing

into
of

M iniature F resco Style of the design on
N estor,’ relating to Death, After-Life, and the

Minoan Underworld: Goddess with female companion; butterflies
and their hooked chrysalises above, emblems of resurgence; young
couple, joined in death; ‘ Tree of the World,’ with sacral ivy,
dividing the scenes; Lion Guardian of the Underworld, tended by
twin handmaidens (‘ Diaskourai') of the Goddess; profane entrant
warned off by She-Griffin; young couple guided by She-Griffins
to Winged-Griffin (Inquisitor) on Judgment-Seat; Goddess behind.
At foot of tree, dog-like Monster, prototype of Cerberus. See
CaseK, for this Signet Ring.
I llustrations of D omestic C ult

in the

‘ S nake Room ’

at

K nossos,

and its bearing on the Cult of the Snake-Goddess:—
a. Evolution of ‘ Snake-Tube ’ of Minoan Shrines from a section of
terracotta water-main (illustrated).
b. Knotted snakes seen on figurines of the Goddess of natural
suggestion (self-knotted blind-worm).
c. ‘ Snake Table’ and various other utensils of the Snake Room
(illustrated).
cl. Survival of this cult object in Cyprus and at Bethshan.
I nlaid G aming Board, from Domestic Quarters of the Palace,
Knossos: copy in colours.
On floor o f Case.

STANDING CASE
G.— RITUAL VESSELS AND IL
TIONS, WITH SMALL RELIEFS.
Top sheJf
*R hyton,’ in S hape of Bull’s H ead (horns and one side restored),
for libations; from shrine to south-west of Little Palace, Knossos:
of dark steatite, with shell inlay, and crystal eye, painted beneath:
early Late Minoan.
‘ R hytons,’ in S hape of Lionesses’ H eads, in white marble-like material;
one original, restored, the other a replica: from Treasury of Central
Sanctuary of Palace, Knossos: jasper inlays in eye-sockets and
nose of one example: ‘ Late Palatial,’ L.M. II (c. 1450-1400 B.c.).
F ore Part of a Lion-head ‘ Rhyton,’ of similar marble, from beneath
the inner sanctuary
(adyton)at Delphi; found by the Fr
Mission. In the same deposit occurred miniature Double-Axes,
as used in Minoan cult. Singular evidence of existence of the prcHellenic cult of the Knossian Goddess at Delphi
p. 9).
E lectrotypes of Similar Lion Heads in G old from Schlicmann’s
excavations at Myceme.
G old C ups from the V apheio Tomb near Sparta (facsimiles): They
illustrate (a) hunting of half-wild Urns bulls accompanied by
cowboy feats; (
h)decoying of the same by means of a cow, fol
by successful lassoings. Found with L.M. lb pottery (c. 1500 b.c .),
but perhaps themselves of earlier fabric. The ‘ Vapheio ’ type of
r8
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cup goes back in Crete to M.M. Ill: see comparative illustration.
Scene (
a)was clearly anticipated by the reliefs of the North-West
Portico at Knossos, of which a portion is reproduced on the
Wall: it is possible that Scene (6) was similarly anticipated in the
reliefs of the opposite East Portico.
Originals Athens Museum.
Bronze V otive Plaque with doves, sacral horns, and trees; and
apparently the dedicator’s name, from the same votive stratum of
the Dictiean Cave as the Libation Table.
Middle
G oddess or Votary Swinging Between T wo P osts, on which are
perched doves, significant of divine possession: from Hagia Triada;
replica; for sacred swing, see Palace
Minos IV, 24-26. Also
illustrations of similar perched doves from terracotta Shrine,
Knossos (illustration: for replica, see Case F).
Middle Shelves
‘ H arvester V ase ’ ‘ R hyton ’ : of ‘ egg-shell ’ form, from Hagia Triada,
restored replica. It shows a ‘ revel rout ’ of countrymen with forks,
with long-haired leader wearing a kind of ritual corslet.
‘ C hieftain V a se ’ of black steatite, from Hagia Triada: replica:
Youthful Prince and attendant who holds a holy-water sprinkler and
a sword, symbols of divine and terrestial dominion, seen also in
the hands of the Goddess. M.M. III/;.
T all C onical ‘ R hyton ’ of black steatite, from Hagia Triada: restored
replica; once overlaid with gold leaf; scenes of bull-hunting and
boxing. M.M. 1116.
Part of a V essel of black steatite from site of Knossos, 1904 (A. E.),
with relief showing altar with sacral horns; part of two male figures,
and walled enclosure with olive trees.
Part of Silver Conical ' R hyton ’ from Myceme, showing a siege
scene: replica and illustrations of vessel as restored. Original in
Athens Museum.
Boltom shelf.
Libation T able of black steatite, with inscribed dedication in the
Linear Script A: from votive deposit (M.M. 1116) of the Dictiean
Cave; part obtained on the spot in 1895 by A. E .; restored with
conical bactylic pillars below. A cast of an additional inscribed
fragment found by M. de Margne, of the French Mission, is also
shown. With this are exhibited votive bronze Double Axes, from
the same ritual stratum (one on stepped stone base) and bronze
figurines.
T erracoti a M odel of a C ircular Building , the religious character
of which is shown by its 4Horns of Consecration ’ above. The
windows give remarkable early illustrations of the Romanesque
'mid-wall shaft’ ; from Gournid, Crete: Late Palatial, L.M. II
(e. 1450-1400 b.c.).
Qn j
between Cases A and B.
I wo Water-colour D rawings of the neighbourhood of Knossos,
by Edward Lear: (1) View of Mount Juktas showing the village
«9
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of Sylamos in foreground (1864). (2) Candia (Megalokastron),
showing Venetian ramparts of the sea-front (1864).
P hotographic V iews : (3) Workmen on the excavation. (4) The
Palace: southern and western enceinte and environs.
COPIES OF WALL PAINTINGS ON LIME PLASTER.

Onwall above Case
C hild Putting Saffron F lowers into Baskets: Head restored,
probably a girl; from rocks around sprout similar flowers. The
blue convention for the body colour, and the character of the black
and red veining of the rock-sections, as well as the style of some
of the crocus-flowers are abnormal, and the work is clearly
earlier than any other more or less complete piece of fresco
preserved.
M.M. Ilia.
T he Ladies in Blue : Toilette scenes were much in vogue in the
Palace at this epoch; 17th century b .c .
Above Case B.
Spiral F rescoes: (1) (above) found above Loom-weight Basement;
(2) (below) found beneath floor of Magazine with ‘ Medallion
Pithos ’; both beneath M.M. I IIA deposits.
Wall.
M.M. IIIA.
M iniature Painting of a C harging B ull on the back o f a crystal
plaque; o f microscopic work, enlarged.
M iniature F rescoes: (1) The Sacred Grove and Dance.

(2) Temple and Grand Stand, thronged with spectators of sports;
the seated ladies in fashionable costume, of the front row of the
stand, supply an extraordinarily modern touch. See, too,
H.
The M.M. Ill
bdate is stratigraphically determined, the
half of the 16th century b.c .
S pecimens from the ‘ House of the F rescoes’ : M.M. IIA and
transitional L.M. la.
Blue Monkey in rocky landscape, with ‘ sacral ivy ’ and compound
papyriform flowers.
Blue Monkey (West African ‘Green Monkey’) hunting among papyrus.
Blue Bird (Roller) rising from rocks with wild roses, Pancratium lily,
iris, and vetches: clumps of crocus flowers.
Blue Monkey amidst papyrus, in a later style, perhaps L.M. la.
End Wall.
F rieze of Partridges from the *Caravanserai,’ Knossos: transitional
style.
Upper Wall space
Painted Stucco Relief or C harging Bull.
centre.
Olive tree in low relief, to right; rocks below conventionally shown
as seen in section, largely completed: of the main relief (he bull’s
to
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horns and parts of the forelegs and body are restored; from the
Western Portico of the North Entrance Passage of the Palace: see
Coloured D rawing of the W estern Portico, to left o f the relief.
This work, illustrating the sensational quality of Minoan art, together
with a singular mastery of natural forms, formed part of a great
composition in the Western Portico.
There were some traces of
a companion piece in the opposite Eastern Portico; and the best
clue to both seems to be provided by the scenes, on the somewhat
later gold cups from the Vapheio Tomb (see Standing Case G, opposite) ;
on the one, of bull-catching; on the other, of capture by means of a
decoy cow. It looks as if the monumental reliefs of the Great Palace
had had a wide influence on Minoan art. At Mycente this is par
ticularly visible in the reliefs (executed, not in stucco but in Cretan
gypsum) brought by Lord Elgin from outside the fagade of the
‘ Atreus Tomb,’ from similar compositions, in which a stationary
bull also takes part, showing that both scenes were given (p. 24).
See casts on floor to
In the case of the charging bull, here partially shown, a similar
olive tree appears.
These more or less contemporary works, probably from the hands
of a Knossian artist, are of considerable interest, in their bearing on
the date of the ‘ bee-hive tomb ’ itself, the dromos of which contained
remains of a stone jar, with inlaid ornament (see Wall Case
shelf), a M.M. Ilia tradition.
To left o f the Great Painted Relief.
Replicas or Painted P laster H igh Reliefs : showing various parts of
the human body, from what seem to have been agonistic and bullgrappling scenes in which both sexes took part: from the Great
East Hall of the Palace; among the most noticeable are:—
The upper arms and breast of an athlete grappled by another.
The upper arm and shoulder of another, with shoulder slightly
pushed up, and tense muscular action.
The forearm of a man above what seems to be a horn.
These fragmentary remains represent the acme of Minoan glyptic art:
for expert opinions, see p. 12 above. They may be referred to the
first half of the 16th century B.c. (M.M. llI/>).
T he D olphin F resco (photographic representation, above) from the
Queen’s Megaron, in its restored shape, together with a view of
the dolphin's head from the original fresco.
On the left of the end wall, and occupying the whole space to the right
of the great painted relief, are full-sized copies by Monsieur Gillicron fils,
of the remarkable fresco paintings, recently discovered by Dr. Marinates
in a house on the site of Amnisos, an eastern haven of Knossos.
F resco- paintings irom A mnisos (transitional M.M. IlI-L.M . Ia ):
The clumps of lilies, regularly set out, and apparently of flowering
vetches rising within or beside artificial basins, represent a formal
31
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style of gardening that might have been not inappropriate at
Versailles. The plant-forms recall those of the 4 House of the
Frescoes ’ at Knossos.
Right Wall, East Section.
Painted Stucco Bas- relief of a P riest K ing . From North-South
Corridor. He wears a lily crown with peacock plumes and a collar
with fleur-de-lis pendants. His right arm (restored outstretched)
probably held a Sacred Griffin on leash. In the space to the right
is a butterfly of conventional form (Minoan emblem of spiritual
life) over stylised iris flowers. The Priest King walks Elysian Fields.
Attributed to L.M. I
:aclose of relief style in painted stucco
P rocessional F igures

of

Y ouths

bearing

O ffertory V essels.

From Corridor of the Procession, Western Entrance, completed
above. On their feet are curving silver anklets, associated with
Asiatics on Egyptian monuments as a sign of rank (L.M. I
T he C up -bearer F resco, from continuation of same frieze to left of
the first section of the South Propyltcum. He holds a tall silver
rhyton with gold mountings. An agate lentoid seal is strung round
his wrist. Like the other processional youths, he wears a tightfitting metal belt, the bossed central band of which is coloured blue,
imitating silver ; from this is suspended a richly-embroidered loin
cloth descending to the knee in front. Here, as elsewhere, the flesh
colour is of a Venetian red.
The embroidered loin-cloths of these figures, and their processional
character, as well as the offertory vessels that they bear, closely recall
the emissaries from 4 Keftiu-land ’ on the walls of tombs of a series of
Viziers of Thothmes III, and thus correspond with a date that may
be roughly fixed from 1500 to 1450 B.c. Egyptian graves of this period
contain Cretan painted pottery in the L.M. I style.
Further remains of this fresco, near the Western Entrance, show
the lower flounces apparently of the great Minoan Goddess (perhaps
holding her 4 Double Axe ’) to whom the offerings here pertain.
T he C amp-stool F resco: restored section and other fragments.
Boys and girls arc passing to one another sacramental chalices of
gold and silver. They are clad in long robes of a Syrianizing
character, and are seated on folding stools covered above with
fleeces. In one case, what seems to be a glove is tucked into the
belt. The figures may represent youthful members of some kind
of Sacral College. From Sanctuary in North-West Palace Angle.
The scale here is about twice that of the Miniature Frescoes, and
the style obviously later; they are referred, like the Processional
Group, to the L.M. 16 Period (c. 1500-1450 B.c.)
Above Wall-Case II.
T aureador F resco: restored in parts. A girl performer siezes the
horn of a galloping bull, on the back of which a youth is turning
a somersault. Behind stands a female attendant, apparently ready
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to catch him. From North-East border of Palace, with many other
fragments. The style here is poor, and might point to the latest
Palatial Age.
To right of Case
F emale T aureador : an O riginal F ragment of this G roup of
F rescoes. Presented to the excavator by the Greek Government.
It is in the finest Minoan style, and shows a female taureador wearing
the usual male sheath, with her feet above the ground, one arm
raised, and the other lowered: a masterpiece o f refined work
recalling that o f the white lekythoi of the 5th century b .c .

Above, such acrobats’ movements, diagrammatically shown.
WALL CASE //.—THIRD MIDDLE MINOAN PERIOD (c. 17001550 b .c .), WITH TRANSITION TO LATE MINOAN I.
Top Shelf.
H andled V ase o f veined grey stone, with ringed collar in separate
piece, and plait-work decoration: probably it should have two
handles.

The plait-work, characteristic of this Period, recurred on a vase
fragment in ‘ Clytemnestra’s Tomb ’ at Mycenae.
Limestone Bowls, brown and black; and imitation in white-spotted
ware. These objects were found in a stratum of the Lustral Area,
Knossos, containing the ‘ Khyan Lid ’ below: see section.
Lid of an A labastron, inscribed with the name of the H yksos
K ing K hyan : facsimile of original found with above vases.
C ylindrical Vessel (P yxis) of G rey Limestone: restored from

fragments found in the dromos of the 4 Atreus ’ Tomb at Mycerue
(see East Room, 120). The grooving and fitting with small holes
for pigment (here filled in) fit on to the M.M. 1II« types given above.
‘ R hyton ’ of Breccia : illustration, restored from fragments of the side,
with incisions for inlay: from dromos of the Atreus Tom b: compare
bull’s head 4rhyton ’ of contemporary M.M. HI fabric.
These finds, connected with the Atreus Tomb, are decisive as to its
early date, which is further corroborated by the discovery of remains ol
large jars of green Cretan steatite copied from the M.M. Ill 4Medallion
f 'th o i’ of the Palace Magazines, found in the architecturally related
lomb of Clytcmnestra ’ at MyccnaJ. See illustration. The lost
half-capital of the facade preserved the characteristic M.M. Hlfl
plait-work decoration.
F r a g m e n t o f R o s e t t e B a n d of reddish brown stone (cast) and
restored rosette of M.M. Ilia date (17th century n.c.), found
beneath M.M. 111Λ 4 tarazza ’ pavement of the Eastern Columnbase of the South PropyUeum at Knossos, at a depth of 70 centi
metres. The undercutting of the petals is of unsurpassed fineness:
illustrative section by Mr. Theodore Fyfe.
Special attention should be given to these parallels, in view of the
fact that these fine architectural features have been brought down to an
n
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Right Wall, middle section, between Wall Cases H and L. Centre, above
Shield F resco (reconstruction), from Landing of Grand Staircase.

Gypsum Throne, found in position in the Room of the Throne,
Knossos. Coloured restoration {above) and detailed decorative
features, drawn by Theodore Fyfe. The throne, when found, showed
traces of coloured decoration. The arch and crockets curiously
suggest Gothic analogies. Latest Palatial Age.
The structural features of the seat show that it was copied from a
woodwork original, and it has been therefore translated back into
a woodwork model.
Placed on floor to left.
T he G riffin F resco: reduced coloured copy, taken from that in
the left section of the back wall of the Room of the Throne: (L.M. II).
The F lat A labastron beside the Throne is one of those which were
being filled with oil for a ritual function at the moment of the final
catastrophe at Knossos.
Large Painted A mphoras in the ' Palace Style ’ (L.M. I) stand in
the enclosed space round the Throne: one shows an octopus;
the other a fine decorative motive of conventionalized papyrus,
from the Little Palace at Knossos, a special gift of the Greek
Government to the excavator.
The Q ueen’s M egaron in the D omestic Q uarter: interior view
as restored.
Above Throne, right.
Hall of the D ouble A xes ; view of a section, with restoration sug

gested by the Shield Fresco of the staircase (above) of the actual
shields of the Minoan 8-shaped form suspended on the walls.
A rgonaut F resco (drawing) from the Middle East-West Corridor
of the Domestic Quarter, with background of flowering reeds;
identical in style with those associated with the Griffins in the
Room of the Throne.
Wa l l

case j

-. la t e m in o a n

i - ii

(c. 1550-1400 b.c.).

Upper shelf, left.
a Style (c. 1550-1500 b
patterns and white dots: unfilled white paint is used. Cup with
tufts of grass; vetches or wild peas; plant and flower designs.
Ρ πηοω ’ Jar, with tiers of handles, an outgrowth of the great storejars (pithoi), in the same style.
0n the fhor t0 lefl o f Case y.
v *ses of Late M inoan I/> Style ( c . 1500-1450 b.c .). Elongated ovoid
' rhyton ’ with fish, rocks, and sea-tang.
Upper Shelf, right.
‘Stirrup-handled’vase, with octopus and marine details,fromGournia.
Fragments of vases with triton-shells, rocks, sea-weed, etc., chiefly
•rom south-west angle of the Palace.
Conical ‘ rhyton,’ with festoons of beads and pendant crocusflowers, resembling the jewels of the earlier ‘ Jewel Fresco.’ (p. 24),
Amphora, derivative of the ‘ pithoid ’ class (copy), with similar
motives of very beautiful design; from Tylissos, near Knossos.
35
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ILLUSTRATION OF ARMS: LATE MINOAN I-II. Middle Shelves.
Sword, of H orned T ype, with Gold Pommel (replica), from Mycenx;
an outgrowth of earlier Middle Minoan types.
R apier, H orned, from Zafer Papoura cemetery, Knossos; with linked
spirals in relief on blade.
F resco F ragment: ‘ T he C aptain of the Blacks ’ ; copy, partly
restored, showing an officer, with two spears, at the head of a column
of negro mercenaries. It looks as if the last rulers of Knossos had
made use of black troops to maintain their dominion.
As this seems to have extended to the Argolid, it looks as if Ibrahim
Pasha’s employment of black troops in the Morea may have been
anticipated by over thirty-two centuries.
Sword with C ruciform H ilt, microscopically executed in the
latest Palace Style; (from Zafer Papoura tomb) and illustration
of a gold-mounted sword-hilt from the ‘ Chieftain’s Tomb,’
Knossos.
Short Sword, with inlaid ivory hilt plates; replica, from Mycenx.
I vory-heads, replicas, from Mycenx; to illustrate Late Palatial
form of helmet, decorated with boar’s tusks.
T ypical B ronze S pear-H eads ; of the same date;

from Zafer

Papoura tomb.
the Late 4 Palace Style.’ Bottom
Case.
On the adjoining floor space near the Throne are large jars in this
style, among them a fine example adorned with papyrus; Stirruphandled vase with octopus design; in the field between its tentacles
the 4tripie-C ’ pattern. This pattern is derived at Knossos by
gradual stages from a triple group of marine growth characteristic
of the finest L.M. 1
hstyle: see Table annexed.
Two A mphoras of Early L.M. Illn style, from Hagia Pelagia, West
of Knossos, illustrating the survival of the latest Palatial style
after the final destruction of the Palace.
For reasons of space, no attempt has been made here to exhibit
Minoan pottery of a later date than the end of the Palace period
(c. 1400 u.c.). Illustrative drawings, however, are exhibited on the
Wall-section to right o f Case J. These give samples of different lines
of development: they include:—
(1) The Cretan Late Minoan Ill«, showing the survival of the L.M. I
Palatial decoration.
(2) The Mainland and /Egcan survival of Late Minoan II/», at a
time when the ‘ Palace Style’ of L.M. II was in vogue at Knossos,
and in parts of the Argolid.
(3) Evidence of the continuance of decadent outgrowth of L.M. lb,
here termed L.M. Ic, on the Mainland side.

Pottery I llustrating
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(4) The rapid transformation under a strong impulse from the Cretan
side of L.M. IILar into a different Late Minoan style, a stage
already reached at Tell-el-Amarna in Akhenaten’s time (c. 1360 b.c.).
Purely Knossian decorative motives, such as the ‘ three C’s ’ derived
from the marine L.M. lb style, are traceable.
illustration.
Collateral proof of this strong Knossian reaction on the Mainland
side in the epoch about or immediately succeeding the final destruc
tion of the Palace, is afforded by the discovery of a series of vases
at Thebes and Orchomenos at Eleusis, Tiryns, and Mycenae, bearing
‘ Linear B ’ inscriptions, of the last Palatial style. At Mycenae itself,
wall-decoration is found reproducing the striated sprays of the late
Palatial decoration at Knossos.
DESK CASE

L — SPECIMENS OF LINEAR SCRIPT.
of Libation T able from the Diktasan
Sanctuary-Cave, with Linear Script A .; with other parallels.
R eplica of the P haestos D isk ; a non-Cretan hieroglyphic inscription,
probably from South-West Asia Minor.
Centre and right.
Series of O riginal C lay T ablets from K nossos, presented to the
excavator by the Cretan Government, before the Union with Greece.
Specimens of A dvanced M inoan Linear Signaries as adapted to
printer’s type by the Oxford University Press.
Signaries of the V arious C lasses of Script.
Above the case.
O riginal Inscribed F ragment

T ables Showing the N ewly-discovered M ainland Signs of thb
L inear C lass, and their comparisons with the late Palatial script

of Knossos.
of M ainland Sign G roups, as seen on the vases from Thebes
in Boeotia, Eleusis, and Tiryns, and containing identical groups.
R thus appears that in the 14th century b.c . the language of the
'ntrusive population from Minoan Crete was still spoken in the chief
civic centres on the Mainland.

Series

Ca s e
ki().— m i n o a n e n g r a v e d s i g n e t -r i n g s a n d
BEAD-SEALS FROM s ir ARTHUR EVANS’ COLLECTION.
Leftcompartment o f case as seen from the door.
ARCHAIC BEAD SEALS, in dark steatite, often three-sided, with
rudely engraved designs, going back probably to early in the third
millennium b.c .
Inese are succeeded by more compact and better executed specimens,
some approximately dated by the ‘ double sickle ’ motive, originating
,n Sixth Dynasty types of reversed lions (c. 2500 b.c.).
Perforated C ameo of T ridacna S hell from Messara, in the form
°f a bearded head, which shows some affinities with proto-Egyptian
types.
27
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On the later series of these seals advanced pictography is seen, leading
to the earlier Hieroglyphic Class A of the Cretan Script.
Twelfth D ynasty Scarab from the Diktaean Cave, engraved with
signs of this class.
Lentoid B ead with a M.M. IIa ‘ polychrome’ pattern: convoluted
and other forms of seal.
Signet Seals of the fully developed Hieroglyphic Class B.
MIDDLE MINOAN II SEALS.

K (1); left compartment.

Prism-Seals and ‘ F acetted C ylinders ’ in crystalline stones with

inscriptions of Hieroglyphic Class B, including the highly decorated
red carnelian bead-seal of a prince whose emblem was the cat. The
same hieroglyphic groups appear on a clay sealing with a portrait
head.
A ‘ Flat Cylinder ’—a form that now makes its appearance—shows
a galloping antelope in the same advanced M.M. II style.
This class of bead-seal is finely illustrated by a series of examples
belonging to the earlier phase (a) of M.M. Ill (c. 1700-1600 b .c .),
including the ‘ bull grappled at the tank,’ the ‘plumed tumblers,’ and
the *fable of the goat and dog ’ (see, too, p. 10 above).
A Calf’s head prepared for the table, on a remarkable lentoid, is of
the same approximate date.
Part of a C lay Seal-impression, from Knossos, showing a lion
pursuing a lioness; of the highest style of this art.
C lay Seal-impressions from the Harbour-town of Knossos, though
in different clay, are identical with those from Zakro in Eastern
Crete (see Case
H).
Parrot-wrasse fish amidst its sea-pastures. Carnelian amygdaloid,
boldly engraved; an early attempt at perspective.
Toilet scene, jasper lentoid, reflecting the M.M. Ill Palace friezes.
Quatrefoil Pattern, reproducing, in the round, a characteristic
scarab-motive used for sealing Middle Kingdom documents in
Egypt: of special interest since this M.M. signet type has been
incorporated in the decorative design on Stela VI from the shaft
graves at Mycenai.
Talismanic Seals, a special section, mainly of the *almond-shaped '
(amygdaloid) form; with ships, fish, round huts with posts, water
vessels of various kinds (rain-charms), lions’ masks, etc.
LATE MINOAN SEALS (c. 1550-1200 B.C.). Case (1):
Late Minoan la (from c. 1550 b.c.): F ine Lentoids with photographs
and enlargements.
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Wounded calf, endeavouring to extract an arrow; from Knossos
district and (mottled carnelian) Mycenae: the motive recalls the
line contemporary ‘ flat-cylinder ’ gold bead from Mycenae with
the wounded lion (replica for comparison).
Water-fowl in varied action (p. 16 above): greenstone from
Mirabello.
Two recumbent oxen, one looking back, beside a tree: sardonyx
amygdaloid, picturesque early style.
Late M inoan 16 (c. 1550-1450 b .c.): A mycdaloids

of a

N ew T ype

now appear, with grooves (sometimes lines) round the central
truncated-oval boss of the back.
Hunter lassoing a Cretan wild goat: carnelian: a good early
example.
E longated seals are now cut from a well-known class of stone bead.
Hunter standing over the prostrate goat and giving it the coup-de
grace.

The * Minoan Genius ’ in various aspects, a characteristic theme
of the L.M. 16 style. One of these, leading a bull, is the earliest
published Minoan gem.
Long-robed priest-princes are also a distinctive feature.
Late M inoan II
{ c .1475-1400 b.c.), overlapping L.M. 16): the
Palatial class at Knossos, defined by hoards of clay impressions.
‘Antithetic’ schemes of opposed men and animals continue to be
prominent, including the ‘ Lion G ate’ at Mycenae; an off-shoot
of the Oriental Gilgames class, already well represented in L.M. 16.
A lentoid of special interest, with two opposed Griffins above an
ox with a cereal sign (probably rye) between them: this seems to
have been the seal of some official of the Granary Department.
The lentoid form is now almost exclusively in use, and the subjects—
such as lions, bulls, and the acrobatic Minotaur types—are skilfully
adapted to the circular field.
An intaglio with a coiled lion on a crystal seal-stone found with
L.M. Π sherds near Knossos, is of special excellence, as an example
of the latest Palatial style.
Series

of

Lentoids Illustrating

the

Bull-grappling Sports,

already in vogue in the preceding age.
Hie galloping bull caught in a net (hematite lentoid) is a novel
subject on seal-stones, though anticipated by a clay impression from
Hagia Triada.

The bull nosing the decoy cow also appears; and a complete
circus scene,
A clay seal-impression, from the Palace, with inscriptions on two
sides shows the ’ Minoan Herakles ’ lifting a large bull.
Cattle-pieces of a more general kind are now common.
Derivatives of the Nilotic duck-hunting scenes are also frequent.
a9
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the same engraver, and by curious evidence of having been, one and
all, subjected to the same pressure on their back, due to some dis
turbance of the tomb, which had thrown the jewels on their faces. This
is well shown by the electrotypes presenting the backs of the objects,
placed beside the series presenting the intaglios. They were associated
(to my knowledge, A. E.) with other gold jewels going back in date
to at least c. 1500 b . c ., including a miniature pyxis or round box
resembling those from the Third Shaft Grave at Mycenae. To myself
such critical instincts as had been personally acquired through a
lifetime devoted to such minute studies were quite decisive as to their
genuineness; and they were shared by the late Mr. R. B. Scager,
who for years had collected Minoan seal-stones, and whose
and
knowledge as regards Minoan antiquities as a whole are generally
recognised. But in addition to this, a series of crucial points connected
with the Tliisbe jewels have since received illustration of such a kind
us to place the execution of the intaglios outside the capacity of the
most skilful forger.
A good illustration of this is presented by the theme of No. 1 of the
group, where a female figure fills a jar from an ewer beside a tree;
to be taken, probably, as a rain-charm, of a class represented by a
series of simpler designs of ewers and foliage on a talismanic class,
?f the immediately preceding epoch. The figure pouring into the
jar was entirely new, however, and therefore, in the eyes of those
who condemned the Treasure, an invention of a forger. Some years
afterwards, however, among remains of seal-impressions derived
from the ‘ Room of the Archives’ at Knossos, a version of this same
scene came to light: see Drawing
Case K.
Three of the bead-seals, though clearly from the same sepulchral
vault, belonged to the ‘ flat cylinder ’ type, which as an intaglio form
Practically dies out in the Late Minoan I period. The style of
cngraving, too, in these cases—Overthrow of man in bull-grappling
scene; Matador; Lion seizing Bull—is also finer and somewhat
curlier in its affinities. That there are also bead-seals belonging to
jhis group, of the same amygdaloid form as those belonging to the
better represented parure, but without the engraved lines on the back
(fhe distinctive mark of L.M. 1
b)ht at all these be
strated for the first time.
A Pig-sticking Scene, No. 6 of the later group, has the shaft of the
hunter’s spear ringed round at intervals : this feature, which
Points to a composite shaft, made (like those of the iictors’ fasces) out
of several rods or canes, reappears in the case of spearmen both on
u signet ring from the Fourth Shaft Grave at Mycente, and on a gold
bead obtained by the laic Professor Bosanquet in 1910 from a Boeotian
Peasant, subsequently acquired by Dr. Hogarth for the Ashmolean
Museum, and on other grounds comparable with the ThisbS scries.
A recent examination of the underside of this shows that pressure
wurks identical with those on the ThisbS beads are visible. Electro·
3»
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types presenting both back and front of this are set beside the others
in Case K. Both the finer character of the engraving, and the absence
of the lines on the back, places this with the L.M. I element of the
ThisbS Treasure. Incidentally, it may be observed that two Directors
of the British School—the latter of special expertise as to seal-stones
—have both supplied a valuable warrant for its authenticity.
D. SIGNET RINGS ILLUSTRATING MINOAN WORSHIP AND
SPORT.
A G oddess Sits Beneath a V ine and is tended by adorant women:
replica of original in the Athens Museum; found by Schliemann
at Myceme, in excavation outside the Shaft Grave area.
G enii Bearing Libations to the G oddess: enlarged photograph
of a signet ring from the *Tiryns Treasure.’
H elmeted Personages, Holding R eeds, in A ct of A doration
before the G oddess, who sits with the child-God in her lap.

Offerings, in the shape of a tripod and vases, are seen behind the
adorants: a curious anticipation of the ‘ Adoration ’ : see p. 11
A Christian ring design of
c.500 a .d , is exhibited
Signet R ings Illustrating Bull-sports; one from a chamber
tomb at Arkhanes, a Minoan centre inland from Knossos; showing
an acrobatic feat; another, with a fallen performer.
Signet R in g : the G oddess and H er Sacred T ree above a D epart
ing V essel: from near Candia, perhaps from the harbour town of

Knossos.
S ignet Ring : Y outhful G od

descending before his O belisk in front
of a walled enclosure with Sacred Tices; in front is a female adorant.
Among religious subjects supplied by this group, this is perhaps
the best illustration of the baetylic form of worship, in which the
divinity is regarded as temporarily infusing itself into a material
object. From the site of Knossos, acquired by A. E. in 1904.
Signet R ing : a F emale A dorant in the A ct of A doration before
a baetylic shrine on a rock, with a Sacred Tree behind.
Signet R in g : T wo L ions T ethered to a Column : a variant o f the
‘ Lion G ate’ composition (see
E, A
Myceme, obtained by A. E. in Athens, c. 1893.

E. OTHER SIGNET RINGS ILLUSTRATING ABIDING
TRADITIONS OF EPIC EPISODES.—Three ivory signets, with
bezels and contemporary swivel-hoops, found in a tomb near the site
of Kydonia in Western Crete, dating from c. 300 B.C.
W arrior Stabbing a Lion with a Short S w ord : a copy, translated
in a Hellenistic manner but otherwise sufficiently exact, of the
well-known type, on a gold ‘ llattencd cylinder,’ from the Third
Shaft Grave at Mycenae.
3*
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Convoluted Seal D esigns continue in a more decadent aspect through
the succeeding phase.

Two black steatite seals, recently found in the Candia district,
belong to a hitherto unrepresented glyptic style parallel with the
‘ Late Revival ’ in Ceramic art of the close of L.M. IIΙό (c. 1300 b.c.).
The Argonaut, conventionalised, is clearly shown on one of them,
with its tentacles, a favourite motive of this style.
The engraving of seal-stones has now apparently ceased on the main
land side. But it continued in Crete, even on crystalline rocks,
to the latest ‘ Sub-Minoan ’ times: L.M. lllc 1
1200 b.c .).
Right compartment.
CASE K (4).—GOLD SIGNET-RINGS AND BEAD-SEALS.
With these is grouped an agate signet-ring from a chamber tomb at
Lyktos, showing a chieftain driving a chariot of the later Palatial type,
drawn by wild goats, like the God Thor. (
K 3.)
A. THE ‘ RING OF NESTOR’ : Gold signet-ring from the larger
beehive tomb at Pylos (Kakovatos: see p. 11). It supplied the
first picture of a Minoan Afterworld: sec restoration in ‘ Miniature
Fresco ’ style. (
aseFbottom.)
C
B. THE ‘ RING OF M INOS’ (see p. 11): replica executed from
the original which has now disappeared. Its finding by a peasant
lad led to the discovery of the Temple Tomb at Knossos (p. 11).
The design consists, like that of the * Ring of Nestor,’ of three
separate scenes, illustrating the departure of the Goddess from a
rock-set pillar-shrine with sacred tree; the crossing of an arm of
the sea in her bark; and her arrival at a similar shrine, where a
youthful minister offers her refection from the juice of another
sacred tree.
C. THE ‘ THISBfc TREASURE’ (pp. 10,11). This unique illustration
of L.M. Ια and b intaglio style, on gold signet-rings and beads,
brought to light in a chamber-tomb at Thisbc on the Boeotian coast,
(as it now appears) about 1910, has never before been publicly
exhibited.
The intaglio scenes, clearly answering to known episodes of Greek
tradition, such as the slaughter of yfegisthos and Clytcmnestra by
Orestes, and of the Sphinx by CEdipus, were so surprising that many
doubts inevitably arose as to their genuineness. At the same time, the
presence here of* heroic ’ pieces quite agrees with the designs of combat
on the *signets ’ from the Shaft Graves at Myccna*, which (as Schlieinann first pointed out) clearly represent episodes of ancient epic, some
at least recorded in Homer. They form themselves a collective whole
not only in the general fabric, which is purely Minoan, but in the
character of the designs, which seem to be mostly from the hands of
3°

M inoan Culture

A Warrior with a ‘ F igure-of-8 ’ Shield slung on his back in
Minoan fashion seems to aim part of a curved object at a figure
sitting against what looks like a bent shield; a misunderstood copy
of the sardonyx amygdaloid bead-seal (perhaps representing
Periphetes tripping backwards over his shield) from the same Third
Shaft Grave at Myceme, curiously travestied by Schliemann’s artist.
The Hellenistic workmanship of this group of ivory signet rings is
undoubted, and implies knowledge of Minoan originals other than
those of the then inaccessible Third Shaft Grave. This find is one
°f the strangest in the whole history of archa;ological discovery.
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1904-10. Archaeological survey of Laconia: excavations at
Thalamai, Angelona, Geronthrai: Byzantine churches, Frankish
nual, X-XV1): (
A
Catathe
castles (
1906- 10. Sparta: Sanctuary of Artemis Orthia, very rich stratified
deposit of votive offerings in ivory, terracotta, bronze and
lead (published 1929, Sanctuary
Orthia)·, Sanctuary
of Athena Chalkioikos, Menelaion, City Wall, important
inscriptions (published Annual, XII-XVI).
1913. Crete: Kamares Cave on Mount Ida, prehistoric sanctuary
with votive deposit (published Annual, XIX).
1920-23. Mycenae : The Grave Circle and houses near it, the
Palace, the Beehive Tombs, and Kalkani Cemetery (published
Annual, XXIV, XXV; Chamber Tombs at
Archasologia, 1932).
1924-28. Sparta: Theatre, archaic offerings from shrine of
Athena Chalkioikos, marble statue of ‘ Leonidas ’ (published
Annual, XXVI-XXX.)
1929-33. Perachora : Archaic sanctuary of Hera, rich finds of
Protocorinthian pottery, ivories, scarabs, bronzes, and other
votives, terracotta models of early temple.
The following excavations have been conducted by officers and students
of the School with funds from other sources:—
1907- 12. Thessaly: Excavation of prehistoric settlements with
long sequence of early cultures, Early Iron Age tumulus,
Byzantine church with mosaics; by Mr. A. J. B. Wace and
Mr. M. S. Thompson (published Annual, XIII, XVIII, and
Prehistoric Thessaly, 1912).
1924-31. Macedonia: Excavation of prehistoric settlements
showing important links between the Danubian region, Troy,
and Greece, by Mr. W. A. Heuriley and others (preliminary
reports in Annual, XXV1I-XXX: publication, Prehistoric
Macedonia, in the press).
1929- 32. Lesbos: Prehistoric settlements at Thermi and Antissa,
by Miss Winifred Lamb (
Excavatat Thermi
1930-34. Ithaca: Prehistoric settlement at Pelikdta, Early
Hellenic acropolis of Aetos, cave sanctuary at Polis, by Mr.
W. A. Heurtley, and others, for Lord Renncll of Rodd
(published Annual, XXXIII, ff.).
1933, 1935. Knossos: Early Archaic cemeteries with chamber
tombs with Early Archaic pottery, by Mr. A. Blakeway and
Mr. H. G. G. Payne: Roman Villa with Mosaics, by Mr.
R. W. Hutchinson, for Sir Arthur Evans.
1935-6. Siphnos : Hellenic city, by Mr. G. M. Young and
Mr. J. K. Brock.
1936. Trapeza in Crete: Prehistoric cave sanctuary, by Mr.
J, D. S. Pcndlebury and others.
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EXHIBITION
ILLUSTRATING THE EXCAVATIONS
OF

THE BRITISH SCHOOL OF ARCHAEOLOGY
AT ATHENS.
Excavations in Greece have always been one of the principal
activities of the School. All have been supported by funds specially
contributed. While they have been concerned with every period
of Greek history, the best known have been devoted either to the
great Prehistoric period which preceded the development of Hellenic
culture in the narrow sense, or to the Archaic period from the ninth
to the sixth centuries B.c.
In order of date, the principal excavations of the School have been
as follows:—
1887-89. In Cyprus (in conjunction with the Cyprus Exploration
Fund): The Temple of Aphrodite at Paphos; the Forum
and adjacent buildings at Salamis; Gneco-Phccnician and
Graeco-Roman tombs at Marion-Arsinoe (Poll) (
Hellenic Studies, Vol. IX-XIV).
1890-92. Megalopolis: Theatre, Thersileion (Assembly Hall),
Philippeion (published 1892, Excavations at Megalopolis).
1896-99. Melos: Classical city, theatre, mosaics; Phylakopi, pre
historic fortified town, with long series of superposed settle
ments, most important for Aigean chronology (published 1904,
Excavations at Phylakopi)·, supplementary excavation in 1911.
1900-1906. Crete:—
1900. Knossos, houses and tombs near the Palace, which
was excavated by Sir Arthur Evans in association with the
School and described provisionally in Annual, VI XI.
Psychro, the Dictiean Cave-Sanctuary of Zeus, with rich votive
offerings of both prehistoric and historic times.
1901. Zakro, prehistoric town and port.
1902,1904. Praisos, Hellenic town and temple: votive offerings
in terracotta, inscription in Greek letters but non-Hellenic
language (published Annual, VIII, X, XI).
1902-1906. Palaikastro, prehistoric town and cemeteries with
hill-top sanctuary; Hellenic temple (published Annual,
VJ11-XII, and Supplementary Paper No. 1).
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PHYLAKOPI
A P reh istoric S ettlem en t

M elo s, 2500-1200 B.c.

Phylakopi is a prehistoric settlement on the shore of a small bay on
the north coast of the island of Melos. Though recognised as early
as 1842—for the heavy surf has cut deep into the seaward face and
exposed layers of debris and walls in the cliff—it was not excavated
till 1895-7. Phylakopi is nevertheless the first stratified site (after
Schliemann’s pioneer work at Troy) to be excavated in Greek lands, and
it furnishes the type-series for the Early, Middle and Late *Cycladic ’
culture.
There are three principal layers of streets and habitations. In
the Early Cycladic settlement metal objects are rare, stone implements
common; the pottery is handmade red-ware, polished and incised
with simple ornaments, mostly rectilinear, though occasionally animals,
men and boats are represented. The native mineral glass, obsidian,
which is found abundantly in neighbouring hillsides, was already
being flaked into cutting tools, and exported to other islands and
to pre-Minoan Crete. In return, Melos received marble vessels and
statuettes from the other Cyclades.
The Middle Cycladic town was heavily fortified, with a massive
wall, reinforced with rectangular bastions, and a rock-cut ditch. The
bronze implements are of varied type, and (though the marble industry
had lost its vogue) the obsidian traffic was copious, and brought
imports of pottery from the other islands, from the Greek mainland,
and above all, from Crete; whereby it has been possible to assign
to this period an approximate date between 2500 and 1500 B.c.
The Late Cycladic occupation is of Mainland origin, abruptly
replacing local traditions and industries by Mycenaean products of
later style. The principal habitation in this layer resembles the Palace
of Tiryns in plan, but is simpler.
1. a,h. G eometric O rnament on Early Cycladic jars containing
burials of children; found within the houses: compare
Case A 30-35.
1. c-h. Polychrome D esigns on vases of ‘ Kami res ’ style (Middle
Minoan: cf. 51, 52) imported from Crete to Melos about
1800 b .c .: white enhanced with other colours, on black slip:
the enlarged design (13) is from vase (,?): compare original
fragments, Case A 67.
2-5. Floral Designs on Middle Cycladic pottery: crocus, poppy,
and other local species; painted in black and red on buff clay.
6. N aturalistic D esigns, mostly floral, on Middle Cycladic pottery,
dated by the Polychrome imports (1
above: black, enhanced
with red, on buff: compare Case A 36-38.
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Note the frequent crocus and grasses; the daisy-bowl; the geese
among marsh-plants (le) and flowers (7/); the flying swallow;
and the varied uses of spiral ornament.
7. Conventional D esigns on vases of Late Minoan I and II styles
a-d are native imitations in local clay: g-i, genuine L.M. II vases
imported from Crete or the Mycensan Mainland of Greece.
e,
fbelong to the naturalistic group (6) above.
These derivatives of the naturalistic designs (6, above) supersede
the local Cycladic style about 1500 b .c ., and are characteristic
of the early part of the Third Settlement of Phylakopi.
8 a .Fisherman, naively portrayed in black and red on buff; one
of a procession: contrast the vigorous naturalism of his two
fishes and great eye, with the childish rendering of head and limbs.
86. B ronze Statuette, recalling the earlier marble figures in
Early Cycladic graves, but influenced by Cretan bronzes, and
perhaps imported.
8c. Impressions of B asketry, on which potters set out clay
vessels to dry; a glimpse of another domestic art, otherwise
vanished. Other pots were set out on leaves of trees which can
be recognised: compare original examples Case A 5, 24.
T he F ortress W all o f the Third Settlement, reconstructed on
the remains o f the First Wall.
96.
[R oman Mosaic in a house o f the classical city of Melos.]
10. View of the Prehistoric S ettlement, after excavation, above
the beach on the left.
11. F locks R eturning at E vening (a) to the modern village, as they

returned in Early Cycladic times. Clay oxen and pigs, and bones
of domestic animals, fish, triton-shells and limpets were found
in the early houses.
6. T he Bathing Cove below the Prehistoric Site; part o f the
primitive harbour.

12. I vory S ignet R ing (a), illustrating religious ritual: a woman
in flounced skirt worships at a horned altar, among palm-like
foliage: subject and style arc alike reminiscent of Minoan Crete.
12. W all-Paintings : (6) a seated man in Minoan dress and bracelets
raises a drapery with one hand; his nails are stained red.
c. Design of lilies, reconstructed by Theodore Fyfe.
13. Foliage D esign on a polychrome vase of ‘ Kami res ’ style like
(1
c-h).
14—16, D ecorative D esigns based on Middle Cycladic pot-paintings
like (2-6), much enlarged.
17-18, W all Paintings from H ouses of Middle Cycladic date:
These arc not strictly fresco, but were painted on thin limewash,
sometimes obliterating earlier decorations. A jar from the
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PHYLAKOPI
A P reh istoric S ettlem en t in M elo s, 2500-1200 B.C.

Phylakopi is a prehistoric settlement on the shore of a small bay on
the north coast of the island of Melos. Though recognised as early
as 1842—for the heavy surf has cut deep into the seaward face and
exposed layers of debris and walls in the cliff—it was not excavated
till 1895-7. Phylakopi is nevertheless the first stratified site (after
Schliemann’s pioneer work at Troy) to be excavated in Greek lands, and
it furnishes the type-series for the Early, Middle and Late ‘ Cycladic ’
culture.
There are three principal layers of streets and habitations. In
the Early Cycladic settlement metal objects are rare, stone implements
common; the pottery is handmade red-ware, polished and incised
with simple ornaments, mostly rectilinear, though occasionally animals,
men and boats are represented. The native mineral glass, obsidian,
which is found abundantly in neighbouring hillsides, was already
being flaked into cutting tools, and exported to other islands and
to pre-Minoan Crete. In return, Melos received marble vessels and
statuettes from the other Cyclades.
The Middle Cycladic town was heavily fortified, with a massive
wall, reinforced with rectangular bastions, and a rock-cut ditch. The
bronze implements are of varied type, and (though the marble industry
had lost its vogue) the obsidian traffic was copious, and brought
imports of pottery from the other islands, from the Greek mainland,
and above all, from Crete; whereby it has been possible to assign
to this period an approximate date between 2500 and 1500 b.c.
The Late Cycladic occupation is of Mainland origin, abruptly
replacing local traditions and industries by Myccmean products of
later style. The principal habitation in this layer resembles the Palace
of Tiryns in plan, but is simpler,
!. a,b. Geometric Ornament on Early Cycladic jars containing
burials of children; found within the houses: compare
CaseA 30-35.
1.
c - h .Polychrome D esigns on vases of ' Kamares ’ style (Middle
Minoan: cf. 51, 52) imported from Crete to Melos about
1800 b.c. : white enhanced with other colours, on black slip:
the enlarged design (13) is from vase (g): compare original
fragments, Case A 67.
2-5. Floral D esigns on Middle Cycladic pottery: crocus, poppy,
and other local species; painted in black and red on buff clay.
6 . N a t u r a l is t ic D esig n s , mostly floral, on Middle Cycladic pottery,
dated by the Polychrome imports (1 c-h) above: black, enhanced
with red, on buff: compare Case A 36-38.
3^
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Note the frequent crocus and grasses; the daisy-bowl; the geese
among marsh-plants (
le) and flowers (7/); the fly
and the varied uses of spiral ornament.
7. Conventional D esigns on vases of Late Minoan I and II styles
a-d are native imitations in local clay: g-i, genuine L.M. II vases
imported from Crete or the Mycenaean Mainland of Greece.
e,
bf elong to the naturalistic group (6) above.
These derivatives of the naturalistic designs (6, above) supersede
the local Cycladic style about 1500 b.c., and are characteristic
of the early part of the Third Settlement of Phylakopi.
8a. F isherman, naively portrayed in black and red on buff; one
o f a procession: contrast the vigorous naturalism o f his two
fishes and great eye, with the childish rendering o f head and limbs.

86. Bronze Statuette, recalling the earlier marble figures in
Early Cycladic graves, but influenced by Cretan bronzes, and
perhaps imported.
8c. Impressions of Basketry, on which potters set out clay
vessels to dry; a glimpse of another domestic art, otherwise
vanished. Other pots were set out on leaves of trees which can
be recognised: compare original examples
A 5, 24.
9«. The Fortress Wall of the Third Settlement, reconstructed on
the remains of the First Wall.
96.
[Roman Mosaic in a house of the classical city of Melos.]
10. V iew of the Prehistoric Settlement, after excavation, above
the beach on the left.

U. Flocks Returning at Evening ( ) to the modern village, as they
returned in Early Cycladic times. Clay oxen and pigs, and bones
of domestic animals, fish, triton-shells and limpets were found
in the early houses.
6. The Bathing Cove below the Prehistoric Site; part of the
primitive harbour.
12. Ivory Signet Ring («), illustrating religious ritual: a woman
in flounced skirt worships at a horned altar, among palm-like
foliage: subject and style are alike reminiscent of Minoan Crete.
12. Wall-Paintings: (6) a seated man in Minoan dress and bracelets
raises a drapery with one hand; his nails are stained red.
c. Design of lilies, reconstructed by Theodore Fyfe.
13. Foliage D esign on a polychrome vase of ‘ K am ires’ style like
(1
c-h).
14 16. Decorative Designs based on Middle Cycladic pot-paintings
like (2 -6), much enlarged.
17-18. Wall Paintings from Houses of Middle Cycladic date:
These arc not strictly fresco, but were painted on thin limewash,
sometimes obliterating earlier decorations. A jar from the
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settlement contained the crimson pigment, a mixed silicate and
oxide of iron; other colours are blue, yellow, white, and a
faded red, with black for outlines. The designs are in Cretan
style: but compare the naturalistic decoration of the pottery
(2-6, 8a above).
17. D esign of Spiral and Rosettes, reconstructed by T. D. Atkinson:
compare spiral fresco designs from Knossos in the Minoan Room.
18. Fresco-Painting of Flying Fish among rocks, seaweed and
shells: a portion only of a large composition represented by
many fragments: a masterpiece of Minoan naturalism.
FLOOR-CASE A.
Here are original examples of the industries of the Bronze Age
settlement at Phylakopi and of other Cycladic Islands, and are
exhibited by permission of the Keeper and Visitors of the Ashmolean
Museum. They include objects presented by the Greek Government
to the Museum.
21-4. Pottery of ‘ P elos’ Type, characteristic of the First Settlement
of Phylakopi, showing influence of basketry on forms and
decoration; string-holes for suspension take the place of handles.
25. Impressions of A ctual Basketry on the base o f a large jar,
set out to dry on a mat: compare the fig-leaf on vase (44).

26-30. M ar bl e V essels modelled on pottery of 4 Pelos ’ type (6-8),
or imitating cups of wood or metal. The marble is local, usually
from Paros or Naxos.
31. M arble Vessel shaped like a ram, with two cavities.

32-34. M ar bl e F ig u r e s , frequent in Cycladic graves. There are two
varieties:
32. Full-length, naturalistic; this example shows traces of painted
eyes and tattooing:
33. Abbreviated representations of squatting or very plump
figures, like those of early Malta. Both types were traded to
Crete, and are found in pre-Minoan deposits at Knossos.
34. The larger head, from Amorgos, is of unusually mature style.
35. O b s id ia n F lakes a n d C o r e s . This natural glass, which can be
flaked more delicately than flint, occurs in Melos, and was traded
widely from Phylakopi, where stores of the raw material were
found, and workshops strewn with flakes and cores.
36-44. Red Ware succeeds to the 4Pelos’ fabric in the Second Settle
ment of Phylakopi, with fresh forms and decoration. The redburnished surface, globular bodies, trough-necks and tubular
spouts betray influences from Asia Minor, where gourds (which
suggest these forms) are still used for bottles and bowls.
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40. The handles and spout are of Early Minoan type, from Crete.
44. On the underside is the impression of the fig-leaf on which it
was set to dry before firing: compare
Wall 8c.
45-63. Painted Wares are characteristic of the * Middle Cycladic ’
culture (2500-1500 b.c.), though Red-ware persists and influences
the new forms (45-8).
48. A red interior is combined with painted-white outside; in
(49) the rim alone is red. The buff clay and umber pigment are
local products and also the rouge which enhances the later
designs (59-60).
Simple bands and basket-ornaments (50-5) give place to spirals
(61-2), foliage (56-7), flowers (58), animals and even men: compare
West Wall 1-6.
62. The conical filler-vase is of Cretan ritual type.
63. The multiple kernos probably served to hold flowers or other
composite offerings: one of its vases contained seeds when found.
Similar vessels are still used by Christian worshippers in Georgia.
64-66. Bronze Implements, developed from primitive leaf-shaped
dagger and flat celt. The axe (65) and axe-adze (66) with shaftholes
are foreign, derived ultimately from Mesopotamia.
67-70. Foreign Fabrics of Pottery occasionally reached Phylakopi
and provides date marks for objects found with them.
67. The polychrome fragments are Middle Minoan, from Crete,
about 2000 b.c. : compare West Wall 5.
68. The black vase-foot, whcelmade, with rings, is
Ware
from the Greek Mainland, about 1800 b.c.
69. The tall red-ware jug is probably Syrian; similar vases were
being imported into Egypt about 1500-1400 b.c.
70. The ‘ false-necked ’ amphora is of Late Minoan style, probably
from the Greek Mainland, about 1300 b.c.
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k a m Ares .
A P rehistoric C ave-sanctuary in C r e te :

c. 2000-1800 B.c.

The KamAres Cave (74) lies high on the south side of Mount Ida,
overlooking the MessarA plain (73) with its Minoan sites, Phaistds,
Agia-TriAda, and Agios Onuphrios. Potsherds from this sanctuarydeposit were recognised by J. L. Myres in 1893 as identical in fabric
with ‘ foreign fabrics ’ found by Sir Flinders Petrie in the Twelfth
Dynasty settlement at Kahun in Egypt (c. 1800 n.c.); the first Aegean
synchronism of earlier date than the Eighteenth Dynasty.
The Cave-sanctuary (74) was excavated in 1923 by R. M.
Dawkins and J. P. Droop, and yielded characteristic Early Minoan
painted ware (71a) and Middle Minoan polychrome (71 72). Compare
the Cretan series in the Minoan Room, and examples imported from
Crete to Melos (
hylakopi5, 67).
P
71. Middle Minoan pottery, simple ornament, black on bull'.
72.
73.
74.
75.

M iddle M inoan polychrome ware.

View from the C ave, over the MessarA Plain.
The KamAres Cave, from the entrance.
The K amAres C ave, Excavators’ Camp.
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PALA1KASTRO
A Prehistoric Town

inEastern Crete, c. 2500-1200 B .c.

The Minoan town and cemeteries in the bay of Palaikastro in East

Crete were excavated by the School from 1902 to 1906. The excava
tion may be regarded as parallel to the American work at the Minoan
town of Gournid in Mirabello. It thus occupied an early place in the
series of Cretan excavation, which have added so much and so rapidly
to our knowledge of the Minoan Age, having been begun only two
years after the opening of the work at Knossos and between the two
campaigns conducted by the School at Phylakopi in Melos. The
alluvial valley opens on a bay, and is surrounded by low hills. The
finds came for the most part from the Minoan town, which lasted from
Early Minoan to Late Minoan III times, and from the cemeteries,
including Early and Middle Minoan ossuaries, and burials of Late
Minoan III period in big terracotta chests (
). The Middle
Minoan Sanctuary, on the Petsofa ridge overlooking the settlement
produced a mass of terracotta figures until now unique in Crete.
m a ps a n d

pla n s

the Site called Roussolakkos (‘ the
Red Hollow ’), on which was in Hellenic times the Temple of
Dictiean Zeus.
81. K ey-plan of the M inoan T own , showing the blocks o f houses
('insula) separated by streets, as at Gournia in Mirabello. These
insula were for convenience given the letters of the Greek alphabet.
82-3. P lans of Insole E, ii (82) and of Insula B (83).
84-5. Plans of Insula λ , to distinguish the earlier and the later
buildings ; in general terms these are Middle and Late Minoan,

80· P lan

of

Palaikastro:

PHOTOGRAPHS OF PALAIKASTRO
86. G eneral V iew

of the

P lain

of

Palaikastro, showing the rock

of the Kastro jutting out into the bay. The Minoan town occupied
the middle foreground rather to the left. The principal Middle
Minoan ossuaries were at the near side of the foot of the Kastro
and on the ridge by the sea to the right.
82. A Side Street in the M inoan T own , showing house-doors and
rough paving.
88. A Larnax Burial. These burials in day chests were the charac
teristic manner of disposal of the dead in the Late Minoan HI
period ; many were found in the plain of Palaikastro.
POTTERY. Of Early Minoan, a certain amount was found at Palaikastro, as at Zakro, almost all in small ossuaries. But it is with the
4»
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Middle Minoan period, and vases of this date, generally with white or
polychrome patterns on a dark ground, that the richness of the site is
first apparent. Of the three Middle Minoan periods of Sir Arthur
Evans’ classification, M.M. I is most fully represented, many of the
pieces being of the early kind classed as M.M . I
Of the freer, less
geometrical, richly polychrome M.M. II style we have not so much,
and of M.M. Ill even less. The reason for this seems to be that in
the M.M. II period there was a wholesale destruction of the town, and
the new houses, in which M.M. Ill pottery was used, lasted until the
next catastrophe in L.M. II, and the floor-deposits therefore belong
to this latter period. The most remarkable vase from M.M. Ill is
the bucket, 90e.
89. M iddle M inoan Pottery: Most of these vases came from the
ossuaries, but a good many, with numerous fragments, from the
earlier deposits in the town itself.
a. Spouted jug with a fish in white paint: M.M. Ια.
b. Polychrome cup which, in spite of its decoration, should probably
be referred to the mature stage of the earlier M.M. I class.
c.
d,e ,f, g, h, i. Middle Minoan I vases.
ft. The small jar with a pattern of sprays, alternately red and white,
on a black ground, shows a manner of decoration common at
Palaikastro. This alternation of red and white, Evans regards as
‘ a very characteristic feature of the mature early M.M. la phase
of this period.’ This jar (/;), together with (a) and (/;), are to be
regarded as the earliest of the vases shown.
j , k , I,
m.Middle Minoan cups : (/) has a bird fully modelled
perched inside the cup;
( k )had some such figure, now bro
90. M iddle M inoan Pottery :
aand c. The insid
of a bowl, to be classed with the dove cup (89 /). It is, however,
much more elaborate. Inside the bowl is a whole flock of sheep,
or perhaps of oxen, followed by the shepherd. There arc now
160 animals; originally there were perhaps a few more. The
pattern on the outside of the bowl, with its appearance of weaving,
is perhaps intended to represent the fence of the sheepfold, made,
as now in Crete, by weaving bundles of brushwood into a fixed
framework of hurdles.
h. Polychrome vase of the kind generally called a ‘ fruit-stand *:
M.M. I.
d.
Eggshell-ware cup; black ground with a pattern of white lines
and dots: M.M. Hu.
/. Polychrome cup: M.M. II.
e. Bucket-shaped vase; the finest of the few M.M. Ill finds at
Palaikastro. The ground is deep red, and the pattern, of (lowers
and bulls’ heads, is carried out in white paint. The walls of the
4i
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vase are pierced with holes and round these holes the flowers
cluster in a way that suggests that the prototype of these vases
was some sort of ritual pot or flower basket with flowers showing
through holes in the sides as well as at the opening.
Owing to the special history of the town of Palaikastro, it was not
found possible to draw any hard-and-fast line between the pottery of
the Late Minoan I and 11 periods. The town suffered some severe
disaster in the L.M. 11 period, just as it had done earlier at the close of
M.M. II: the consequence of this is that the deposits in the houses
cover the whole L.M. 1 and L.M. II periods without any distinct
separation by strata, and it could only be observed that of the vases
belonging to this stretch of time some are much older than others, these
older ones being the rarer and sometimes showing signs of long wear,
burther, the 4Palace style’ (L.M. Ua) of Knossos is hardly found in
East Crete, and indeed Evans (
Palaceo f Minos, IV
an enclave in L.M.
l b .' It has therefore been impossible to
the vases shown, except in what the available evidence shows was their
chronological order, without going very closely into the subdivisions
°f the Minoan periods, so clearly shown by the fuller and more detailed
development observed at Knossos.
91. Late M inoan I Pottery: a, b. Vases in naturalistic floral style,
developed already in Middle Minoan III, and therefore Late
Minoan
la.
c, f. Rhyton and goblet: Late Minoan I style, with the added red
colour characteristic of this stage.
d, e. Small cups : Late Minoan III.
92. F iller-vases from a hoard of seventeen rhyla found together in
an L.M. II deposit : The marine decoration of (cl) is characteristic
of L.M. lb.
93. F lask

w iih

D esign of Octopus, Rockwork and Seaweed ;

a line example of L.M. lb marine style.
94. Late Minoan II Pottery of Fully-developed Style; i.e., late
in the Palaikastro L.M. I—H series.
Of the Late Minoan III pottery a great deal was found both in the
later house-deposits and with the numerous L.M. Ill larnax-burials.
All the vases belong to the earlier stage of L.M. Ill ; of the L.M. 1116
^yie, which marked the latest deposits at Phylakopi, nothing was
iound at Palaikastro.
95. Late Minoan III Pottery:
b,d. Strainers, of style intermediate between L.M. II and L.M. III.
Several of these strainers were found with the L.M. Ill larnaxburials.
9b. a, b. Spherical flasks.
c>d, e. Pyxis with lid and two other vases: all from the larnax
cemetery at the site Aspra near the sea.
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MINOAN WRITING FROM PALAIKASTRO. Though no hoards
of tablets were found at Palaikastro, yet in the aggregate a fair number
of inscribed objects were collected. These notes on them are entirely
derived from Sir Arthur Evans.
97. I nscribed Libation T able, found in a cave on the lower slopes
of Petsofi, south of the Palaikastro plain.
a. Drawing of the reconstructed Table, seen from above.
6. Photograph of the inscribed fragments before reconstruction.
c. Perspective drawing of the reconstructed Table.
d.
Photograph of the reconstructed Table.
e, f.Inscribed T ablet : photograph and drawing of the only one
found in the town of Palaikastro. The signs are Minoan, of the
Linear Class A : compare the exhibit of Cretan scripts in the
North (Minoan) Room of this Exhibition.
CARVED MINOAN IVORIES were found in Late Minoan II
deposits. They are therefore not later than this period, though some
of them may well be earlier.
98 a. F igures of Baby Boys these may be Egyptian, and
certainly show Egyptian influence: the standing type and the
markedly dolicocephalic heads approach some Middle-Kingdom
prototypes: (Evans, P.M. Ill, 446).
b. Plaque with scattered lilies in intaglio.
c. P laque with D ouble A xe, T assels and W reath, carved in
relief. Evans (P.M. I, 433, n.) says that the plaque, probably of
M.M. 1116 date, has been cut down and re-used in L.M. I.
d. P laque with Bird perching on Rocks, a part o f some larger
object.
/ . T he Back
dragons.

oi

a

Comb, with a design of wreathed lizards or

b and
g.Probably pieces for inlaying.
h.Carved ends of what may have been a sceptre.
TERRACOTTA, BRONZE, AND STONE OBJECTS. In the town
and the cemeteries very few terracotta figurines were found. But on the
crest of the hill of Petsof^, south of the town, a Middle Minoan shrine
was found with an immense number of figurines; many of men and
women; some of animals and a few of other objects. Notable was a
series of detached limbs.
99.
a,b. Painted Larnax (clay coffin) found in the bank of the
Palaikastro River: the style suggests an early date in Late
Minoan III.
c,d. F igurine, from the Town: two views.
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e. R econstruction of a F emale Figure from the Middle Minoan
shrine of Petsof&: note the characteristic bodice and skirt, and
fantastic head-dress. No complete female figure of this type was
recovered; and this drawing was made by R. M. Dawkins by
combining information furnished by a number of broken fragments.
/. M ale F igure from the same deposit at Petsofa: originals in
Case A.
"■ B ronze F igurines, g . M ale Statuette of Late Minoan date,
with long hair: three views o f the same. h. Pin , with a dog
forming the head: brought to the excavators by a workman.
U
j ,k. Statuettes of Women. Compare the clay figure 99
" · Stone Objects from P alaikastro:

I· T all Lampstand of stone (c): these tall lamps and stands are
of the form common in L.M. 111.
w. Steatite Bowl o f L.M. II date, from a hoard o f thirty-six vessels
found together in one of the houses.

Above the remains of the Minoan town were found scattered
°bjects, among them the fragments of the Palaikastro ‘ Hymn to Zeus ’;
this could be identified as coming from the Temple of Dictsean Zeus,
which once stood on this site. Of the sanctuary itself were found
°njy a few fragments, some architectural terracottas, and a solidly
huilt temenos wall. But some bronze shields from this site have their
counterpart in the votive shields from the Cave of Zeus on Mt. Ida.
100. Bronze Shield from the T emple of D ictiean Z eus. This (a)
is the only well-preserved example.
Besides the large shield, three others were found, more or less
fragmentary, decorated with narrow zones of animals between
bands of guilloche ornament.
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MYCENiC
Prehistoric Palace, Shaft-Grave Area, and Beehive Tombs. 2800-1150 B.C*
Mycen*, in the north-western corner of Argolis, is one of the oldest
and most celebrated cities of Greece, As Agamemnon's stronghold
it was the capital of Hellas in the 1leroic and 1lomeric age. T hroughouj
later times its traditions and ruins were world-famous. It existed
as a small independent State in classical times and sent a contingent
to the Greek army at Plataea, but was captured and dismantled by
Argos about 468 B.c. It was rcoccupied in the Hellenistic period
from the third century onwards and was a township dependent on
Argos; but by the time of Pausanias, in the second century A t)·, seem*
to have been deserted.
Scientific excavation here was begun by Schliemann in !8/b«
when he found the Royal Graves (the Shaft Graves) with their
wonderful treasures, discovering, as he himself said, a new world
for archxology, and revealing the great Bronze Age civilisation ot
the 4Egean. Tsountas brilliantly carried on the work from 1886 to
1902, discovered the palace on the summit of the citadel, excavated
many private houses, found three more ' beehive' tombs, and first
explored the cemeteries of chamber-tombs In 1912 1914 Rodenweldl
made a special study of the frescoes of the palace.
The British School's excavations <1920 1923) set the problems of
Mycenx in an entirely new light, and by the recognition of pottery
(No. 105) of the Early and Middle Bronze Age (Early and Middle
Hclladic, 2800 1600 B .c .) at least two thousand years were added to
its history. ‘ When the Middle Bronze Age came to an end a strong
and rich dynasty of kings, who extended the power of Mycenae,
flourished during the lirst phase of the Late Bronze Age (late
Hclladic I, 1600* 1500 B.C.) and were buried in the Royal Shaft Grave*.
In the next phase (Late Hclladic II, 1500 1400 b.c .) they were succeeded
by another dynasty who, like their immediate predecessors, were
much attracted by the art of Crete and copied and used it, just a*
the Etruscans in Italy copied and used classical Greek art. these
kings were buried in the earlier of the beehive tombs. Finally, at
the beginning of the last phase (Late Hclladic III, 1400 1100B.c.),
Mycenx, on the fall of Knossos, became the centre of Λ gean culture.
The citadel was enlarged, a new palace was built, the kings were buried
in the finest of the beehive tombs, and Mycenxan culture was spread
far and wide throughout the Eastern Mediterranean. At the c!o*e
of the twelfth century, just after the Trojan War and during the Dorian
Migration, Mycenx was taken and burnt.*
* This paragraph summarizes the published views of (he excavator

Sir Arthur

Evans regards the contents of the · Atreus' «nd *Oytemnextn» * Tombs as of

pure third Middle Mmoan fabric, and matnuira the
Uut
of tbe
from the Shaft Grave, were transported thither (mm the now empty gravc-ost»
Hi the Beehive tombs He considers the Shaft Graves (with the except ton of
Grave v t ) to be later than the Beehive Tombs
Hclladic t· a term applied by the excavator to the culture of the Greek Maul*
tana during the Minoan Age.
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The work of the British School was directed to four main areas
TheLion Gate and Grave Circle. The famous relief of the lions
(118-19) and the gate were planned and studied in detail (101-3, 122)
the Grave Circle was rc-cxcavated, a new Shaft Grave (unfortu
nately plundered) was discovered, and the whole area was resurveyed.
The Shaft Graves were proved to have once formed part of a Middle
and Late Bronze Age cemetery which lay outside the original
citadel. Later the citadel was extended, the Lion Gate and Cyclopean
walls were built, and the cemetery was partly built over, but the space
occupied by the Royal Shaft Graves was levelled, and enclosed as
sacred.
ThePalace. This was re-excavated and also re-surveyed
(Nos. 117, 119). It dates in its present form from the third phase of
the Late Bronze Age (L.H. Ill, 1400 1100 B.c.) and even then under
went alterations. Beneath it traces of earlier structures were observed
(105-7-8). Many fragments of frescoes from its wall were found,
and the hearth of painted stucco in the Megaron was found to have
ten successive layers, which show how long it was in use (112-15).
The Beehive Tombs. The nine ‘ beehive ’ or ' tholos’ tombs were
carefully re-examined and for the first time scientifically planned, and
°nc of the largest, the ' Tomb of Aegisthus,* was excavated. Ihc
nine tombs, by detailed architectural study, can be arranged in three
groups showing gradually progressive development in construction,
design, materials and tools, and in the calculation of thrusts and stresses.
They date from about 1500 to 1300 B.C. (108-10-16, 120-22).
The Chamber Tombs. Two cemeteries of Chamber Tombs were
excavated, one near the ‘ Treasury of Atreus ’ and the other on the
Kalkani hill to the west. These were the first prehistoric Bronze Age
chamber tombs to be excavated with modern scientific methods.
They were family vaults, and in most of them was a long succession
of burials covering the Late Bron/c Age (L.H. HI, 1600 1100 B.c.),
that is to say, from Myccrue's rise to greatness, through the period of
*ts greatest prosperity, to its fall at the close of the twelfth century,
(his is well illustrated by the splendid series of vases (106-7-89-10-U) found in these tombs and elsewhere at Myceme, of all three
phases of the Late Bronze Age (L.H. 1 HI, 1600 1100 b.c .). With
them were found ivories, engraved seal-stones, gold jewellery, bronze
weapons, and many other works of art (Nos. 104-16), which all
illustrate the culture of Myceme during its supremacy, and prove that
•t had reached a high standard of civilisation and comfort.
Attention was also paid to the ruins of Hellenistic Myceme. Its
gymnasium and theatre were identified, the lines of its city wall
traced, and an interesting new inscription was discoscrcd relating to
the traditional friendship between Myccmc and Sparta.
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MINOAN WRITING FROM PALAIKASTRO. Though no hoards
of tablets were found at Palaikastro, yet in the aggregate a fair number
of inscribed objects were collected. These notes on them are entirely
derived from Sir Arthur Evans.
97. I nscribed Libation T able, found in a cave on the lower slopes
of Petsofa, south of the Palaikastro plain.
a. Drawing of the reconstructed Table, seen from above.
b.Photograph of the inscribed fragments before reconstruction.
c. Perspective drawing of the reconstructed Table.
d.
Photograph of the reconstructed Table.
e, f.Inscribed T ablet : photograph and drawing of the only one
found in the town of Palaikastro. The signs arc Minoan, of the
Linear Class A : compare the exhibit of Cretan scripts in the
North (Minoan) Room of this Exhibition.
CARVED MINOAN IVORIES were found in Late Minoan H
deposits. They arc therefore not later than this period, though some
of them may well be earlier.
98 a. F igures of Baby Boys these may be Egyptian, and
certainly show Egyptian influence·, the standing type and the
markedly dolicocephalic heads approach some Middle·Kingdom
prototypes: (Evans,
.M
P
HI, 446).
b. P l a q u e with scattered lilies in intaglio.
c. P laque with D ouble A xe, T assels and W reath, carved in
relief. Evans (P.M. I, 433, n.) says that the plaque, probably of
M.M. tllb date, has been cut down and re-used in L.M. I,
(/. Plaque with B ird perching on Rocks, a part o f some larger
object.
/ . T he Back o i a Comb, with a d e s i g n o f wreathed lizards o r

dragons.
t and g. Probably pieces for inlaying.
h. Carved ends of what may have been a sceptre.
TERRACOTTA, BRONZE, AND STONE OBJECTS. In (he town
and the cemeteries very few terracotta figurines were found But on the
crest of the hill of Pctsof;), south of the town, a Middle Minoan shrine
was found with an immense number of figurine*; many of men and
women; some of animals and a few of other object*. Notable was a
series of detached limbs.
»·

Minoan'lH R fr
e , d.

Ϊ ig u r in e ,

« * » r«“ *> "> Ihc bank . ( Ihc
' hC My c "'βϋΐ'Ί* an cerly Uclc in I an
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Nos. 99-100

P a la ik a stro

Reconstruction of a Female Figure from the Middle Minoan
shrine of Petsofi: note the characteristic bodice and skirt, and
fantastic head-dress. No complete female figure of this type was
recovered; and this drawing was made by R. M. Dawkins by
combining information furnished by a number of broken fragments.
/· Male Figure from the same deposit at Petsofa: originals in
Case A.
99. Bronze F igurines.
g .Male Statuette of Late
with long hair: three views of the same. A. Pin, with a dog
forming the head: brought to the excavators by a workman.
», j,
k. Statuettes or Women. Compare the clay figure 99d.
99. Stone Objects from Palaikastro:
I * Tall Lampstand of stone (c): these tall lamps and stands are
of the form common in L.M. 111.
"i. Steatite Bowl of L.M. II date, from a hoard of thirty-six vessels
found together in one of the houses.
Above the remains of the Minoan town were found scattered
objects, among them the fragments of the Palaikastro *Hymn to Zeus ’;
this could be identified as coming from the Temple of Dictatan Zeus,
which once stood on this site. Of the sanctuary itself were found
only a few fragments, some architectural terracottas, and a solidly
built temenos wall. But some bronze shields from this site have their
counterpart in the votive shields from the Cave of Zeus on Mt. Ida.
100. Bronze Shield from the Temple of D icta-an Zeus. This (a)
is the only well-preserved example.
b.Besides the large shield, three others were found, more or less
fragmentary, decorated with narrow zones of animals between
bands of guillochc ornament.
e.
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MYCEN/E
Prehistoric Palace, Shaft-Grave Area, and Beehive Tombs. 2800-1150 B.c.
Mycen/E, in the north-western corner of Argolis, is one of the oldest
and most celebrated cities of Greece. As Agamemnon’s stronghold
it was the capital of Hellas in the Heroic and Homeric age. Throughout
later times its traditions and ruins were world-famous. It existed
as a small independent State in classical times and sent a contingent
to the Greek army at Platsa, but was captured and dismantled by
Argos about 468 b.c. It was reoccupied in the Hellenistic period
from the third century onwards and was a township dependent on
Argos; but by the time of Pausanias, in the second century a .d ., seems
to have been deserted.
Scientific excavation here was begun by Schliemann in 1876,
when he found theRoyal Graves (the Shaft
Graves) with their
wonderful treasures, discovering, as he himself said, a new world
for arch&ology, and revealing the great Bronze Age civilisation of
the /Egean. Tsountas brilliantly carried on the work from 1886 to
1902, discovered the palace on the summit of the citadel, excavated
many private houses, found three more ‘ beehive ’ tombs, and first
explored the cemeteries of chamber-tombs. In 1912-1914 Rodenwaldt
made a special study of the frescoes of the palace.
The British School’s excavations (1920-1923) set the problems of
Mycenae in an entirely new light, and by the recognition of pottery
(No. 105) of the Early and Middle Bronze Age (Early and Middle
Helladic, 2800-1600 b.c .) at least two thousand years were added to
its history. *When the Middle Bronze Age came to an end a strong
and rich dynasty of kings, who extended the power of Mycenae,
flourished during the first phase of the Late Bronze Age (Late
Hclladic I, 1600-1500 B.c.) and were buried in the Royal Shaft Graves.
In the next phase (Late Helladic II, 1500-1400 b.c.) they were succeeded
by another dynasty who, like their immediate predecessors, were
much attracted by the art of Crete and copied and used it, just as
the Etruscans in Italy copied and used classical Greek art. These
kings were buried in the earlier of the beehive tombs. Finally, at
the beginning of the last phase (Late Helladic III, 1400-1100 b.c.),
Myceme, on the fall of Knossos, became the centre of /Egean culture.
The citadel was enlarged, a new palace was built, the kings were buried
in the finest of the beehive tombs, and Mycenaean culture was spread
far and wide throughout the Eastern Mediterranean. At the close
of the twelfth century, just after the Trojan War and during the Dorian
Migration, Mycenae was taken and burnt.*
* This paragraph summarizes the published views o f the excavator. Sir Arthur
Evans regards the contents o f the * Atreus ’ and ‘ Clytemncstra ’ Tombs as o f
pure Third Middle Minoan fabric, and maintains the view that most o f the relics
from the Shaft Graves were transported thither from the now empty grave-cists
in the Beehive Tombs. He considers the Shaft Graves (with the exception o f
Grave VI) to be later than the Beehive Tombs,
* H elladic' is a term applied by the excavator to the culture o f the Greek Main
land during the Minoan Age.
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The work of the British School was directed to four main areas :—
The Lion Gate and Grave Circle. The famous relief of the lions
(118-19) and the gate were planned and studied in detail (101-3, 122)
the Grave Circle was re-excavated, a new Shaft Grave (unfortu
nately plundered) was discovered, and the whole area was resurveyed.
The Shaft Graves were proved to have once formed part of a Middle
and Late Bronze Age cemetery which lay outside the original
citadel. Later the citadel was extended, the Lion Gate and Cyclopean
walls were built, and the cemetery was partly built over, but the space
occupied by the Royal Shaft Graves was levelled, and enclosed as
sacred.
The Palace.
This was re-excavated and also re-surveyed
(Nos. 117, 119). It dates in its present form from the third phase of
the Late Bronze Age (L.H. Ill, 1400-1100 b.c .) and even then under
went alterations. Beneath it traces of earlier structures were observed
(105-7-8). Many fragments of frescoes from its wall were found,
and the hearth of painted stucco in the Megaron was found to have
ten successive layers, which show how long it was in use (112-15).
TheBeehive Tombs. The nine ‘ beehive ’ or ‘ lholes’ tombs were
carefully re-examined and for the first time scientifically planned, and
one of the largest, the ' Tomb of Aegisthus,’ was excavated. The
nine tombs, by detailed architectural study, can be arranged in three
groups showing gradually progressive development in construction,
design, materials and tools, and in the calculation of thrusts and stresses.
They date from about 1500 to 1300 B.c. (108-10-16, 120-22).
The Chamber Tombs. Two cemeteries of Chamber Tombs were
excavated, one near the *Treasury of Atreus ’ and the other on the
Kalkani hill to the west. These were the first prehistoric Bronze Age
chamber tombs to be excavated with modern scientific methods.
They were family vaults, and in most of them was a long succession
of burials covering the Late Bronze Age (L.H. Ill, 1600-1100 b.c .),
that is to say, from Mycenae’s rise to greatness, through the period of
its greatest prosperity, to its fall at the close of the twelfth century.
This is well illustrated by the splendid series of vases (106-7-89-10-11) found in these tombs and elsewhere at Myceme, of all three
phases of the Late Bronze Age (L.H. I-III, 1600 1100 b.c .). With
them were found ivories, engraved seal-stones, gold jewellery, bronze
weapons, and many other works of art (Nos. 104-16), which all
illustrate the culture of Myceme during its supremacy, and prove that
it had reached a high standard of civilisation and comfort.
Attention was also paid to the ruins of Hellenistic Myceme. Us
gymnasium and theatre were identified, the lines of its city wall
traced, and an interesting new inscription was discovered relating to
the traditional friendship between Myceme and Sparta.
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GRAVE CIRCLE OF THE ROYAL SHAFT GRAVES.
101. Sketch-restoration showing its probable appearance with
grave-stones and enclosing wall, the Lion Gate (from within),
and the inclined road leading up towards the Palace, at the time
of their completion early in the 14th century b.c.
102. Plan showing the actual state of the Lion Gate and Cyclopean
wall, the inclined road leading to the Palace, the Granary and the
adjoining houses. The graves below the Granary, Ramp House,
and South House give some idea of the extent of the cemetery
of which the Royal Graves formed part.
103. Actual State photographed from the north. On the ridge
beyond can be seen the entrance to the ‘ Treasury of A treus’.
The plain and citadel of Argos lie in the distance.
WORKS OF ART MOSTLY FROM THE BEEHIVE TOMBS
AND KALKAN1 CEMETERY.
104. a. Bronze Mirrors with (h) Carved Ivory Handles, from the
woman’s grave in the entrance passage of the ‘ Tomb of Clytemnestra,’ L.H. Ill (1400-1100 b.c.).
c. I vory Inlay from a wooden casket, from Tomb 518, L.H. 11
(1500-1400 B.c.).
It. Bronze D agger and Knives, with wooden and ivory handles
and bronze tweezers, from Tombs 518 and 529, L.H. II, ( 1500—
1400 B.C.).
g. Bronze Spearhead from the Citadel, M.H. to L.H. (c. 1600 b.c.).
e, f. Terracotta Figures of Women (e) and Oxen ( / ) ; from
tombs 504, 513, 524. L.H. Ill (1400-1100 B.C.).
(1. F ragments of Ivory Plaque (restored drawing), showing
guardian lions in heraldic posture, from ‘ Tomb of Aegisthus,’
L.H. II (1500-1400 b.c.).
PAINTED POTTERY OF EARLY, MIDDLE, AND LATE
HELLADIC.
105. Early and Middle Helladic from Grave Circle and Palace :
The fragments at the top, 2800-2000 b.c., except
which is
Middle Helladic, are Early Helladic.
The patterned pieces were found by Stamatakes in 1877, redis
covered by the British School in the cellar of the Nauplia Museum,
and identified by the Greek letters written on them in pencil.
The piece of a bowl with a flight of birds is Middle Helladic,
shortly before 1600 B.c.
Three pieces below are Middle Helladic, but somewhat earlier.
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106-10. Late Helladic 1 and II.
106. From Kalkani Cemetery, Tombs 516 and 518, with charac
teristic designs of Late Helladic I (1600-1500 B.c.), except ( /) ,
which is Late Helladic II (1500-1400 b.c.).
107. From the Palace (below the floor of the Grand Staircase
Lobby), and from Kalkani Cemetery, 517, 518, 529. Late
Helladic (1600-1500 b.c.).
108. From the Palace, ‘ Tomb of Aegisthus,’ and Kalkani
Cemetery (515); Late Helladic II (1500-1400b.c.), except (
i)
which are Late Helladic I.
109. From Kalkani Cemetery (515, 518, 529, 532); L.H. II
(1500-1400 B.c.).
110. From ‘ Tomb of Aegisthus’ and Kalkani Cemetery (518,
529): Late Helladic II (1500-1400 B.c.).
111. Late Helladic III (1400-1100 B.c.). From Granary (by the
Lion Gate), Third Kilometre (502), and Kalkani Cemeteries
(520, 521). All except (e) and (/;) belong to the last stage of this
period, the twelfth century B.c.
PALACE FRESCOES.
112. Frieze of Warriors and Horses, found by Tsountas in the
Megaron; beginning of L.H. Ill (1400-1300 b.c .): reconstructed
drawing.
113. Spiral and Lotus D esign, found by Tsountas near the Western
Portal, possibly L.H. II (1500-1400 B.c.): reconstructed drawing.
114-5. Painted Stucco from the Hearth in the Palace Megaron:
and other fragments: all L.H. Ill (1400-1100b.c.).
114. a. Patterns of the third layer of stucco on the repainted Hearth.
h. Rosette flower, from near the Grand Staircase.
115. a. Wave patterns: Hearth, first, second, fifth, sixth layers.
b. Step of painted stucco found near the Western Portal.
c. Chariot, reconstructed from fragments of stucco, probably found
in the Megaron.
WORKS OF ART FROM ‘ TOMB OF CLYTEMNESTRA,’
‘ THIRD KILOMETRE,’ AND KALKANI CEMETERIES.
I16i/. Engraved seal-stones and gold ring (1500-1100 B.C.): note
especially the Goddess with the double axe and guardian lions.
h. Beads of carnelian, amethyst, faience and glass (1600-1400 b.c .),
from Tombs 518 and 529: L.H. I and II.
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c. Wing of ivory inlaid with blue paste, and beads of lapis lazuli,
carnelian, faience and glass; from the woman’s grave in the
entrance passage of the ‘ Tomb of Clytemnestra ’ (1400-1300 b.c .).
Gold rosette, bronze arrowhead, and beads of bronze, carnelian
onyx, amethyst and glass; Tomb 515: L.H. II (1500-1400 b.c.).
cl. Scarabs of reign of Amenhotep III (c. 1411-1380 b.c.); beads of
amber, faience, glass, carnelian, onyx, crystal, agate and steatite;
from Tomb 526, beginning of L.H. Ill, 14th century B.c.
e. Gold pendants from necklaces (
right), from Tombs 55,
68 and 515 at Mycenas, and from a chamber tomb at Argos
(1500-1400 b.c .).
Embossed gold plaques and beads (
) from same grave as (c).
THE PALACE, LION GATE, AND BEEHIVE TOMBS.
117. P lan of the P alace, showing the existing state of the ruins,
which date principally from L.H. Ill (1400-1100 b .c .).
118. R estored-drawing of the north-western angle of the Court of
the Palace. L.H. Ill (1400-1100 b.c.).
119. Lion Gate: photograph of the limestone relief of the guardian
lions and sacred pillar above the Gate. This was worked with
bronze chisels, untoothed saws and reed drills, and dates from
the beginning of L.H. Ill, 14th century b.c.; within appear the
Grave Circle of the Royal Shaft Graves and the houses to the
south; and on the ridge, beyond the Cyclopean wall, the entrance
to the 4Treasury of Atreus.’
120. 4 T reasury of Atreus ’ : plan showing the details of this famous
beehive tomb.
121. ‘ T omb of C lytemnestra’ : plan showing the details o f this
beehive tomb.
122. M ycen/e : Lithographs by P hyllis Emmerson: from left to
right.

The
The
The
The

north-eastern angle of the Cyclopean Wall of the Citadel.
Grave Circle of the Royal Shaft Graves from the South-east.
Citadel from the south, at dawn, with Mount Hagios Elias.
Facade of the Treasury of Atreus.
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SPARTA
Early Hellenic Sanctuaries: Roman Theatre.
At Sparta the British School carried on excavations from 1906 to 1910,
and again from 1924 to 1928. Besides a general examination of the
ancient city of Sparta, work was carried on at three sites especially:
at the Sanctuary of Artemis Orthia by the Eurotas; at the Theatre on
the Akropolis, and at the site of the Temple of Athena Chalkioikos
on the Akropolis near the Theatre. In addition, the Menelaion, the
Sanctuary of Menelaos and Helen, was fully excavated, on the opposite
side of the river Eurotas: here alone were objects found of Mycencean
date.
Great as was the archaiological interest of all these sites, the Orthia
site was far the richest, and almost all the objects here shown
came from it. But the series is strengthened by finds from the
Sanctuary of Menelaos; from a small HerOon by the river, a little
upstream from the Orthia site ; and from the much-denuded
Sanctuary of Athena Chalkioikos.
THE SANCTUARY OF ARTEMIS ORTHIA,
900 B.c.—a .d . 300

The Sanctuary of the Spartan goddess Orthia, later identified with
Artemis, lies on the right bank of the Eurotas, at the point where it is
nearest to the Akropolis of the ancient city. The excavation resulted
in a long series of finds ranging in date from the 9th century b .c . to the
3rd century a . d ., as well as in the discovery of the whole series of
temples and altars, one stratified above another, as the level of the
Sanctuary gradually rose. These are best realised from the Plans and
Sections 142-3, But it was the series of votive offerings, dating mainly
from about 900 to 500 b . c . which gave the site its special interest.
The essentials of the Sanctuary revealed themselves as a temple, and
in front of it a large altar; these were surrounded by an enclosure
wall. As time went on the sacred
tincreased i
walls were built. Meanwhile the rise in the level caused the earliest
temple and altar to be superseded by others, constructed always on
the same place but at successively higher levels (143). About 600 n.c.
the whole level of the temenos was raised by the laying down of a thick
stratum of gravel, probably rendered necessary by the liability of the
site to be flooded by the river.
Around these altars, and especially round the large early one
disused about 600 b .c ., gathered a long series of small votive offerings:
carvings in ivory and later in bone, reliefs and carvings in limestone,
vases, terracotta figurines and masks, and (most numerous of all), an
immense accumulation of small objects cast in lead. Inscriptions were
numerous; some, short dedications, of the most archaic period of
5*
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Greek writing; others, the most numerous, set up by victors in
various contests held in honour of the Goddess. Such a mass of finds
led naturally to not a few archaeological results of importance. The
artistic excellence of the carvings, especially those in ivory, led to a
great modification of earlier ideas on Spartan art. It now seems that
in the archaic period, Sparta—whatever may have been its later
deficiencies—possessed a flourishing native school. Of general interest,
too, is the identification of the vases found at the Orthia site with the
vases hitherto known as Cyrenaic, though without any very strong
evidence for the name. It may now be accepted that the place where
all this series of vases were made was not Cyrene, but Sparta.
PLANS OF THE EXCAVATIONS AT SPARTA are exhibited
in the central group to right of the doorway.
141. G eneral M ap or Sparta and N eighbourhood, showing extant
remains and excavated sites.
142. G eneral P lan of the O rthia Sanctuary as revealed by the
excavation: note the series o f altars, temples and enclosure walls.

143. Sectional D rawings of the Orthia Sanctuary, showing the
whole series of deposits, from the earliest debris of offerings, going
back to the 10th century b.c. to the Theatre and Altar of the
Roman period, which may be dated to the middle of the
3rd century a.d . The Roman theatre, until recent years a
conspicuous monument, has been almost entirely destroyed, but
from the traces left on the upper surface of its foundation, its
dimensions have been recovered.
144. Plan of the Menelaion Sanctuary beyond the River Eurotas.
Here a traditional worship of Menelaos and Helen persisted from
the latest Minoan limes, before the reputed date of the Dorian
occupation of Laconia.
145. Plan of the Theatre on the Acropolis of Sparta.
VIEWS AND PHOTOGRAPHS OF EXCAVATION
and the Medieval R uins of M istra, seen
from Sparta: oil painting by Walter S. George.
146a . Mount Taygetos, from near Sparta: photograph by the late
Shirley C. Atchley.

146. M ount T aygetos

147-50. Photographs

of the

Spartan Excavations

in progress.

147. Digging out the small votive offerings at the Orthia Sanctuary.
148. Washing the earth from round the Altar of Orthia in sieves
to recover small objects and broken fragments.
149. Recovering small objects at the Orthia Sanctuary.
150. Raising a heavy block.
151. Raising a statue in the Theatre at Sparta.
[The drawings of objects in ivory and bone (156 IV.), exhibited
above 147 -51, are described below (p. 53).
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RELIEFS IN STONE AND CLAY come mostly from the Orthia site.
152. Small Carvings in F ine L imestone: Of these many were
found at the Orthia Sanctuary ; they date to the time of the
building of the Later Temple,
c600 b.c.
varied, but by far the commonest is a horse, in relief. Many
bear short archaic inscriptions, dedicating them to Orthia.
а. Relief of a m an; a fragment of a horse, to be cut o u t«
and
a small animal.
б. Reliefs of lions. The two upper plaques, each with a pair of
confronted lions, are likely to preserve the subject of a relief
occupying the pediment of the Later Temple, of which 153 is
an actual fragment.
c.Reliefs of horses.
[Nos.153-5 are to the right
153. F ragment of the M ane of a L ion in poros limestone, gaily
coloured: probably from the pediment of the Later Temple,
which may have been decorated by a group of two lions arranged
as on the limestone reliefs, 1526.
154. F ragment of a large C lay Jar (P ithos) with M oulded
R eliefs: On the neck a combat of armed warriors and on the

body a chariot: found at the small Tleroon on the bank of the
Eurotas a little upstream from the Orthia Sanctuary.
155. A drawing of the fragment 154, with overlapping piece added
from similar vase, acquired from near Sparta by the Cabinet des
Medailies at Paris. The overlapping proves that these reliefs were
made from moulds and then attached to the vase.
CARVINGS IN IVORY AND BONE were found in great number
among the votive offerings, and are exhibited to the left of the doorway.
In general, ivory was in use until the time of the construction of the
Later Temple, about 600 b.c:.; the later carvings, after 600 b.c.,
are practically all carried out in bone, which suggests that at this
time the supply of ivory was cut off. Another change at this time is
that certain fixed types begin to appear, notably of the archaic standing
figure (
xoan)of the goddess, and the old variety of subject disappears.
Nevertheless the finest and, above all, the largest ivories belong to
the end of the earlier period; here notably belongs the carving of
the ship (157). Compare the originals and casts of objects in ivory
and bone,
C a s e B , 185 ff.
[Nos. 156-161 are to left o ft he
156. I vory P laques (« -/), for the most part affixed to the front of
bronze brooches (Jibula). They belong to the years about 700 B.c.:
(
a)is rather earlier than the rest; (/) rather later.
g.Ivory Lion holding a C alf ; before 600 b .c . Several such
iigurcs were found: compare the man stubbing a lioness (1606)
and the couchant animals (160/); but these figures are much
larger and of rather later date.
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157.

I v o r y P l a q u e w it h a relief o f a S h ip (a ) and dedication to
‘ Orthaia ’ : the edge was inset with amber bosses: before 600 B.c.
b. c, e. Ivory plaques : 700-600 b.c.
d. Ivory comb: compare originals in
B.
158. P la qu es f o r F i b u l a (a, b) in the form of eagles: before 700 b . c .
c. G riffin’s H ead, originally attached to some object.
d . Plaque with relief of Chariot and Horses; of bone,
unfinished, after 600 b.c.
e. Sphinx : compare originals in Case B.
f . C hariot drawn by W inged H orses in relief; below them is

a dog: after 6 0 0 B.c.
g .L ion, in relief, o f bone.
h. F ragments of Bone F lutes.
159-160. M iscellaneous Small Ivory C arvings :
are noteworthy:—

the following

159. Ivory Four-sided S eal
(aThese wer
pendants by the hole at the top: more often in bone than in ivory;
about 700 b.c.
160. a. Winged Orthia Goddess with Animals: from an early
ivory brooch-plate.
b. Lioness Devouring a Calf and Stabbed by a Man : this is
unique; with a few other larger animals, it belongs to 650-600 b.c.
c-e. D esigns on Bases of Coucmant A nimals, like ( ): 600500 b.c.
/ . Couch ant Beast D evouring its P rey.
g . Brooch- plate: armed horseman.

161. Ivory Combs: date from c. 750 to 500 n.c.
INSCRIPTIONS from the Orthia Sanctuary fall into two classes;
the archaic dedications (e, / ) to the Goddess, scratched or painted on
offerings; and the series of dedications of iron sickles to Orthia by boys
victorious in the various contests held in her honour in front of the
temple (a d). Among the contests was that of endurance, and the
boy won the prize who could endure most scourging at the altar. Of
the sickles olfered on this occasion we have one only (163c).
163. Dedication of a Sickle (a) by Philonikos, the winner in a
musical contest. Early in the 1st century a.d .*

* Those unfamiliar with archaeological methods may he interested by the
squeeze ’ shown in 16
3a.To obtain a facsimile o f an inscription, wet u
paper is beaten with a brush into the incised surface o f the stone, and stripped off
when dry. From this a plaster cast can be made; or (as in 163n) the lettering
on the ‘ squeeze' may be blackened and photographed; the negative being reversed
for printing, so that in a print the lettering (which is reversed on the ‘ squeeze ’)
is once more right-way round.
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b.
c.

: early 4th century b . c .
with the iron sickle still in place: set u p by
Leontios, victor in a musical contest.
d. In s c r ib e d B ase o f a S t a t u e o f a V ic t o r (
) in the
Contest of Endurance: it was perhaps accompanied by the boy’s
sickle and dedication-slab: not much before 200 a . d .
e ,f. Archaic D edications to ‘ Orthia ’ (Orthasia), painted on the
edge of a plate; not later than 600 b.c.
D e d ic a t io n of F ive S ick les

D e d ic a t io n S lab

BRONZES. The Orthia Sanctuary yielded a great mass of small
votive offerings in bronze; original examples are shown in
B,
194-6. With a few of the small animals characteristic of the Geometric
period and some miscellaneous objects, the great majority of them
were pins and brooches, articles, that is, of personal use. The two
outstanding bronzes, 164 a, b, were neither of them from the Orthia
Sanctuary.
164. Bronze F igure of a Trumpeter, found at the temple of Athena
of the Brazen House (
halkios) on the Acropolis of Sp
C
height about live inches; c. 450 b.c .
b. Bronze Figure of Athena Promachos, from the Acropolis
of Sparta: 500 -400 b.c.
c. A rchaic Bronze Figure of a Goddess, found at the Menelaion
sanctuary, on the far side of the river Eurotas. From the circum
stances of its discovery it cannot be later than 600 b.c. and might
be earlier than 700 b.c .
165-7. Small Bronzes from the Orthia Sanctuary; for the most
part earlier than 600 b.c. : 165, brooches; 166, pins; 167, miscel
laneous small bronzes: compare the originals in Case B, 194-6.

TERRACOTTA OBJECTS included, beside the customary votive
figurines, two notable classes—architectural decorations, replacing
stone, and a most unusual series of votive masks.
168. Terracotta Masks. An immense mass of these masks was
found, almost ail very fragmentary; nearly all are of the 7th
century, and most of them before 650 b.c.
Some of these masks, such as
(a,e), are delibe
portraits or character-sketches; others ( ,
more conventional
*masks,’ perhaps ceremonial, votive, or apotropaic, like the pendent
oscilla of early Italy: but the most surprising, at this early date, arc
those which provoke horror or disgust (d,
Nothing like them
has been found on any ancient site.
169-71. Architectural Terracottas from various buildings at the
Orthia Sanctuary.
A large number of terracotta figurines were made for the most part
from moulds. The commonest subject is the goddess Orthia herself.
172- 3. F igures of O rthia : about 700 500 b .c .
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174. Later Figurines of the Roman period, found above the foun
dation of the Roman theatre; they are hardly earlier than c.. 250 b .c .

POTTERY at the Orthia site formed the earliest of the deposits. It
began with Geometric fabrics (175) resembling those of the ‘ Brazen
House’ (198); then came Sub-Geometric, and, in small quantities,
Proto-Corinthian. About the year 700 b .c . began the series of
specifically ‘ Laconian ’ pottery, which (by the stratification of the
site) it was possible to divide into Laconian I, II, III, IV, V and VI.
After Laconian III a notable decline set in, which continues to the
end of the series after 300 b .c . The later wares are of little interest.
The most important thing about the Laconian pottery is that it was
certainly made in or near Sparta, and that it is clearly to be identified
with the widely-traded ware hitherto known as *Cyrenaic.’
175. L aconian G eometric and Sub-G eometric. Pottery: compare
the original fragments,
Case
D198.
176. Vases of Laconian II and III Styles, covering the later 7th and
early 6th century: compare the original fragments, Case B 198.
a. Jug of Laconian III style; frieze of birds, sphinxes and lions.
b.Drinking Cup of Laconian III style: restored drawing.
c. Jar (
lakin, a typically Spartan vessel) of Laconian II style:
note the handles made of running Gorgons. It was found in
minute fragments very widely scattered.
d. Painted interior of a Laconian III
four men, a palm-tree,
and a monkey.
177. Vases and F ragments of Laconian III Style : a. A procession.
b. Interior of a
kylix:Cocks feeding, c. Exterior of the sam
Dionysiac revel.
178. C up of Laconian III S tyle, from the Acropolis of Sparta:
palmetto decoration reaches its highest point in this technique.
179. Panathenaic A mphora, found on the site of the Temple of

Athena Chalkioikos: these vases, of Attic fabric, were made and
widely distributed in connexion with the Panathenaic Festivals at
Athens; they usually have an archaic figure of Athena on one
side and an athletic contest on the other.
180. Vase imitating A ttic R ed- figured T echnique: procession o f
trumpeters and horsemen. The figures arc not ‘ reserved ’ in the
red surface o f the clay, but painted in red over the black glaze.

LEAD FIGURINES cast in moulds are characteristic of the votive
offerings at the Orthia Sanctuary, and also at the Menelaion; of
these 100,773 were counted. They arc classified I—VI in accordance
with the stratification. Earlier than Laconian I, the use of lead
is rare. The series thus runs from before 700 to after 300 B.c.; but
the majority arc of 600-500 b.c . They show a marked evolution in
the objects represented; particularly it is among the later figurines
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that we find the Goddess with bow and deer, a sign that the native
Goddess Orthia was becoming assimilated to the more widely known
figure of Artemis. Compare the series of original examples,
B.
181. Figures of Warriors: Note the plaque resembling the ivory
plaques for fibuhe.
182. T he O rthia G oddess with attendants; she holds a pair o f
lions by their tails.
183. Pendants and O rnaments: note the Double Axe, surviving as

an amulet from Minoan times.
FLOOR-CASE B.
This series of original objects and casts of the most important ivories
from the Orthia Sanctuary in the National Museum at Athens
supplements the Wall-Exhibits 150-180 and illustrates the workmanship
and state of preservation of these unusual finds.
184. O riginal O bjects carved in I vory and Bone, 800-600 b.c .:
Presented by the Greek Government to the Ashmolean Museum,
Oxford.
(a) The Swan, of bone, is a common sixth-century type, (b) Many
of the recumbent animals have a design in relief or intaglio on the
underside, (c) Bone plaques, sometimes studded with amber, were
worn on brooches (fibula) : the 8-shaped example imitates broochfronts of coiled wire, like (194).
The small bone Double Axes
are traditional Minoan charms: 800-600 b . c .
185-9. C asts of O bjects in B one and Ivory : from the National
Museum at Athens.
185. (a) Two Women, or Goddesses, enthroned, holding hands.
185. (
b)The figure of a Boy, rudely carved, with criss-cross lines on
the back; he may be a winner in the Contest of Endurance at the
Orthia Sanctuary (v. above).
185. (<·) Cubical Dice of bone; of various dates.
185. The Group of a Lion and a Goat, in ivory (d) and the
Ram
(e)belong to the later end of the series.
186. Ship with Sails and Rowers; the captain takes leave of a
woman ashore: one of the crew fishes on the prow.
187. Artemis with Birds, an early example of this type.
188. Lion devouring a Deer: on the base is a relief; women
conversing: before 600 u.e.
189. Bearded Sphinx: in the Third Laconian style.
190. Various Types of Button-seals, engraved with figures of
Artemis Orthia, Medusa, griffin, sphinx, siren, and other winged
creatures; lion (sometimes winged) and other animals and birds.
191. Fibula-P lates with various representations: Artemis Orthia
with birds, Prometheus tormented by the Eagle, wounded centaur,
man and woman in converse; woman in cloak; lion.
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192. Combs, carved in ivory and bone: ritual scene; grazing animals
193. M iscellaneous Objects: helmeted head; female head, full
face or profile; tortoise; frog; double axe (probably charms).
194. O riginal O bjects of Bronze and Iro n : from the Orthia
Sanctuary. Four-spiral brooch and other fibula:: one has its

bow in the form of a springing lion.
195. M assive B ronze Pin H eads.
Iron S pits, probably original obeloi of the primitive Spartan
currency.
196. O riginal O bjects and G lass Beads from the Menelaion.
197. O riginal Votive O fferings of Cast Lead from the Orthia
[Sanctuary and from the Menelaion: classified according to the
strata in which they were found. Principal types are warriors,
women or goddesses (especially an armed Athena and a winged
figure, perhaps the ‘ Orthia ’ goddess), lions, horses, birds, wreaths
and trees or branches ; shields and gorgon’s head medallions;
and lattice frames of uncertain meaning.
198. O riginal Potsherds from the Orthia, Chalkioikos, and Menelaion
Sanctuaries, classified according to strata, and illustrating principal
stages of development of the characteristic ‘ Laconian ’ style,
as follows:—
Geometric Style, from the Chalkioikos Sanctuary.
Geometric Style, from the Orthia Sanctuary.
Laconian I, from the Orthia Laconian IV, from the Orthia
Sanctuary.
Sanctuary.
„ 11, from the Menelaion.
„
V-VI, from the Orthia
„ II—III, from the Orthia
Sanctuary.
Sanctuary.
STATUE
OF
A SPARTAN
WARRIOR,
SO-CALLED
* LEONIDAS’ (199).
In the middle of the room is a cast of a statue, of about 500 b.c., found
in its present condition during the School’s excavation of the Roman
Theatre at Sparta, in the building of which it had been used with
other wreckage of earlier buildings and monuments. It is the only
large representation of a Spartan warrior, and a fine example of
Peloponnesian sculpture. But, though it belongs to the period of the
Persian Wars, it is probably rather earlier than the death of Leonidas,
King of Sparta, at the Battle of Thermopylae in 480 b . c .
Castlent by the Provost and Fellows University College, London.
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PERACHORA.
An Early Hellenic Sanctuary on the Gulf o f Corinth 900-400 B.c.
The Sanctuary of Hera at Perachora, a little north of the Isthmus of
Corinth, has been, since 1930, the School’s chief excavation. The site
is one of the most beautiful in Greece. A thick pinewood covers
most of the promontory of Perachora, which terminates in the fantastic
rocks on which the lighthouse is perched (201-2). At the foot of these
rocks is a little harbour, by which was built in the 9th century B.C.
the first temple of Hera ‘ of the Acropolis ’ (
), a title brought
from Argos by the founders of the cult, and not appropriate here (203,
209 b ). This temple was twice rebuilt, for the last time shortly before
500 B.c. (205«). Another temple, built in the 8th century B.c. and
dedicated to Hera 4of the Harbour ’ (
), stood only a few
hundred yards away.
Behind the temples and the harbour a considerable town grew up,
protected by forts on two of the overhanging rocks (202), and provided
with water from huge underground cisterns (205c, 209 which caught
the rain, for there is neither river nor spring within miles.
Many of the objects dedicated in the earliest temple were of Argive
manufacture, and there is no doubt that the cult was introduced from
Argos. The clay models of temples or houses (231) were certainly
made in the Argolid. With the model from the Argive Heracum (231c)
they are the best evidence for the methods of construction in this early
period, before the forms of temple and house were differentiated.
Another Argive speciality is the clay models of cakes and rolls (238),
which are found elsewhere only in the Argolid. The cakes which these
models represent were offered to Hera, at Perachora as in Argive
sanctuaries ; similar cakes are baked to-day in the villages of the
Argolid.
The pottery and small bronzes are the chief riches of Perachora.
Corinth was, in the 7th and 6th centuries b.c ., the wealthiest and
most artistic of Greek cities, and no site has given so complete a
series of Protocorinlhian and Corinthian art. Almost all the pottery
is unfortunately reduced to fragments, but these show what extremely
delicate work the vase painters produced. The same qualities are
seen in the ivory seals (244). Many of the ivory figures are not of
Corinthian, but of Spartan style (cf East Room, 156 ff. 181 Jf).
The bronzes are among the finest known. The lion (256) and the
dove (248) may be taken as examples of the best Protocorinlhian art ;
a fine flowing line, and an extreme simplicity and solidity of form,
which are seen also in the vase-painting. In the 6th century this
solidity is still present, with the excellence of line, and there is a more
exact knowledge of anatomical forms, and a more complicated inter
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relation of planes. The Herakles (260) is the best work of this period.
Many of these figures were attachments of bronze vases. Few large
vases have survived, but over two hundred smaller vases, especially
open bowls used for pouring drink-offerings (259), were recovered
from a sacred lake, now dry.
In the course of the 6th century, Corinthian pottery declined, as
Attic advanced. From about 600 b .c. onward the Attic pottery is
closely influenced by Corinthian, and it is probable that Corinthian
potters transferred themselves to Athens. This Corinthianizing ware
was exported to Corinth (218), and from about 550 b.c . Attic pottery
displaced Corinthian in Corinth itself, as in overseas markets.
The breadth of Corinth’s commercial relations is shown by imports,
not only from Attica and Laconia, but also from farther afield. The
special black pottery called
bucchero,manufactu
commoner here than anywhere in Greece (219a). The little table
(219Z>), usually regarded as a miniature altar, is a Corinthian imitation
of a form common in Italy, one of the only three which have been
found in Greece. Corinth’s relations were no less with the East than
with the West. From Ionia, terracotta masks and figurines were
brought. The scarabs and faience statuettes (220) are of Egyptian
origin, some of the latter, perhaps, of Phoenician manufacture. The
ivory head (240) is Semitic in character, and certainly comes from the
eastern end of the Mediterranean.
VIEWS AND PLANS
200. G eneral Plan of the Site and Excavations.
201. G eneral View oi the P erachora Peninsula and the Corinthian
Gulf, from the east.
202. A cropolis W all, on the lighthouse rocks behind the temples.
203. V iew of the Site, looking East. In the foreground, the third
temple of Hera Akraia. Beyond, the first temple and the
fourth-century portico. Hellenistic buildings and the sanctuary
of Hera Limenia, up the hill.
204. H ellenistic C istern.
205. T he T hird T emple or H era A kraia, isometric drawing.
b. Longitudinal Section through the Site. Left to right:
lighthouse rocks, market place, temple of Hera Akraia, portico,
cistern, Roman house walls, temple of Hera Limenia.
c. Section of the G reat C istern.
A RCHITECTURAL DETAILS
206. 208, T erracotta S labs, with which the upper part of the third
temple of Hera Akraia was faced: water-colour drawings.
207. T he Entablature oi the T hird T emple or Hera A kraia
(c.525 B.c.):
,fc210.
6o
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209. a. Steps leading down to a C istern.
b.
Portico, with the C hapel of St . John, built over the first

(Geometric) temple of Hera Akraia. The chapel has since been
removed and rebuilt on another site.
c. Seventh-century I nscription on one of the sides of the
altar (212 c), ‘
I
ama drachma for Hera o f the White Arms
stone originally supported an offering, perhaps a drachma or
handful of iron spits (which were the earliest coinage) like those
dedicated at the Argive Heraeum, and the Orthia Sanctuary (195).
210. The Third Temple of Hera Akraia: elevation: a working
drawing, not yet revised in all details.
211. Ionic Column from the portico: early 4th century.
212. a. W all surrounding the sanctuary of Hera Limenia.
b. H ellenistic D rain : the cistern (204) is at the lower end.
c. A ltar inside the temple of Hera Limenia (7th century). Three
sides are formed of inscribed stones which had already been used
to support dedications {cf. 209c).
d. A ltar of the T hird T emple of H era A kraia : the triglyphs are
very rarely set thus on ground level. In front, a column of the
fourth-century portico.
POTTERY

AND ASSOCIATED OBJECTS FROM THE
SANCTUARY OF HERA LIMENIA.
213.
a.Geometric Bowl (750-700 b.c .). The spindly birds in panels
are typical of this period.
b. P rotocorinthian S herd : sphinx and birds.
214. P rotocorinthian Pottery (725-650 b.c .). The animals, espe

cially lions, birds, and fabulous monsters, arc typical. The human
figure and horseman are rarer. Note the hare-hunt (top row, second
from left).
215. a. G eometric Pottery. The bowl (middle) is Argive. Bowl sup
ported on a tripod (top right), an imitation in clay of a shape
common in bronze.
h. Protocorinthian and C orinthian fragments: mainly cups.
216. Corinthian Pottery (625-575 b .c .): Cups, with riders
/>)
fabulous monsters
(e,
f ),reveller with a horse’s ta
left); drinking bowl with other revellers (d)\ scent vases (c).
217. Bronze Vases: a. Cup; this shape is common in clay, imitating
bronze, h. Bowl with design in relief {cf. 259). c. Cup.
218. Attic Poitery (except {a) Laconian): (600-500 b.c.). Fragments
of cups; {e) small llask (horseman pursuing lleeing warrior);
(/>) small jug (siren).
219. a. ' B ucchlro ’ C up, imported from Etruria.
b. Small A ltar ; lion attacking stag; and stag.
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220. (a) Statuettes in Faience and Paste, of Egyptian manufacture.
b. c. Scarabs from Egypt.
d. Egyptian M irror, with H ieroglyphic I nscription : Scene in a
temple with deity and votary: XXII-XXVI Dynasties (1000—
690 b .c .).
221. Corinthian Pottery (625-575 b.c.): a, b. Clay tablets:
(a)Siren, and the prow of Odysseus’s ship.
c. Lid of a Toilet- box. d, e. Scent-vases: (d) griffin.
/ . F lat Handle-plate of a large bowl.
g.
H erakles and the H ydra , from a cup.
222. T erracotta Figurines and V ases: Protocorinthian
Corinthian.

and

a. Before 700 b.c. ; one of the earliest of Corinthian figures.
b-d. Protocorinthian: note the painted patterns on the dresses.
e-g.Corinthian.
h. Vases in the shape of a pomegranate crowned by a lion’s head
(625-600 b.c.).
i.
Head of a plastic vase in the shape of a Siren
234):
(600-575 b.c.).
j. Top of a plastic vase in the shape of a snake (c. 650 b.c.).
223. Terracotta Heads (except d): a-c. East Greek (600-500 b.c.).
d. Vase in the shape of a sandalled foot (East Greek).
e-h.Argive (600-500 b.c.).
224. Corinthian Pottery : d, f. Recomposed cups. g. Scent-vase.
h. Lid of a toilet-box, with winged Daemon.
i.
One of the rare pieces of Corinthian red-figured pottery
(c. 400 B.c.).
j. Plate, with winged Daemon.
225. P rotocorinthian Pottery: in the lowest row, fragments of
cups.

TEMPLE-MODELS.
Floor-Case C.
231. Model of the Timber Building (a), thatch-roofed, of which
the Temple-model from Perachora (b) was a clay copy.
by
P.Braddock after drawings by Hope Bagenai.
b. Temple-model from Perachora: reconstructed from parts of
two such models: one gives the apse and the painted decoration;
the other, on a slightly different scale, part of the roof, with the
twisted rope along the ridge-pole where the thatch was sewn.
The upper storey is restored from the Argive Hcraeum model (r):
the only possible doubt is over the upper part of the twin columns,
which are broken off in the original.
c. Temple-model from the Argive Hbraeum, for comparison.
6a
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VOTIVE OBJECTS OF CLAY AND IVORY.
Floor-Case D.
232-34. Figurine Vases of Clay : the mouth of each is on the top of
the head, in the least conspicuous place. The man and the siren
have holes on each side of the neck, through the hair. They were
intended to be hung, full of oil.
232. Ram (625-500 B.c.). 233. Squatting reveller (600-575 B.c.).
234. Siren (600-575 b.c.).
235. Gaming-board of Painted Clay. How the game was played
is not known. In a temple, survivals of the lighter side of ancient
life are rare, because such things were not very appropriate for
dedication.
236. Ivory Sphinx: the head is a most interesting example of the
earliest 4Daedalic ’ art, which replaced that of the Geometric
period about 700 b .c. The tail is carried up behind the wings and
ends in a small animal’s head.
237. Ivory Cali- o f a type very common at Sparta (cf. East Room 156
and Case B 181).
Floor-Case E.
238. Clay Copies of Sacred Cakes : All were made in Argolis, and
offered by Argive pilgrims to Perachora.
239. Clay Mask, one of the finest examples of a class of object very
popular in Ionia. The calm features, and the rather satisfied art,
differentiate this from the eager striving of Corinthian art
(525-500 B.c.),
240. Ivory Head: The eyelids are inlaid with bronze, the whites in
ivory, and the pupils in some material now lost. Imported from
the Eastern Mediterranean; probably Phoenician.
241. Ivory Head of Classical Style (c. 450 b.c.), in complete
contrast with 240.
Both these heads are sawn off, behind, above and below, and were
fitted into another material, probably gilded wood. They would then
be small copies of the great statues of gold and ivory which stood in
the great sanctuaries of Greece.
242. Ivory Relief of Winged A rtemis with Lion. The style is
not Corinthian, and this and 243 were probably imported to
Corinth from Sparta, which had a most flourishing school of
ivory workers (compare East Room, Case 11, 181 ff.).
243. Bone Figure of Hera, probably Spartan (700-650 b.c.).
244. Impressions of Ivory Seals (700-650 b.c.). There is the same
repertory of lions, griffins, sphinxes, and other fabulous animals,
as on the contemporary pottery. The flying bird (top, left) is a
type common also at the Argive Heracum and at Sparta. Note
the helmeted head (top, right).
245. Impressions of Gems, (a) Squatting monkey, (h) Hcrakles
as archer.
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BRONZE OBJECTS.
Floor-Case E.
246. Bull, with an inscription recording that Naumachos dedicated
it to Hera Limenia (550-500 B.c.).
b.Cow : Sixth century.
247. Geometric Horses (a, b) (before 700 b.c.). The base is cut into a
pattern, and intended for use as a seal. Later, bronze seals were
no longer used, being replaced by ivory.
248. Protocorinthian D ove ( c. 650 b.c .), once attached to a bronze
tripod, like the lion, 256.
249. Sphinx. One of the most exquisite of the small bronzes. Cast

in bronze from the original.
250. Seated Lion, one of a pair which once decorated the rim of a
bronze bowl.
251. Bronze Belt Attachment from a piece of armour. This is
not Greek work; the nearest parallels are among the Luristan
bronzes, and it certainly came from Persia or some neighbouring
part of Asia.
252. Four-winged Gorgons (a,
b ), once attach
253. Satyr’s Head, forming the handle of a bronze pail.
254. Geometric Bird : the species is not identified, and though the
crest resembles the lail of a peacock, peacocks were not introduced
into Greece until a much later period. The ring on the back shows
that it was a pendant.
255. Bronze G orgon (cf. 252). The breast has been destroyed by
corrosion.

256. Lion, probably from a Tripod: cast solid: the finest of all
the small bronzes from Perachora. The simplification of forms,
the cleanness of line, and the tenseness are the best qualities of
Protocorinthian art
(c.650 B.c.).
257. Wine-ju g : the rivets which join the handle to the vase are
silvered.

258. / . Griffin, one of three which projected from the rim of a big bowl
(c. 700 b.C.). This is a Greek adaptation of an Oriental scheme.
Such bowls are called Argive by Herodotus, but this is the first
to be found in the Peloponnese, except one at the pan-Hellenic
sanctuary of Olympia.
259. Bowl

with a

C entral Boss, for pouring drink-offerings.

260. Heraki.es. Note the fineness of modelling, especially of the
muscles of chest and back, the skill with which the torsion of
the lower part of the body is rendered, and the clear-cut features.
This is one of the few bronzes from this sanctuary which was
intended to stand free, and the technical skill and complete mastery
of forms make it one of the masterpieces of Corinthian art
(c. 500 b.c.).
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No. 301

EXCAVATIONS, TRAVELS, AND STUDIES
OF SITES AND MONUMENTS
PREHISTORIC THESSALY AND MACEDONIA.

I n the Neolithic Age all the Greek Mainland and the Ionian Islands
were inhabited by people who differed from the Neolithic inhabitants
of Crete in that they decorated their pottery by painting.
THESSALY was the region where the remains of this culture were
first identified, in 1901, by the Greekarchasologists Sta'is and Tsountas;
and between 1907 and 1912 students of the British School excavated
several sites and made a general survey of the distribution of these
settlements in Thessaly ; summarized in A. J. B. Wace and M. S.
Thompson, Prehistoric Thessaly, Cambridge, 1912.
MACEDONIA, like Thessaly, through pioneer work by students of
the British School, has revealed outlines of prehistoric culture in an
ill-explored region. A ‘ Macedonian Exploration Committee,’ formed
in 1911 to continue northward the Thessalian researches of Wace and
Thompson (1907-12) ; numerous finds from the entrenchments of
Salonica, collected in the ‘ G.H.Q. Museum,’ and presented by the
Greek Government to the British Museum, showed what might be
expected from more deliberate work; and from 1921 to 1930, S. Casson,
W. A. Heurtley, and others examined a series of sites carefully selected
and widely distributed.
Though the results vary locally in detail, the general course of
events is now clear. At
haucitz aseries of primitive settlem
C
resembling those of Troy and Lesbos form connecting links between
Asia Minor, Northern Greece, and the Middle Danube. This
‘ Anatolian ’ culture was replaced at
by another, with ‘ painted
wares ’ like those of Thessaly, Thrace and Roumania. At
and Armenokhori there are Danubian elements. At Bonbons/i and
Servia, * painted ware ’ is primary, but passes into strange local forms.
I {agios Mamas and other coastal sites reveal Late Minoan and Minyan
intruding from the
/Egean,Almost all these earlier set
however, were deserted or destroyed in a tumultuary invasion of those
* Lausitz-folk ’ from Central Europe who traversed Thrace and
occupied Troy about 1100 B .c. ; probably initiating also within the
Greek peninsula the movement known as the * Dorian Invasion.’
These remote prehistoric researches therefore have contributed directly
to elucidate a difficult problem of Greek history.
301. a. M ap of N orth-E astern T hessaly from Larisa to the Gorge
of Tempc. Marmariani lies on the foothills of Olympus, north
west of the gorge.
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b. Marmariani, Plan of the Magolla (prehistoric mound), into
which have been intruded tombs I-V of later date.
302. Painted Pottery from Marmariani, black on red, with high
handles; compare 301c.
303. Vardaroftsa: Plan and View of the Magolla, which is
tabular, surmounted by a conical tumulus
of later date.
304. Map of Part of the Chalcidic Peninsula, east of Salonica,
showing Hagios Mamas, Molyvopyrgos, and other prehistoric sites.
b. Hagios Mamas, View of the Magolla, showing trial trenches
on the slope of the mound.
c. Implements o f Hard Stone, from the Neolithic layer at Hagios
Mamas.
305. Trough-spouted Jug
(d),from Marmaria
decoration of 301c, 302.
e. Painted Pot, from Serovinge (Servia), in Western Macedonia,
in a quite different style.
306. Excavations at Chauchitza, near Lake Doiran in Macedonia:
a stratified settlement of the Bronze Age, with Early Iron Age
graves on its slopes.
[
by S. Casson.]
a. Bronze Age pottery showing Anatolian influence.
b. Iron Age bowl with painted geometrical decoration.
c. Iron Age jugs showing survival of Bronze Age forms.
d.Bead, gold mouthplate, and bronze amulet, from an Iron
Age grave.
t'. Cist grave built of slabs, in the Early Iron Age cemetery.
f. Drinking-cup of typical Iron Age form.
g.
The Iron Age cemetery, with the settlement mound behind.
h. A Bronze Age house iloor with store-jars (pithoi) in place.
307. E x c a v a t i o n s a t K ilindir, a stratified settlement-mound of the
Bronze Age.
[Photographed by S. Casson.]
i. Typical Bronze Age jug, with globular body and trough-spout.
j, k. Painted bowls with geometrical decoration.
/. Bronze Age axe and (m) sickle of bronze.
THESSALY, the First Neolithic Age, is marked by pottery with
red designs on a white ground (309, 311) ; the Second by pottery
with geometric and spiral patterns in shades of brown or black on
red or buff (309). After a transition:*l Third Age comes the Bronze
Age (311) about 2800 b . c . , which though not yet fully understood,
seems to have followed in Thessaly the same course as in the south.
But Mycensan influence was much weaker. In the Neolithic settlements
are also found stone axes (celts), implements of bone and horn,
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ornaments of stone and shell, and crude but interesting terracotta
statuettes among which those with painted stone heads (308) are
most remarkable.
308. Prehistoric Site at ZERiLiA. (a) Map of North-eastern Greece,
to illustrate early cultures in Thessaly.
ft. The stratified settlement mound at Zer<£lia, and its lake,
c. Cist grave built of slabs, at Zerilia: of the Bronze Age.
(/. Bronze Age vessel from Zerdlia.
309. Painted pottery, red on white, of the First Neolithic Age, from
Zerelia.
310. Painted V ase, (a) black on red, of the Second Neolithic Age,
from Rakhmini near Tempe.
b-e. Red on white, of the First Neolithic Age, from Thessalian sites.
311. Terracotta Statuettes of the Bronze Age from various
sites in Thessaly.
b. A Stone Pestle and Mortar.
(I,
e, f.Statuettes o f local type, with terracotta bodies and heads
o f painted stone.

THERMI AND ANTISSA IN LESBOS.
Excavations at Thermi and Antissa, undertaken by Miss Winifred
Lamb, illustrate the culture of Lesbos in the prehistoric and classical
periods.
THERMI is on the east coast, north of Mytilcne. A low mound
(313) covers a prehistoric settlement. Its five main layers belong to
the West Anatolian civilization, illustrated at Troy, Yortan, and
sites even farther east. Comparison with the strata at Troy shows
that Towns I, II, III flourished 3100-2700 b.c., and are con
temporary with Troy I. Towns IV-V, which differ slightly from these,
lasted till about 2350 B.c., and correspond with the earlier phase of
Troy II. Town V was strongly fortified (313ft) with wall, gates and
watch towers: its houses were separated by streets and had hearths
(313a) on foundations of stone or potsherds, handmade pottery, black
or red, and idols of stone or terracotta. Outside the Town, scantier
remains represent the period till the Fall of Troy, after 1200 B.c.
312. M ai* of the F ifth Settlement: o f Early Bronze Age, about
2400-2300 B.c., showing fortifications and house-foundations: the
red disc shows the point from which the panorama 3I4</ was taken.

313. a. A House-hearth (T hermi V); with stone foundation covered
with potsherds: beyond is an ash-dump.
ft. Fortifications of the F ifth Settlement: the wide inner
masonry is supplemented with outer walls.
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c. Watch-tower by the north-western gate of the Fifth
Settlement.
d. Panorama of the F ifth Seitlement, showing the southern
streets and houses: the circular erections are house-hearths.
314.

Bronze Birds, from

the

First Settlement: about 3700-

2800 B.c.

ANTISSA, on the north-west coast of Lesbos, was occupied in the
Late Bronze Age, if not earlier. But its most interesting stage is early
Hellenic, when temples were built with an apse at one end, and the
side walls prolonged at the other to protect the doorway.
314, b. G rey Pottery from A ntissa, developed from wares like the
‘ Minyan ’ fabric of the Late Bronze Age.
c, d. T he A psidal T emples, superposed. The earlier (c. 1000800 b.c.) had the apse at the east end. The later (c. 800-600 b.c.),
on the same foundations, had the apse to the west, so that the
combined plan appears oval.

EXCAVATIONS IN CRETE.
PLATl in the Lasithi plain, not far from the Psychro Cave, was
excavated in 1914. The prehistoric settlement included a Late Minoan
house, and above it a stratum of Early Hellenic walls and domestic
pottery.
315. a. View of the Excavation (a), with the peak of Mt. Dikte in
the distance.
b. Plan of the Late Minoan house.
c. Late Minoan I Vase (c. 1500 b.c.).
TRAPEZA CAVE, in Lasithi, north of Mount Dikte, was excavated
in 1936 by J. 1). S. Pcndlebury, H. W. Pendlebury and Μ. B. MoneyCoutts. It was inhabited during the Neolithic period, down to
3000 B.c., and yields a type of pottery unknown elsewhere, remarkable
for having faces moulded immediately below the rim, the noses acting
as handles. After Neolithic times the cave was used as a burial place
and much disturbed by tomb robbers. The whole district is rich in
antiquities ranging from Neolithic to Roman, and objects seen in the
hands of peasants prove that the standard of art was remarkably high
throughout, in spite of comparative isolation by surrounding hills.
316. Objects from the Cave at Trapeza: (a) Anthropomorphic
vase.
b. Ivory seal in the shape of a seated monkey: probably Early
Minoan 11.
c. Terracotta figure seated in chair.
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d.Ivory head with inlaid eyes; probably Early Minoan II.
e. Inscribed base of a libation vase: Middle Minoan I.
317. a,
b, c, Ivory figurines, including a new type with split aprons:
Early Minoan II.
d.Stone vases: Early Minoan II and III.
e. Vase of the new ‘ Trapeza Ware,’ with modelled face.
These minute objects have been greatly enlarged for exhibition, but
the true size of each is given.
A complete series of annotated photographs is on the table below
Nos. 383-390.
PRAISOS lies in the eastern peninsula of Crete, midway between the
north and south coasts. The site was excavated in 1905 by R. Carr
Bosanquet, then Director of the School, and J. (now Sir John)
Marshall. The terracottas were published by E. S. Forster. Minoan,
early Greek, and Hellenistic remains were found. An outstanding
discovery was a series of archaic Greek terracottas in the grand style
of sculpture.
318. a. Larnax (clay burial-chest) with spirited ornament of running
spirals in dark red on a buff ground.
b. Small A mphora: the pairs o f double handles are unusual in a
vase only 12 inches high.
c-g. Geometric Pottery.

c, d. Jug and bowl from a ' beehive ’ tomb: (c) is a good instance
of the rich effect simply produced in geometric art.
/ . Probably an imitation of an Attic ‘ Dipylon ’ Vase.
g. The rayed circles on the neck of the miniature amphora are
unusual.
M inoan G em, found adhering to the mortar o f a Hellenistic
bathroom. A bull lying in a forest is surprised by a hunter who
seizes both his horns. The bull is admirably modelled in the
grand Minoan style: by contrast the human figure seems a mere
appendage. Drawn by M. Gillidron.
319. T erracottas from the Altar Hill site.
a. A M ale H ead, H eroic or D ivine, modelled, not cast: it may
be as late as the first part of the fifth century. The projection
of the chin and its deep depression arc unusual. The ears are
conventional and, like the falling locks, reminiscent of wood
carving.
b. Lion, drawing: perhaps as early as the sixth century.
c. Lion, photograph: probably mid-fifth century. The leaflike
incised work of the body contrasts with the smoothness of the
mask: u finely designed head of spirit and originality.
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d. Female Figure (Priestess?).
e,f. Male Figures. The male legs with apron (/) give some
idea of the lost body of the ‘ Young God.’
g. Hellenistic Building (the ‘ Almond Tree House’), on the
First (Classical) Acropolis. Its dimensions and masonry are
large for a private house; probably a public building was sub
sequently turned into a farm and oil factory.
her recent Cretan excavation,
ithe Villa Dionysos at Knoss
exhibited and described under No. 330 below.]

EXCAVATIONS IN CYPRUS.
Undertaken by the British School at Athens for the Cyprus Exploration
Fund, 1887-1890.
THE TEMPLE OF APHRODITE AT PAPHOS: excavated 1887-8,
by E. A. Gardner, D. G. Hogarth, M. R. James, and R. Elsey Smith,
lies on the west coast of Cyprus on a low spur overlooking the sea,
where a peculiar clash of waves gives occasion for the myth of the
‘ foam-born goddess.’ The primitive sanctuary with its crude clay
votive figures was replaced in Hellenistic times by a temple of
traditional Minoan type, with detached masts or columns like
‘ Jachin ’ and ‘ Boaz ’ before Solomon’s Temple at Jerusalem. In
front was a sacred lake and within the shapeless monolith symbol of
the ‘ Paphian Goddess.’ Of all this, only a few huge blocks of the
temple-walls were found. Among the later dedications two arc
represented here.
320. a. T he E ros of Paphos : a charming head of a laughing boy,
three-quarters life-size, now in the British Museum. Perhaps
part of a group: c. 350 n.c.
b, c. Views of the Excavation in progress.
d. Plated G old P in, 7 inches long. Finely modelled goats’ heads
support a large bead of Egyptian faience surmounted by a pearl,
separated by cup-like acanthus leaves, flowers and doves.
The shaft bears a dedication of Euboule to Paphian Aphrodite.
321. Roman Bronze Coin of Paphos, very much enlarged, showing
the facade of the Temple of the Paphian Goddess.
SALAMIS, on the east coast, once the greatest city of Cyprus, is
now a waste strewn with wreckage of buildings. The excavators,
J. A. R. Munro and H. A. Tubbs (1889-90), cleared part of the Agora
or Forum, a grand avenue flanked with massive colonnades connecting
a possible court-house with a probable temple; and a colonnade
court paved with marble. Many broken statues and inscriptions
were found.
7o
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322. M ap of Salamis, showing excavated areas.
323. a. M arble Capital with projecting head of a winged bull,

reminiscent of Persian palace-architecture, found in the Agora
at Salamis, now in the British Museum.
b. Statuette of Painted T erracotta, now in the British Museum.
Below the Toumba mound, south of the City, were found many
fragmentary clay figures, from 9 inches to 15 feet high, gaily painted.
The bearded figures in long robes with floral borders recall the scalepatterned uniforms of Xerxes’ Persian troops, and the fame of the
ancient textiles of Salamis itself.
c. F ragments of Larger Statues, of the same fabric, with
elaborately patterned robes.

POLI, the Ptolemaic
Arsinoe,and probably the earlie
shows no ancient remains above ground, but its cemeteries, excavated
1889-90 by Munro and Tubbs, are rich in fine pottery, bronzes,
jewellery and terracottas.
323.
d. Aphrodite riding on a S wan : Attic lekythos, about 440 b.c .
attributed to the ‘ Achilles painter’ : found in a tomb at Poli.
Now in the Ashmolean Museum, Oxford.
e. A rming a Warrior, on a white Attic lekythos. Found in the
same tomb. Now in the British Museum.

ITHACA
Prehistoric and Early Hellenic Sites.

T he traditional home of Odysseus has been the subject of controversy;
for the Homeric descriptions are difficult to reconcile with the topo
graphical features, and until recently no early sites had been explored.
Dr. Dftrpfeld’s suggestion that the home of Odysseus was not the
island now called Ithaca
(Thiaki),but the neighbouring L
substantiated by his own archeological discoveries there. Since 1930,
the excavations of W. A. I leurtley and others, generously supported
by Lord Rennell of Rodd, have revealed (1) traces of a Late Minoan
settlement at Pelikata, overlooking the bay of Polls, the traditional
‘ City,’ (2) a cave-sanctuary in that bay, at sea-level, where * the
Nymphs' were worshipped from the latest Minoan to classical times,
(3) Late Minoan and Proto-geometric cairns, and an early Hellenic
sanctuary, at Aiitos, on the neck between north and south Ithaca.
Continuous occupancy from the traditional date of the Homeric heroes
(<■. 1200 b.c .) to classical times is thus demonstrated, and the existence of
such a settlement and cave-sanctuary as are presupposed in the
7*
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324. Section of the A etos Sanctuary Site («), showing earlier
geometric stratum (before c. 750 B.c.), partly separated by an
ancient wall and platform from the later, in which Corinthian
influence modifies the peculiar local style.
Plan of the Site (325 a).
324. Characteristic Vases of Successive Styles ι
ό, c. Corinthian imports, (
b)geometric: before 8
proto-Corinthian: c. 650 b.c.
d . Local style: 850-800 B.c.
e. Imitation of Corinthian-geometric, but on a very large scale,
(c. 850 B.c.)
/. Sub-geometric local style (750-700 b.c.).
g.Local fabric, but fine imitation of Corinthian decoration:
c.750 b.c.
A. Black-figured technique imitated from proto-Corinthian, but
giving totally different effect on so large a scale.
/ . Closely imitated from vases of Afrati in Crete; perhaps a Cretan
import: the shape is copied from metal: 700-650 b.c.
325. (a) Plan of the Site.
h. Corinthian import, but on unparalleled scale: 750-700 b.c.
c~e. Local ware: unique in shape and decoration; inspired by
proto-Corinthian and early-orientalizing models: 750-700 b.c.'
/. Vase of unusual ‘ candlestick ’ shape, perforated throughout: the
latest local fabric: signed by the maker, Kalikleas: 700-675 B.c.
g-i.Ivories: c. 800-600 b.c.: (g) frog; (A) monkey with child;
(0 couchant ram. Compare those from the Orthia Sanctuary at
Sparta.

j , k . Bronzes:
(j)horse: 900-700 b .c . ; ( ) sphinx: very e
orientalizing; the type with outspread wings is very rare in Greek
art: c. 750^700 b .c .

MEGALOPOLIS
Federal Capital o f Arcadia: founded 371 B.c.
T he city of Megalopolis was founded under the guidance and pro
tection of the Thebans, after their defeat of the Spartans at Leuctra
in 371 B.c. It was intended to serve as a federal capital for Arcadia,
and was planned seemingly in the belief that it would become the home,
not only of the Arcadian Council, but of considerable numbers of the
inhabitants of existing cities of Arcadia. An assembly hall was built
which could have seated about 6,000 persons, and a theatre which
might have accommodated 20,000: and the circuit of the city wall is
over five miles in length.
The
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The founders were, however, entirely mistaken in their expectation
of securing a genuine union of the Arcadians in a single city: the larger
communities, Tegea and Mantinea, showed no desire to be absorbed,
and some amount of compulsion seems to have been required to bring
in settlers from the villages. Within ten years Mantinea had broken
away, and thereafter the history of Megalopolis is one of failures. The
wall, which had been skilfully planned to take advantage of the
contours of the ground, would probably have been defensible by a
large force: but there were never inhabitants enough to garrison it
adequately, and the place was captured again and again. By the time
of Pausanias (c. 143-174 B.c.), the Assembly Hall and most other
public buildings were in ruins. The scantiness of the population in
ancient times explains the poverty of the site in archaeological remains.
There would be none of the accumulation of rubbish which, in large
cities, often serves to protect such remains: the ruined buildings would
lie open as the prey of the stone-robber, and it is only where, as in the
theatre, the elements have intervened, that anything more than founda
tions have been preserved: the lower rows of seats in the theatre were
covered by soil washed down from the upper part of the auditorium.
It is in accord with this that very little in the way of casual finds has
been recorded from Megalopolis: the cultivators do not pick up coins
and potsherds in the fields, as they do in places which have been really
populous.
The excavation of the site was commenced by the British School in
1890, and continued seasonally till 1893. The main results were the
clearance of the Theatre and the Assembly Hall (the
and
the identification of the Portico of Philip of Macedon and the Sanctuary
of Zeus the Saviour.
326. M ap of the Site of M egalopolis, showing the Walls, Theatre,
Assembly Hall, and other buildings.
327. V iew of the T heatre and A ssembly Hall (T hersileion)
from the top of the auditorium. The colonnade of the Thersileion
serves as background to the stage. Beyond the river is the Agora,
with excavated foundations of the Colonnade of Philip of Macedon,
and the Sanctuary of Zeus the Saviour by the river bank.
b, c,P lan and View of the T hersileion : its inner and outer ranges
of columns arc spaced radially, to give the assembly clear view of
the speakers in the midst.
328. V iew of the T heatre from the S tage
the first row o f seats
is provided with backs, on which are inscribed names o f tribes and
of the dedicator, Antiochos.
[327<j, 328«, photographed by the late Walter Leaf.]
b. Coloured Cymatium Moulding from the portico of the
Thersileion, reconstructed; almost the only bit of ornament found.
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TRAVELS AND STUDIES OF SITES AND
MONUMENTS
O f the long series of explorations undertaken by students of the British
School at Athens, only a few illustrations are collected here. Every
year most of the students spend weeks or months ‘ in the field,’ and
many return for further journeys in after years.
THE 4 VILLA DIONYSOS ’ at Knossos was accidentally discovered
in 1935. The planting of vines on the property of the British School
led to the exposure of a colossal marble statue of the Emperor Hadrian,
which has been re-erected at the Villa Ariadne (393). Trial excavations
by the Curator of Knossos, R. W. Hutchinson, on behalf of Sir Arthur
Evans, revealed a villa of the second century a . d . , overlying a destroyed
building of the first century, and itself burned during the third. A
peristyle court has living rooms at the north and south and open on
to another room on the west. Many fragments of fresco from the
walls were recovered, and excellent mosaic floors, also a small marble
statue of a girl, of the first century b . c .
329. M o s a i c w i t h M e d a l l i o n H e a d s of Pan, Silenus, Satyrs and
(a)Maenads: with subsidiary designs (b) peacocks, (c) doves,
(d)a cock, (e) parrots, and (/) fish.
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Other rooms have mosaic floors with medallion heads of Pan and
Medusa, and geometric patterns.
Further excavation is projected, with the co-operation of the
British School of Archeology in Rome.
ANCIENT MINES IN THE AEGEAN AREA have only recently
been studied. The evidence for their distribution is partly from finds,
and the technical style of the mines themselves; partly from the ancient
slag-heaps, partly from finds of fragments of slag on sites mainly
prehistoric.
330. M a p o f A n c i e n t M i n e s i n t h e A e g e a n , compiled by Oliver
Davies, Student of the School, 1926 30.
This line of enquiry is quite new, and not yet completed. No scientific
investigations have been made on mining sites; but it is already certain
that inferences from the distribution of habitation sites only are
untrustworthy.
R. S. WEIR, Student 1887—
9* is better known by work in Byzantine
architecture, illustrated in the West Room (Nos. 401 j,
331. A rchaic Ionic Capitals from the Acropolis, drawn by
R. S. Weir,
ft

T r a v e ls

N o s ; 332-335

WALTER LEAF, Honorary Treasurer of the British School from its
foundation in 1886 until his appointment as a Trustee in 1906, travelled
in many parts of Greece, and made a detailed exploration of the
neighbourhood of Troy, with special reference to the geographical
knowledge of Homer. His pioneer camera-work among ancient sites
and scenes laid the foundations of the Hellenic Society’s photographic
collection.
332. S c e n e s i n t h e S k a m a n d e r V a l l e y : the lower near Karakeui show
ing Kotylos from the north. Photograph by the late Walter Leaf.

D. G. HOGARTH (Director, 1897-1900, and afterwards Keeper of
the Ashmolean Museum) and J. A. R. MUNRO (Rector of Lincoln
College) travelled, as students of the School, in Asia Minor and
the Nearer East.
333. a. R o m a n B r i d g e o v e r t h e E u p h r a t e s , near Kiakhta.
b. G e u k s u n , the ancient
Cocussus,in Cappadoc
St. John Chrysostom’s exile, a . d . 404-407.
c. . P a l a n g a ; lower half of draped statue with incised inscription:
now in Constantinople Museum.
d. T o k a t , the ancient
on,in Pontus, with Byzantine c
azim
D
e, f . S i v a s , the ancient
Sebasteia,formerly
Megalopolis, in Pontus. The *Blue College ’ (e) and another
College
( f )were built under the later Seljuk rulers, about 1272 a . d
The beautiful decoration of the gates is in white marble and glazed
brick, mostly blue.

F. W. HASLUCK, Student, Librarian and Assistant Director, travelled
widely in Greece and Asia Minor, devoting special attention to
the Roman, Byzantine, Frankish and Moslem monuments, and to
popular beliefs and customs.
334. T e m p l e o f Z e u s a t A e z a n i , P h r y g i a , a great building of early
imperial date, in Ionic style, on an imposing platform: (a) S.E.
front; (/>) S.W. colonnade; (c) isolated columns in S.W. colonnade.
335. ( a ) Bridge over the Aisepos, three and a half miles from its
mouth on the Sea of Marmara; not recorded before. The central
piers have lost their arches, but the abutments arc well preserved.
b . Bridge of Justinian over the Sangarios: a great structure
of nine arches: the roadway is absolutely horizontal. In 1908
the bridge was passable though the roadway was in bad repair.
The semi-circular defensive spurs should face up-stream, but when
photograph (
b)was taken the current was creeping the othe
c. In the second photograph the bed is dry.
d. City Gate of Cyzicus, in the N. wall near the amphitheatre.
The figure in the archway is F. W, H.
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A fium K a r a H issa r , Vilayet o f Brusa. The citadel is an abrupt
mass of rock 400 feet high: many prints from this negative were
given during the war to families whose officer relatives were
imprisoned in the castle.

/ . A d a l ia . A walled mediawal town on the Caramanian coast,
garrisoned for twelve years by the Frank Kings of Cyprus.
g. B l e s s i n g t h e N e t s at the beginning of the fishing season i n
the Marmara Islands. The black objects held up are the nets:
the pappas (priest) is in the centre: the boats have remarkably
graceful lines.
336. P l a n o f A n c i e n t C y z i c u s , made by A. E. Henderson (Student
1897-8), in connexion with Hasluck’s exploration of this site.

R. M. DAWKINS, Student, and afterwards Director, 1906-14, under
took a series of journeys in Asia Minor in 1908, 1909-11, and 1914,
for linguistic researches among the Greek-speaking villages of
Cappadocia, of the Taurus mountains and of Pontus. These resulted
in a book published in 1926, Modern Greek in Asia Minor, and in
several detached papers. On Sheet 337 are shown photographs of
some places visited.
337. a. R o c k - c u t C h u r c h , near Sinassos in Cappadocia. These
and rock-cut dwellings are characteristic of this region.
c. R o c k - c u t D w e l l i n g s in the Soghanlu Valley in Cappadocia.
In the mountainous district south of Trebizond there were three
famous ancient monasteries—Soumela and St. John Vazelon in caves
in the face of cliffs, and St. George Peristerona on a high rock. All
these places are now desolate.
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Greek village in the Taurus, where a curious dialect was spoken.
There were in the village only a very few Turks.
e . /. Threshing Floor and G reek Children.
K. T. FROST, afterwards Lecturer in Archeology at the Queen’s
University, Belfast, travelled in the Near East, and was killed in
action near Mons in 1914.
338. B o a t s o n t h e T i g r i s a n d E u p h r a t e s . ( The
boats at
Bagdad are circular, are made of skins, and are broken up at their
journey’s end ; exactly as noted by Herodotus (I, 194) in the
fifth century b . c .
b. A Shahtor boat on the Euphrates. The figure in the boat is
K. T. Frost.

T h e G enoese

N o s . 339-347

WALTER S. GEORGE, Travelling Student in Architecture, 1906, and
Byzantine Research Student, 1912, afterwards one of the builders of
Delhi under Sir Herbert Baker and Sir Edwin Lutyens.
339. T h e A c r o p o l i s o f A t h e n s , from near the Pnyx: evening view
(called Afterglow when exhibited at the Royal Academy, 1909).
340. M e z z o t i n t of the preceding, by Mrs. Walter George.
341. F r e s c o o f a y o u n g a r m e d W a r r i o r , before 500 b . c . Acropolis
Museum, Athens.
342. H e a d o f S e t i I, in soft limestone, once coloured. XIXth dynasty:
Abydos.
343. V o t i v e S t a t u e o f a ‘ M a i d e n , ’ in the pre-Persian coloured style
of Attic sculpture: Acropolis Museum.
344. T o n d o : *Hedond.’

THE GENOESE IN THE LEVANT
T he late F. W. Hasluck published in the School’s Annual, XV-XVII.
a remarkable series of studies in the history of the Genoese Pene
tration of the Levant, the result of intensive study in a new field,
mainly the second Genoese occupation, 1346-1566 a . d . Here is a
selection of his photographs, drawings, and copies of inscriptions.
The armorial bearings most frequent are the castle (surmounted
later by an eagle) of the Giustiniani—not strictly a family, but share
holders of a Genoese mercantile company; and the arcuated
scutcheon of the Gattclusi house.
345. M o n u m e n t s i n C h i o s :
a. Relief on lintel of church at Chalkios: the Entry into Jerusalem,
flanked by the Giustiniani arms.
b. Lower part of the same doorway.
c. Armorial bearing in the Museum of Chios: the central shield is
that of Genoa.
d. S. George killing the dragon.
346. M a p s a n d P l a n s :
a. Plan of the citadel of Chios.
b. Mytilcne, Castle of the Gattclusi.
c. Aenos, superseded as a port by Alexandropolis (Dede-agatch)
owing to change in the course of ihe river Maritza
d.
Smyrna, Castle of St. Peter: owned by the Knights of Rhodes till
its destruction by Timur in 1399. The port has long since silted up.
347. A rmorial Bearings and Inscriptions:
a . Chios: armorial bearings: Giustiniani, City of Genoa [erased],
de Marchi.
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b. Amastra: Genoese arms.
c.
Smyrna: Arms: de Heridia, the Order of St. John (the cross
defaced by Turks), the Papacy, d’Allemagna.
d.
Chios: Inscription, in Genoese dialect (as it applied to sailors and
harbour-loafers), prohibiting the throwing of filth or ballast
into the harbour.
e. Smyrna: Arms; Papacy, d’Allemagna.
/. Chios. Inscription respecting the ownership of a chapel by
Genoese residents.
g,h. Aenos; arms of the Gattelusi.
348. A r m o r i a l B e a r i n g s , S a r c o p h a g u s a n d M a r b l e C a p i t a l :
a.Chios: a r m s o f M a r u f f o .
b. Chios: part of a lintel relief: demi-angel (Giustiniani crest).
c.Aenos: Acropolis (W. tower): Gattelusi arms.
d. Chios: sarcophagus: Giustiniani arms.
e. Galata : relief: arms of Doria, the City of Genoa, and
de Merude.
/. Chios: marble capital.
THE MONASTERIES OF MOUNT ATHOS are an exceptional
survival of mcdia;val conditions in the Eastern Church, and have been
described by F. W. Hasluck,
Athosand
R. M. Dawkins {The Monks o f Mount Athos, 1936).
349. a. C h i l i a n d a r i M o n a s t e r y : w e l l - h o u s e a n d c h u r c h .
b. L a u r a M o n a s t e r y : w e l l - h o u s e .
c.
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Photographs by the late F.

Hasluck.
at Theotokou
in Thessaly. These mosaics consist mainly of birds, flowers and
geometrical designs. The patterning is good, and some of the birds,
notably the hen correcting her chicken, are designed with point and
humour. On the evidence of coins found in the course of the
excavations the church cannot be later than 570 a . d . The mosaics,
which are late Roman rather than early Christian in style, can be
assigned to the 5th century.
Excavated by A. J.
and J. P. Droop.
351. A B y z a n t i n e M u s i c a l M a n u s c r i p t at the Monastery of Grottaferrata, near Rome: Codex
E
rypte . L. II, f. 38
C
the
Idlom
eaor Proper Hymns for the fixed days of the Calendar
of the Greek Orthodox Church. The original MS. was written

350.
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about 1280 in a well-formed, clear, but rather stiff, hand, with
neumes of the best style of the Round or Middle Byzantine
Notation. Afterwards the MS. fell to pieces and many leaves
were lost. It was rebound in the 15th century and the missing
leaves replaced by copies in a 15th century hand. The page here
shown belongs to this second hand. A few variants to the music
have been added either by the same or by a somewhat later, but
still 15th century, hand.
Photograph by //. J. W. Tillyard.
352. Transcription of the same Page. Drawn by Miss G. R. Levy.

SPECIAL STUDIES OF GREEK POTTERY
h e great variety and artistic value of Greek pottery give it especial
interest in archa;ologicai research: examples are the long Minoan
series, the Laconian fabric at Sparta, and the Proto-Corinthian from
Perachora. Other special studies are illustrated here.

T

CRETE, in addition to its splendid Minoan past, seems to have
prospered in comparative seclusion during the Early Iron Age, and
developed first a characteristic style of geometric decoration, and
then its own original response to Oriental influences, as oversea
intercourse was resumed.
353. Early Greek Vases from Crete :
a. Geometric pitcher from Episkopi.
b.Early orientalizing jug from Fortezza near Knossos.
(-/. Other geometric jars.
Miss
Hartley.
NAUKRATIS, the principal Greek settlement in the Nile Delta until
the foundation of Alexandria, was incorporated by Amasis, King of
Egypt, 569-526 n.c., as a treaty port with monopoly of intercourse
oversea, and was administered in the interest of a group of Greek
cities, almost all Ionian. Its sanctuaries accumulated votive offerings
from many parts. The peculiar ware known as ‘ Naukratite,’ formerly
regarded as a local fabric, because some examples were inscribed
‘ to Aphrodite of Naukratis ’ before they were fired, has recently
been claimed for Chios.
354.

N

a u k r a t it e
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ases

in

p r in c ip a l v a r ie tie s o f th is s ty le .

a. b. External decoration with fine pale glaze and polychrome,
c. Internal decoration of lotus pattern in white and red on black.
<1. The horsemen have been painted on a black ground bearing a
red pattern. But an ample margin of unpatterned black has been
left round each figure to prevent the colours running or flaking.
This vase also bears a local dedication.
Miss //. L. Lorinter.
RIIITSQNA IN BCEOTIA has a rich Hellenic cemetery which has
yielded material for exhaustive studies of the local pottery and
figurines. Note the brilliant colouring, unusually well preserved.
The drawings are by M. Gilliiron.
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THE ‘ MACMILLAN VASE’ was presented to the British Museum
by Malcolm Macmillan in 1 8 8 9 , before starting on the expedition
which ended in the mystery, never explained, of his death. This
reproduction was given to the Hellenic Society by his brother, George A.
Macmillan, Chairman of the Managing Committee, from 1 9 0 3 to
1 9 3 4 , and was published by Sir Cecil Harcourt Smith in the Journal
o f Hellenic Studies, XII.
3 5 6 . P r o t o - C o r i n t h i a n A r y b a l l o s : This miniature vase is a miracle
of modelling and design. In the main frieze are eighteen warriors,
each with a different shield-device delicately painted. Below
them six racing horses are shown at full gallop. Below, hunting
scenes, even tinier.
Between Nos.

356

and 3 6 0 stands the PERACHORA exhibit
Nos. 2 0 0 - 2 6 0 above.

SPECIAL STUDIES AND RECONSTRUCTIONS
DRAWINGS BY THE LATE HUMFRY PAYNE
Humi-ry Payne was a Student of the School from 1924, and Director
from 1929 to 1936, when he died in Athens on May 2, after a few
days’ illness. During these few years he published three substantial
works,
Necrocorinthia,A Study o f Archaic Corinthian Art,
korinlhische
V
asenm
aleri,and Archaic Marble Sculpture from the
Acropolis o f Athens, as well as articles in the Annual of the School and
other periodicals. His interests covered the whole of archaic art
and much besides, but his excavations and published work are con
cerned chiefly with Corinth and with Crete; the latter, the district
where Hellenic art was born; the former, where the orientalising art
of the 7th and 6th centuries B.c. reached its highest point.
His work had, above all, the quality of synthesis which enabled
him to follow the development of a style, as well as to appreciate the
merits of single pieces. These gifts are nowhere better exemplified
than in Necrocorinthia, which covers the whole of Corinthian art
from 650 to 500 b.c. Of the earlier, proto-Corinthian, period he left
no detailed history, but it attracted him even more than the later.
He was working on finds of this period from Perachora -the vases,
So
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Nos. 360-366

ivories, and bronzes—at the time of his death. It is with this art,
strong and delicate, full of freshness and delight in life, that he felt
most kinship, and he could interpret it as well with pencil as in words,
for his own drawing had the same qualities.
A wonderfully keen eye and delicate touch, unlimited patience,
breadth of outlook and sympathies, gave him a knowledge of Greek
art, intimate and extensive as that of very few of his fellows, and the
certainty which led him past unimportant details to the heart of things
allowed him to accomplish much in a short time.
This exhibit illustrates his work only very imperfectly. It is a
selection, from the limited material available, of his own drawings
of those pieces of archaic art which he best loved, and a few of those
which he discovered or was the first to appreciate. Much of his best
work is not here, and what there is, means perhaps more to the
specialist than to the layman. The whole of the Perachora section
(201
f f . ) may be regarded as his also ; but here is an attempt to display
the more personal qualities of his work.
360. Portrait of the late Humfry Payne: lent by Mrs. E.J. Payne.

361. a . Bottom of a Proto-Corinthian Pyxis, from the Argive
Heneum; left, as originally put together; right, as reconstructed
by Payne; water-colour by P. de Jong.
b. Proto-Corinthian Cup, at Aigina.
362. D rawings of Lions.
a,b. From Attic vases (c. 600 b.c.).
c. From the Tomb of Menekrates at Corfu (c. 650 b.c .).
cl,f . From Corinthian vases.
g,
i .Plastic vases in the form of lions.
h. Slone lion from Nineveh.
363.
a . Stone Gorgon from the pediment of a temple at Corfu
(c. 580 b.c .).
b. D rawings from Corinthian Vases.
364. D rawings of Figures a n d Ornaments on proto-Corinthian
and Corinthian vases.
365. Marble Heads, from the Acropolis of Athens: These have
been in the Acropolis Museum for forty years, but were neglected
and imperfectly understood until the publication in 1936 of Payne’s
Archaic Marble
S cu lp tu re from the
They a
among the finest sculpture on the Acropolis, but they are as worthy
of study as many of the better known statues.
366. a. Torso of Theseus, from the pediment of a temple (c. 510 b.c.).
366. b. Head, ( c ) t i n a n d Drapery, in the Acropolis Museum.
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THE RECONSTRUCTED ‘ RAMPIN ’ HORSEMAN AND THE
‘ APHRODITE OF LYONS.’
3 6 7 . C a s t o f a H o r s e m a n , f r o m t h e A c r o p o l is .
The head—well
known from its discoverer as the ‘ Rampin Head ’—is in the
Louvre, the horse and body of the rider in the Acropolis Museum.
Payne recognised the head as Attic, and found that a cast from
it fitted a cast of the neck of the rider on the Acropolis. He also
identified for the first time the muzzle and a fragment of the neck.
The statue is of a winner in a horse-race. He wears an oak wreath,
such as was given to victors at Delphi.
Against West Wall.
3 6 8 . R e c o n s t r u c t i o n o f t h e R a m p i n H o r s e m a n , showing also in
position the fragments of mane and muzzle identified by Payne in
the Acropolis Museum.
3 6 9 . C a s t o f a F e m a l e S t a t u e f r o m t h e A c r o p o l is .
The upper
part is in Lyons, and used to be regarded as an Aphrodite, of Ionian
workmanship. Payne saw that it belonged to the same statue as
the lower part, in the Acropolis Museum.
Middle o f Room.
These two statues show, more than any others, Payne’s astonishingly
keen eye, and vision for essentials. It is not easy to be certain that
two fragments of sculpture belong to the same statue, even when
they are in the same Museum. In this case, one part of each is in
Athens, one part in France. The two French pieces had given rise
to long discussion, but until Payne proved that they belong to statues
still on the Acropolis of Athens it was not accepted even that they were
Attic. They now take place among the most important of Attic
sculpture. They are fully discussed in Archaic Marble Sculpture
from the Acropolis, 1936.
THASOS, lying inshore of the coast of Western Thrace, was colonized
from Paros about 7(X) b.c., and drew great wealth from its gold-mines
on the island and mainland opposite. Its position gave it strategical
importance in the Persian Wars. It was captured by Athens in
463 B.c., disputed between Athens and Macedon, Macedon and Rome
(197 b.c .), Byzantium and the Turks (1462 a.d.), Constantinople and
Egypt. The Hellenic city has yielded monuments and works of art
of all periods. The photographs illustrate the article in Journal
Hellenic Studies, 1909, by John Penoyrc, Student (1900 01), and
Secretary (1903-19) of the School.
371. Relief Map of the A ncient City of Thasos, photographed
from a model. Note the tiny ancient harbour
and the
ancient walls rising to include the citadel with summit tower and
temple platform.
372. Seated Lady (upper part), from a relief of the 'mourning
feast’ type; from Thasos, now in the Constantinople Museum.
The style is Attic, with little resemblance to the N. Greek
orientalising art of other Thasian sculpture; and the date a few
years before the Parthenon sculptures.
8i
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Pa n : r o c k - c u t r e l i e f , in a small shrine on the Acropolis of
Thasos. Over his head is a small pediment. He holds his pipes
in his right hand; from the other dangles a cup with ring handies.
One ring is visible on his forefinger; the corresponding ring,
which might easily be mistaken for the navel, is seen against the
abdomen. Fourth-century local work of considerable charm,
to which his romantic surroundings contribute.

VOTIVE TERRACOTTA RELIEFS IN THE ACROPOLIS
MUSEUM, associated with the worship of Athena on her chosen
citadel. They have the graceful precision and prim beauty of their
date, about 500 b . c .
374. A t h e n a E r g a n £ (a): seated figure, spinning. Drawing and
photograph.
b. A thena P romachos mounting her war-chariot. Drawing and
photograph.
c. H eracles W restling w it h the N emean Lion.
d . H ead of the G orgon from the Shield of a figure
Promachos.
e. Lyre P layer, possibly Apollo: fragment of a relief.

of

A thena

The drawings and photographs illustrate an article in Journal o f
Hellenic Studies, xvii, by the late Miss C. A. Hutton, Acting Secretary
of the School during the War.
STUDIES OF GREEK SCULPTURE, by A. J. B. Wace and the
late F. W. Hasluck.
375. a, A rchaic R elief of H erakles, found near Cyzicus. Constanti
nople Museum, late sixth century.
b. F unerary R elief, from Angelona in Laconia: c. 4 7 0 b .c .
A simple and dignified composition, some of the details are
rather crude, the right hand is clumsy and the feet very long
and flat.
Photograph by A. J. B. Wace.
c. M ourning Y outh , a funerary relief from Geraki in Laconia,
sketchy in execution and not too well drawn, but full of feeling.
d. Seated Hellenistic Goddess, perhaps Kore Soteira, who was
worshipped at Cyzicus, as her footstool is decorated with
pomegranate. Found near Cyzicus.
c. M ar bl e S t a t u e B ase at Cyzicus. Between vertical trid e n ts a rc
dolphins and half-galleys.
There are two inscriptions: the longer in prose appears in the
drawing, a shorter one in verse is on the other side. Both com
memorate the clearing of ‘ the long choked channels and lagoon,*
probably between Cyzicus and the mainland, by Queen Antonia
Tryphaena, descended through her mother from Mark Antony.
Photographs ( , c, d, e) by F. W. Hasluck.
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